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TATE RECORD

MEW MEXICO
SUBSCRIPTION

WOO

$1.50

CREDITED

T0 18 INSTITUTIONS
BY THE LAND OFFICE

SANTA

WHEAT KILLERS TO

FE,

KECT

COMMISSIONERS TO

ACCEPT TERMS OF
U. S. REGULATION

SEE IF FARES CAN
BE LOWERED HERE

CEXKO

FRIDAY JUNE

7, 1918
ICOURT RULES THAT

SIX l.!ILU0;i FOR
NEW JOSS OPPOSED

CATTLE MAY TRAVEL

BY CONGRESSMEN

192

NUMBER

OVER PRIVATE LAND

REGULATIONS FOR

FEDERAL COURT HAS

SCOURING WOOL IN

DIVERSE

STATE ARE ISSUED

LIST

OF

CASES THIS WEEK

RECEIPTS FROM SALES AND 100 GRAIN AND MILL MEN LETTER ADDRESSED BY WHEN MEN WHO ACTUALLY THE LAND LESSEES MAY THE FEDERAL AUTHORITIES SOME HOMESTEAD ENTRY
LEASES FOB MAT, BEACH
MEET TO DISCUSS FOOD
CHAIRMAN WILLIAMS TO
PRODUCE CROPS ABB HOT
DRIVE OVER ALTERNATE
AGREE TO WASHING CLIP
CASES DISMISSED, OTHHIGH FIGURE, COMMISMILLS
MCADOO ASKS WHY WE
THOSE . WHO
REQUIREMENTS ;
EXEMPT
SECTIONS ' IF THEY DO
IN NEW MEXICO PRICES
ERS TRIED, AND WHISKEY
SIONER TRANSFERS THE
FOB WHEAT SUBSTITUTES
CAN NOT HAVE THREE
TALK ABOUT PRODUCING
MINIMUM
FOR JOBBEBS AND HAND-UNMAKES BUSINESS FOR THE
DAMAGES TO
FUNDS TO TREASURY
BEING INSTALLED
CENT FARE IN N. M.
MUST NOT Bl FAVORED
ABE FIXED
RESERVES
COURT
O

Eighteen of New Mexico s institutions received increments to their
rands from a payment made Saturday by State Land Commissioner
Robert P. Ervien of $49,958.42 rep
resenting incomes from the state

A conference of millers and (train
dealers of the state was held at Al
buquerque on Tuesday. R. E. Putney
presided. R. E. Dietz chairman of
the agricultural committee of the
chamber of commerce in that city
and K. M. Hunt of Kansas City
chairman of the grain division of the
food administration for the western
district, spoke at a noon lunchcr
at the Y M. I A., building', in
response to a wjelcome by Chas. F.
Wade, chairman of the city commis
sion.
A list of mills in New Mexico that
are prepared to handle wheat substitutes was made up during the
meetings on Tuesday, and it was
found that a number are still not
equipped to do this patriotic war
work. Such machinery is being installed and a pledge of continued
support of the government policies
was renewed by the representatives
of practically every mill or grain
dealer in the state.
throusrhout
Milling publications
the United States have carried not
ices of the New Mexico meeting
as an important factor in the pro
gress of the industry.
the government test and price on
wheat was adopted.
Messrs P. J.
Simmons, Hoagland and Naudin, of
Las Cruccs. John Grecnwald. of So
a
corro; and Paul Kempenich, of
were appointed a committee to
rates
the government
investigate
that have recently gone into effect
on grain, with especial reference to
the situation in New Mexico.
Standardization of the
wheat
growing and milling industry in this
state took a long step forward with
the convention which was attended
by dedegates to the number of nearly 100.

The state corporation commission
through the chairman, Hugh H. Williams has adressed to Director General McAdoo a request that railway
fares in New Mexico be decreased
so as not to exceed 5'A cents per

Special to State Record

Lewis Penwell, chief of the wool
The government
has dismissed
division of the war industries board. three suits in the federal court here,
has issued regulations covering the brought on alleged perjury in mak- ruling made on May 28. that wool.ing home stead entries. Emilio Gon
is to be scoured in New. Mexico from zales, twice tried by jury, was re
the clip of the vicinity. He announ- leased because the jury disagreed
in
lands
May.. The money goes into
mile.
both times. Pedro Valasquez and
ces;
the state treasury to the credit of
A recent order of the railway ad"tn New Mexico there are a great F.lisio Gallrnos awaiting trial in the
Common schools, income fund $12,- ministration while raising tower fares
many small clips running) very wide amc matter were also dismissed.
190.84; permanent $9,047.60.
to 3 cents, says "no existing fare
in grade. 1 here are also several
The case of Daniel Medina and
in
University, income, $629.83; permaexcess
of
thnee
or
to
cents
equal
scouring mills in the state. It is. I.audente, Quintana of Mora counnent, $496.75.
mile
shall
be
reduced".
This
deemed
to
per
therefore,
ty, who acted as witnesses to the
necessary
Agricultural College incotne,$781,-47- .
would mean that New Mexico would
make special regulations to cover affidavit of Filiberto F.spinosa y Methe situation.
gain nothing by the new order as grain. The item was vigorously atdina as to his nesidence on a homeSilver City Normal, income $175.98;
the Santa Fe charges four cents a tacked by a number of Republican
"Local dealers or scourers in New stead, went to the jury. The governpermanent $209.63.
Mexico are granted the privilege of ment charges that he did not live on
mile, and the D. & R. G. and New members who contended
that it
Las Vegas Normal, income $176.02;
Mexico Central, five cents.
would be a neediest appropriation
buying clips of irregular grade and the land as long as required by law.
Pullman and sleeping car rates with a large force which could be
permanent $209.65.
Probate Judge J. C. Williams of
scouring them at the local scouring
have been raised byi government turned to political U(e.
Spanish American Normal income
mills. These local dealers of scour- Titrunicari who was tried for alleged
55 cents.
order. One sixth of the amount of Representative James C. McLau
ers are required to pay the growers false certificate to a questionaire
Normal School, Eastern, income
a passenger ticket must be paid for ghlin of Michigan opened the dis
of these clips or irregular grade fair was found not guilty. The question$16341.
he use of a Pullman besides the cussion. McLaughlin- explained that
prices for their clips based on Atlan- aire of J. C. Robhins it was alleged
School of Mines, income $687.44;
tic seaboard values as established by was qjrtified tn by Williams as coras a member of the Committee on
regular Pullman tariff.
of the regular passengier fare is ad- Agriculture, he has always favored
permanent $33.14.
the government less;
rect, when Rohbins had filled in his
Military Institute, income $1,364.-1ded if you take a tourist berth, plus liberal appropriations for develope-me"First, the cost of sorting and wife's name in one of the blanks,
17.
the$1,159.
permanent
of our agricultural industries
regular tourist charge. Uncle
scouring; second, freight to Atlan- instead of having her write it herself
Miner's Hospital, income $465.89;
Sam does not want people to travel but that he and other Republicans
tic seaboard points, third, estimated as required by law.
now unless it is necessary, and is on the Committee deemed many of
permanent 27i.$7.
interest at the rate of 6 per cent
John Mattivi one of the men tried
Insane Asylum, income $307.46.
also 'striving to make the railways the items extravagant, that they had
per annum to cover the time elaps- for bootlegging, was fined $150 and
is
permanent $54.05.
time
between
the
the
His companion John dispute
pay for their own operation.
costs.
secured many reductions in the coming
grower
Penitentiary, income $285.00. permittee, and that they felt compelled
paid and the time the buyer receives went free, as it was not established
manent $840.01.
his money when the wool is deliver in the trial that he knew Mattivi
to carry the fight on other items to
MAJOR LLEWELLYN TELLS
Blind School, income $754.56; pered east; fourth, profit to the local was hauling whiskey when arrested.
the floor of the House. In some in- MAY CALL LEGISLATURE
THAT PROHIBITION IS A
manent $912.00.
1
cent per
FACTOR IN NEW MEXICO stances where the Department had
tresceneio Carillo received a
SO SOLDIERS CAN VOTE tjuyer not into He over
Deaf and Dumb school, income $411.-3net
the grease.
declared its inability to secure men
fence of three years in Leavenworth
permanent $466.74.
In
extend
of
work
to
in
lines
:
: I
certain
order to avoid profiteering, and Mereiildo Padill.i, because of
- T :.. I
r
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, formerly
Water reservoirs fund, income $3,- of the local dealers and his better reputation, two. T he men
Indian agent at the Mescalero In- - normal time, requests are now the advisability of calling the state ,he
579.84; permanent $340.68.
same
for
extend
made
the
be
to
to govern- - admitted robbing the postoff.ee at
sco"re"
lian reservation and more recentlv
money
sh?."
in
legislature
September
together
Railroad bond fund, income $28.55
nu"nt inspection, and if upon cxann- - h.nc.noso, Lincoln county on July S
work many times over, in time 6f or October to oass a law
of the house of represen
speaker
enabling
permanent $1,666.35.
tatives, is in the city on legal busi- war, when men are scarce. In this New Mexico soldier, in Franc ir.lna,ion the books of any one shows 1917. They took a small safe contain- San Juan county schools $335.52.
cent mg $.100 part of it government funds
ness. Incidentaly the major has had connection Mr. McLaughlin said;
!a net profit in excess of
foil lri;
vn. in
Tl,r
State Land maintenance fund, in
"The Department of Agriculture 3000 soldiers abroad
a little to say about politics.
' . ,,U"VU
wu" "dm'
and over 7000
B'c"f
come $6,666.35.
T lcr carrying ii a rnne on a siea
is
employing a large number of men in this country from the state.
Prohibition, says the major, is a
tiuiint; mc ft (Tasini, muii mii ii ijitcss mroiinn wie snow, iney bro1;e wie
Total payment to treasuer, $45,
sua
who
lie disposed ot as the governare of draft age and subject to
sate open and divided the cuiiK-iitsfactor to be reckoned with in state
If congress passes a general law
958.42.
Ciray and Linden Wilson, bus 14
politics, as there are a great many military service. The records of the covering soldiers votes abroad, no ment directs.
'These regulations apply only to and IS years old from Minibres will
volers here who favor prohibition. Department show that already the sesion will need to be held. There
SENATOR LUCERO JOINS
This astuteness is verified, by the Secretary of Agriculture has certi- is also doubt as to the power of a the small local dealers in New Mex- be tried by the same court for alSTATE COUNCIL TO ISSUE
way, to some extent hy the vote in fied more than 2000 of these young state legislature to make a law of ico. Dealers located in the distribut leged breaking into the post office
INFORMATION IN SPANISH NEGRO TRUSTY GETS OUT
the dry campaign' of last fall, when men for deferred classification un- this kind, as American soldiers have ling centers may receive New Mexico in their town. The federal court took
wools only on consignment."
a brief recess this week.
the state voted three to one in favor der the draft law."
OF THE PENITENTIARY FOR
never voted abroad before.
beV,
Mr. Penwell writes;
A.
Lucero, of Raton, today
ONE DAY, HAS AUTO RIDE of cutting out the booze.
Representative Madden of Illinois
The Arizona legislature is now in
adcomes actively identified with the
I
will
"You
make no FISHING SEASON BEGINS
note that
Mr. Llewellyn is convinced that opposed the item of $6,100,000 for
session.
allusion in the regulations regardwork of the state council of deClarence
a negro prisoner candidates in the next race who are ditional men to go about the country
AUSPICIOUSLY THIS WEEK
fense. He will be connected with walked out Hardy
the
local
which
of
methods
best
demonstrate
to
the
known
a
to have
committees,
into the sunshine from
ing
your
prohibition record,
the publicity department, especially the gates of the state penitentiary will be able to give their opponents raising crops. He contended that the FEED MILL FOR ALFALFA
association suggests would be valuthe official fishint?
June 1
MEAL TO OPEN AT DEXTER able. I thought that this was some- season in opens
the circulation in Spanish of war early Friday morning, and proceed a big handicap and then win. This farmers of the country know more
New M.exico. Residents
information.
thing that came under your juris- must pay a license of $1 a year and
ed to fojuaque, 18 miles northward seems like reasonable reasoning, and about raising crops than the men
The Western Alfalfa Milling Co. diction and, therefore I do not men- others $5. The trout streams are
Mr. Lucero is a Presbyterian min- on foot. Six men and four blood might be passed on as a tip to par- who could be hired under this approister and a member of the present hounds were started sometime later, ties that are thinking about making priation, and said that "these bills of Colorado with a capital of $100. tion the matter, although I would be
n clan t ly stocked and the anglers
state senate. He was elected on the arriving at i'ojuaque about 25 min- up state tickets for next fall. In do not aecomolish anvthinar in incre - iOOO has made application to operate heartily in favor of anything you who flocked
to the mountain waters
in
Dexter
Chaves
in
at
do
care
Democratic ticket.
to
unless
connection
this
farm
call
and
it
They
county.
other words the water wagon is the asing
you
utes behind him.
products,
have returned with a good string: of
to
me
otner
alfalfa
and
seems
to
propose
a
when
like
it
a
grind
very fish and stories.
The Hardy adventurer had asked bandwagon, and it is
accomplishing
something
certainly
question of
for a ride in a passing wagion, going dry facts as well as party harmony. you are farming the treasury of theteeds as a balanced stock ration. J. good scheme."
A meeting of thje executive comYELLOW PAINT IS
United States. You are developing M. Moore represents the company,
to Espanola. He was arrested there, Welcome, major, into the fold!
.
mittee of the New Mexico Wool LONG DOCKET FOR
a good crop of expenses, and you are
and given a ride home in the state
Growers' Association and local dealnot afraid to sow tne seed wnicn nillTfi
automobile about midnight. He was
I
II
MIN
ers was held in Albuquerque to
will yield new jobs to the faithful." j
KHAN MpM
releived of the duties of a trusty TWO JUNE DAYS TO
PUT ON PREACHER
determine whether there should be
and given an extra year to serve.
SUPREME COURT IS
an appraising committee appointed
oming interrupted to inquire, "Does
to place sthe value of the wools
not the gentleman understand it is
ORGANIZE TO HELP
BE OBSERVED WITH
GOOD PATRIOT NOW SOLDIER AND SAILOR
which come under the ruling, or
important we shall have a few FedINSURANCE POPULAR
whether it be left with the mdivid
eral candidates towards the Ides of
SET FOR JUNE TERM
ual dealers and growers.
November?", to which 'Madden asIn all our war measures and acTHE BIG INDUSTRY
ARDOR sented except that he thought the
PATRIOTIC
tivities there is
wiser and
number would be more than a "few".
NEW MEXICO TAXES
ESTANCIA VALLEY PEOPLE better and fraugihtnothing
with more good
Mondell asserted that part of the
NOW OVER SIX MILLIONS SUPREME COURT OF THIS
our
men
to
Nation
the
and
in
fighting
Producthe Food
ALLEGE
NEW FLEDGED than our soldier and
appropriation
sailor insuris to be used in farm .labor
tion
bill
STATE IS NEARLY CAUGHT
Secretary Rupert F. Asplund, the
AT
CALLED
FLAG DAY AND WAB SAV-ING- S employment service, which work is CONVENTION
DOMINIE WAS NOT IN A ance.
state tax commission has compiled
That the members of the military
UP
WITH ITS WORK, TEN
under
CONTEM-PLATEdone
1917.
for
levies
the
taxes
S
tax
The
appropriabeing
ALBUQUERQUE
DAY PROCLAIMED already
HUBBY TO BUY LIBERTY and naval forces of the United Stations for the Department of Labor.
total $6,183,977.92.. The amount put
TERM
CONTAINS
DATS
tes for whose benefit the insurance
CREATION OF AS oh the tax rolls by assessors was
BY GOVEBNOB AS HOLI- That most of the work of the DeBONDS
was established, are availing them
of Agriculture is commenTo
this
added
was
$5,956.27862.
partment
CASES
SEVERAL
SOCIATION FOR N. M. TO! $303,947.27 from the mine tax, and
selves ot it is something that all
DAYS; COMMEMORATIVE dable, he agreed, but said that, "the
good Americans will rejoice at.
sums carried in this bill are scandaprivate car tax added $23.752 03.
STANDARDIZE
PRODUCT
Because he said that common
EXERCISES
More than 2,000,000 members of
lous when we think that the taxpayA total of nearly $4,000,000 was
The state supreme court will open
folks should go to war, and that the America's fighting forces are now
ers and
raised 'for "school purposes as fol- on the 10th of this month for a ten
must furnish
needed
ones
educated
were
at home, insured by the government for more
the money. It becomes almost crimilows: for public schools, $2,500,000 day session. Thirty two cases will
A state convention of bean growsay residents of the Estancia valley than sixteen and a half billion dolthis week proclaim- nal these excessive sums in addiThe
from taxation and from other sour- come before the court,
the
Kev. Mr. Kitching was given a coat lars by the United States Govern- ed twogovernor
ers has been called for June 10, at ces about $1,000,000, and for colleges Blancett trial, Blancett including
was sentencholidays, or rather days to tion to the regular appropriations
100
of yellow paint over his clothing ment. Up to the close of business be remembered
and
over
delagates and higher educational institution's ed to hang last June for the murder
with special observ- when we reflect that they are to Albuquerque,
at Moriarty. A dummy was set up Monday night May 13, 2,029386 in- ance of special significance
in war pay for the personal service of an from all parts of the state are ex- about $500,000.
of Clyde D. Armour, and his appeal
and painted yellow, and remarks
Local
surance
to
attend.
meetings
applications,
pected
The total state levy was
will be heard on the 15th.
aggregating times.
army of several thousand men who
Morbeen
held
have
at
Mountainair,
patriotism were made by a $16,663,5144X10, had been received by Friday. Tune 14 will be flag day.
be
the
line
on
besides a special sheep sanitary
Three suits by Pecos valley firms
firing
ought either to
and
and
the Miltary and Naval Division of Friday June 28 will be war savings or
Estancia,
comparatively orderly mob.
Stanley
iarty,
in
The
fund
total against the Dexter state bank will
of $54,827,46...
engaged
productive enterpriother cities. Everyone interested is county levy
Kitching was school teacher and the Bureau of War Risk Insurance. day.
ses."
levies was $3,265,046.11,
be reviewed on the 14th. E. Dana
to attend.
joined the ministry since the draft. The average amount of insurance
is an established nation
special county levies of
Johnson, an editor, sentenced to
Representative Sidney Anderson invited
Since the yellow paint incident he applied for is $8209, the maximum al Flag day and is to be observed insisted
The food administration is inschool district special levies, thirty days in jail for contempt of
that when the War Departholiday
of
the
in
has bought bonds and subscribed to permitted by law being $10,000.
terested
the
proceedings
as a half holiday in New Mexico. ment declines to
deferred class$423,892.59; municipal
court by Judge Merritt C Mechem
taxes,
the Red cross. It happened May 10 Approximately 11,000 applications 'For the sixth distinctive time our ification to men give
who are actually convention. The delegates will probin Valencia county, will be heard on
and did not get around the state for Government insurance are being flag is proudly being borne aloft on raising! crops, such, classification
ably organize the New Mexico Pinto
the 11th.
antil this week. Kitching has re- received daily. In the last two weeks the battle line, on earth and sea and ought not to be given to men who Bean Growers Association, with the THIRD LIBERTY LOAN
Among tlv list are several other
mained in Moriarty and is said to $1,000,000,000 of insurance was writ- in the sky", runs the governors pro- merely talk about raising crops.
objects of standardizing the bean
HELD BY 17,000,000 BUYERS suits of which the public has heard
be one of the best war workers ten on the lives of soldiers and sail- clamation, "May we, each of us on The Republicans forced adoption still further, and promoting the mara good deal. The supreme court
there.
ors. This indicates that the new men that day bear the flag of the Unit- of a clause forbidding employment ket. Discussions of cleaning and
The Third Liberty Loan yielded of New Mexico has at the present
Governor Lindsey went over to in- joining the colors are taking out ed States
both in our hearts and of men under this appropriation who shipping as well as seed, planting $4,170,019,650, subscribed to by about t:mc but 24 cases under advisement,
and
besides
the
cultivation
take
will
and
Government insurance.
matten,
place.
vestigate
over them."
17.000,000 buyers.
would be subject to draft
whereas most similar courts in the
the people to leave
Men are being urged to insure imadmonishing
War savings day, is set apart par
The loan is larger and the number western states have some 200 or 300.
such things to the proper athorities mediately upon enlistment, inasmuch ticularly for what the name
MEN IN TRAINING CAMPS
of subscribers much greater Ithan
implies. GOVERNOR TO TALK TO
in the future, has taken no further as application must be made within "The people of this state are
exARE EQUIPPED FOR SPORTS any previous loan of this country, FINGER PRINTS PART OF
MINERS OF THE STATE
action.
120 days after joining) the service.
,
save
and
in
to
and
MAKE
TOUR
SOON
War
invest
FEMALE REGISTRATION
WILL
pected
every bond buyer bought with
At every training camp in the the full knowledge that he would
Savings Stamps to a maturity value
The Fruit Situation
RELIGIOUS PROCESSIONS
Governor Lindsey, accompanied by country plans of the Commission on be allotted the full amount of his
of $7,0W,uur says the governor. This
The registration of German alien
The two hard freezes, one the end state has always responded fully to Chief Justice Hanna and Adjutant Training Camp Activities have been subscription.
HELD IN SANTA FOR
females, to begin Monday, June 17
11
12
and
THREE SUCCESSIVE WEEKS of April, the othef May
The great subscription was made and end Wednesday, June 26, will
the calls made upon it and I feel General Baca will start on June 23 carried out to provide athletic facildestroyed most ot the fruit tn this sure the present will be no excep- on a speaking trip to Raton, Daw ities for the men. Baseball heads despite the fact that the country has be conducted in cities or municipalfew
have
A
fair
a
the
tion".
week
feast of vicinity.
growers
son, Lerrillos, Gallup, Carthage and the list in popularity, and full equip-- J been called upon to pay since the ities having 5,000 population or over
Sunday of this
In Santa Fe, at least, a flag possibly other mining centers of New ment has been placed in the camps preceding loan income and excess by the police officials. In communCorpus Cristi was observed In the crop of peaches, but most have none
or
next
none.
to
and
Cherries
in
inwith
common
other
Mexico. Public meetings will be held More than 70,000 baseballs and 3,000 profit taxes approximating $33,000,000. ities having a population of less than
will
this
tn
be
plums day parade
held,
many
eapitol
cities of the state. Following high wilt in most orchards be a light crop. stance originated by the Elks lodge, and the regulations of the fuel ad bats have been sent At Camp Lewis 000. The loan and these taxes will 5.000 the registration will be handled
mass in the morning services were Of apples, growers report a good who have invited all other organ- ministration will be discussed with Washington, there are 16 baseball make a total of about $7,000,090,000 by postmasters.
The plan of registration is the
performed before an open altar on setting of iRome Beauty, which were ization to participate. Speeches in the men engaged in the important fields in use. Practically every com- turned into the treasury of the United
Palace avenue, near the cathedral. not far enough advanced to be ser- the plaza, and a general display of war work of mining.
pany in each camp division through- States since the second loan, includ- same as that followed in the regis-tratifreeze.
The the flag and National colors, and a
out the country has its team, and ing the month of June. Yet every
Pine and pinion trees were set up iously hurt by the last
in February of German alien
for the occasion on the surrounding other varities, were caught at the decorated automobile parade are KIDNAPPED, KILLED
there are company, battaalion, regi- district oversubscribed its quota, the males. Each person will be required
leaAND RESURRECTED mental, and
streets. Children in dainty white tenderest stage just after the petals planned.
Minneapolis district leading with an to register her finger prints. This
over subscription of 172 per cent.
dresses and wearing wreaths preoeed-e- d had fallen, and were greatly injured.
method of identification is also used
gues.
ocAbout the most sensational affair
form
track
of
athletics
the procession scattering flowers A
in the military and naval services.
favorably situated LARGE K. C CLASS
Every
as to wind currents, will have a
AT LAS VEGAS SUNDAY ever staged at Columbus was the cupies the attention of men training
on the ground.
School Improvements
On next Sunday DeVargas day good crop. Farmingtoo Times Hustscheduled for the
Improvement
capture recently of Corporal George at the camps. As many as 800 men
Drilling Walls
The Knights of Columbus of Las fcpley by Mrs. Charles Kahler and have taken part in divisional con- Carlsbad public school buildings, bewill be solemnized in commeoration ler.
I. A. Pelham has completed a well
of the victory of DeVargas over the
Vegas exemplified their work on a Miss Edgar Elder, who accused him tests, and track meets have been wit- fore the opening early in Septem- for H. M. Condrey south of town,
Laaad Lai Vega Grant
class of 22 last Sunday.
of making slanderous remarks about nessed by more than 20,000 specta- ber, are as follows; The new addi- securing a good flow of water at
Pueblo rebels in 1693. An image of
The
The attendance from surrounding! them.
be
will
from
tion to the Grammar School build- 173 feet. He is now drilling for
carried
tors.
the Holy Virgin
Wyoming' Refining company
The women after succeeding in
Where facilities permit; instruc- ing wilt be completed. At the High J. A. Ross, northwest of Mountain-ai- r.
St. Francis cathedral to the Rosario sent representatives to lease the towns was large. Among those who
Mountainair Independent.
chapel, a large concourse attending, lands of the Las Vegas grant and went from Santa Fe were: E. P. getting him into the auto drove out tion in swimming is given. Men are School, the auditorium wilt be conin fulfillment of a vow made by the will begin to drill for oil within four Davies, E. P. Doyle, M. J. Kenney, a few miles from the town and in- first given land instruction and then verted into an assembly hall, and
illustrious captain general. On June months. These people come highly Amado Gutierrez, Jose D. Sena, Jr, formed him that they were going sent into the water. Tennis courts the space taken up by the stairway
School Building Minus Roof
similar ceremony will take recommended and they have every Jose Duran, J. J. Kenney, Eugenio to kill him, ordered him to get out have been built in every camp, one and superintendent's office will be
IS, '
Owing to the terrific wind storms
reason
Nicola
believe
to
that oil will be Baca,
Sena, Frank Ortiz. Jr, and fired several shot, leaving him having 40 courts, and the sport is made into two class rooms. An ad- that have prevailed during the en
place to escort the virgin to the
found on this land. The lease has J. H. Watt, John Lynn, Antonio Lu on the ground supposedly dead. He rapidly gaining in popularity Thro- dition will be placed on the west tire week, the Socorro county high
cathedral
been signed. Las Vegai Optic
cero, Mateo Lujan and lfcGuire.
resurrected, walked back and had the ugh the generosity of golf clubs lo front, and the superintendent's of- school building is minus a roof, the
A Banquet was held in the even- two women arrested and lodged in cated near the camps, the demand fice moved to the secoud story of south half having been taken off by
State Senator Benjamin F. Pankey
received 600 head of cattle from
Boy Scout are active in locating ing for which each member paid jaiL At a preliminary hearing they for golf course i partly being met. the new building. The present un- a whirl wind recently and the re
Arizona
for his range between black walnut trees, needed by the $1.00 which wa given to the Red were placed under a bond of $500 Polo matches are frequently held. sightly tower will be taken down maining half going by pieces and
Santa Fe and,White Rock canyon War Department for use in making Cross. Four cake were also raffled for appearance before the grand and competition for place on teams and the roof lines made more pleas- splinters during the past three day.
I
Socorro Chieftain.
airplane propellorf and gun stocks. for the same purpose.
is keen.
Saturday.
jury.
ing to the eye Carlsbad Argus.

Extravagan
Washington, June
of large
ce, neediest employment
numbers of men, and aiding men to
evade the selective draft, were char-ire- s
made against the Department
of Agriculture a few days ago while
the Food Production bill was under
discussion in the House. The provision under discussion proposed the
appropriation of $0,100,000 to hire
men to travel over the country and
teach farmers how to raise more

-

One-twelf- th

nt

People who lease public land for
grating purposes have no right to
obstruct the passage of other herds
over the land, provided that unnecessary damage is not done by the
herds in transit. This is the gist of
an opinion given by the state supreme court this week in refusing to
of a suit brought
grant a
by H. A. Jastro and A. B. MrMillin
against Elias Francis and Narciso
rrancis. The court holds that land
owners cannot fence by injunction.
Justice Parker in concurring with
Chief Justice Hanna in the view
states. I feel bound by the controll
ing authority of the circuit court of
appeals and of the supreme court
of the United States as to the right
of the implied license to graze the
public domain and in so doing, if
necessary to cross lands held in private ownership." The holding of the
federal courts is based upon the
act of February 25, 1885.
Justice Roberts adds the suggestion that when practicable, in areas
where the lessee controls alternately
numbered sections and other parties
the rest, stock should be driven ar'
ross at section corners.
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FIFTY-EIGH- T
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COL R. P. DICKERSON

TOLL

EARL KITCHENER

TEN U.S. VESSELS

RAIDS

SUNK BY

APPEALjulTlFT

HUNATSOISSONS

U-BO-

REPORTS OF SURVIVORS SHOW
TWO SUBMARINES TOOK PART
IN ATTACKS.

LOSSES CONFINED TO UNARMED
SHIPS IN RAID OFF NEW
YORK HARBOR.

MORE ATTACKS BY HUNS

AIRMEN JOIN IN SEARCH

REPORT BY SECRETARY DANIELS
LISTS SEVEN SCHOONERS AND
FOUR STEAMERS AS LOST.

HUN
U.

FRENCH CHECK

President Asks Citizens to Buy
Only Essentials.

BATTLE MOVES TO WE8T WITH
RENEWED FURY AS FOE
THROWS IN 750,000 MEN.

I

3i

J

1

AMERICANS REACH IMPORTANT
POSITIONS EAGER TO JOIN IN
FIGHT ON BIG BATTLE LINE.

RAIDERS SENT TO ATTACK
S. TRANSPORTS KEPT FROM
GOAL BY GREAT CONVOYS.
j

Wettrn

Netmpr

Union Newa Service.

Wt'Hlfin Newepapi--

New York, June 5. The toll
dead and niis::lug from the raid of
Col. R. P. Dickerson of Springfield,
submarines tigaluHt shipping off Mo., organizer of the National Loyalty
the American coast Sunday apparent- league.
all
ly stood last night at
from the steamship Carolina of the
New York and Porto Rico line. Six- U.S.TRANSPORT IS SUNK
teen of this number are known to
have perished when one of the ship's
boats capsized In a storm Sunday TROOP SHIP PRESIDENT LINCOLN
night after the vessel had been sunk.
TORPEDOED.
of

Norfolk. Juno 4. Naval officers
here said last night their reports Indicated five German submarines had
heed operating along the Atlantic
toast, und that two had been Blgh'ed
off the Virginia capes. Rear Admiral
Kiel her, commam'unt of the NortoiK
had been
navy yard, si.id two
off l'..e Virginia capes, and
aighte-- J
Rear Admiral McLean said in addition to these two others were report
ed o.f the coast of New Jersey and
one off the oist of North Carolina.

tier-ma-

fifty-eigh-

Washington, .June 5 Enemy submarines still were operating off the
American coast Tuesday. A Krench
tank steamer, the Hadiolelne, first
transatlantic craft to te attaeked by
the raiders, was saved from destruction at 9:311 o'clock Tuesday, morning
by an American deBtroyer sixty-fivnillea off the Maryland coast.
The rame destroyer found the coasting schooner, Kdward II. Hulnl. Jr.,
Linking after having been bombed in
the same vicinity, maklns seven
schooners and four steamers known
officially to have uetn sunk by the
raiders.
Secretary Daniels directed that the
brief report from the destroyer be
made public. The destroyer herself,
with two survivors from the Haird, a
craft hailing from Wilmington,
Del., was still hunting for the enemy.
The announcement which naval officers said contained all the department
knew about today's activities of the
raiders follows:
"The Navy Department lias received a dispatch from a I'nited
StatcB deBtroyer that at 9: SO o'clock
Tuesday morning she interrupted an
attack by an enemy submarine on the
French steamer Radioleine about
five
miles off the Maryland coast.
The destroyer also took on board two
men from the Edward R. Haird, whicn
was bombed and sinking. A later report was received statins that the Radioleine had arrived at an Atlantic
port."
Reports from survivors who were
aboard the vessels also established the
fact that during the day at least two
submarines have been at work In
American waters. They are the IT 37
and a report to the
and the
Navy Department shows that one of
them at liwst had stores to last her
three montks.
sunk by
, The official list of vessels
as given out tonight at
the
the Navy Department, Included seven
The
Fchooners and four steamers.
Statement follows:
"The latest report received by the
Navy Department Indicate that the following vessels have been sunk as a result of enemy submarine activity off
this coaBt: Schooner Edna, 32u tons;
schooner Hattie Dunn, 4l!fi tons;
l.fjoO
tons;
schooner
Hauppauge,
schooner Edward H. Cole, 1,791 tons;
schooner Isabel B. Wiley, 77(1 tons;
schooner Jacob M. Haskell, 1,778 tons:
steamship Winnieconne, 1,8(19 tons;
steamer Carolina, 5,039 tons; schooner
Edward R. Baird, Jr., 279 tons; Bteara-shlHerbert K. Pratt, 7,200 tons,
raised and towed to port; steamship
Texel."
27H-to-

sixty--
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HUNS HURLED BACK AT MARNE.

Liner Goes
Former
at
Washington, June
to Bottom as She Neared
last h'.i! brought her submarine warHome Pott.
fare to the ahoreB of the United
States, apparently in a forlorn hope
W'esu-rof striking telling blows on this side
NmpRiiT I'nt'in Nt.ws Hervtce.
Washington, June 1. Loss of the of t..e Atlantl and of drawing home
homeward hound American transport some of the American naval forces
President Lincoln was reported by Ad- from ti.e wrr zone where the
miral Sims. The message' sail the n.enace is being Blowzy but curelv
to death.
ship was torpedoed at lo:40 o'clock strangled
In the attacks upon coasting vesFriday morning and went down an
New Jerhour later. It made no mention of cas- sels almost in sight of the a frantic
sey shore, navy officials Bee
ualties.
the
The President Lincoln was a passen- admission front Berlin that
has failed. American armed
ger liner of the Hamburg American
is rolling overseas in
line, taken over by the United States power
force, despite the utmost exat the declaration of war.
ertions of the undersea pirates off tno
the
as
feel
that
officials
Navy
nfloat an hour the casualty coast of Europe.
Now the raiders have crossed tho
retained afloat an hour the casualty
seas and lurked for days near Amersmall.
be
wouid
list
ica's greatest ports. They no doubt
Passengers on Lincoln Saved.
were sent to sink transports, but here
Washington. All those who were again they failed. Blocked off the
passengers and all the returning army troop ships by convoy craft, they
officers and men on the transport have turned in fury against defenseIn all the record of
President Lincoln were saved after less coasters.
she had been torpedoed. This confines destruction they have written, the
the loss of life to the crew of the ship. raiding party has struck at no vessels
bound overseas, and therefore armed
Upholder of Lusitania Sinking Jailed. for a fight. Only ships that could not
Tucson, Ariz. August Sandberg, a hit back have been attacked.
Up to a late hour Monday night the
native of Sweden, former consulting
metallurgical chemist for the Phelps-Dodg- destruction of six sailing craft, the
corporation at Douglas, waB tanker Herbert L. Pratt and three
sentenced to serve two yeaiB in the coastwise ateamers was the record of
Leavenworth penitentiary and fined losses officially reported to the Navy
The steamers lost were
$500 by Judge W. H. Sawtelle of the Department.
tho
United States District Court following the Carolina, the Winneeonnie and
of the craft
his conviction on the charge of violat- Texel. The crews of some
the destroyed have been brought into
ing the espionage act by justifying
port with a story of eleven days' imand
Lusitania
making
the
of
sinking
prisonment aboar I an enemy
President.
the
to
references
insulting
Monday night Secretary of the Navy
Shopmen Demand Wage Increase.
summarized the information
Daniels
emhundred
Kighteea
Moline, ill
reaching the department as follows:
Chiployes In the Silvis shops of the
I
Navy Department reports show that
cago, Rock Island & Pacific railroa
the following vessels have been sunk:
walked out Thursday to enforce a de- Jacob
M. Haskell, schooner, 1,302 tons,
mand to Director General McAdoo for
Norrecent wage award. hailing from Boston, sailing for
revision o' u
11 in crew, no passengers. Isabel
The men want Vi cents an hour mini- folk,
B. Wiley. In ballast; net tonnage 611;
mum and time and a half for overtime
basis. The wage crew 8. Hattie Dunn of Rockland, Me.;
on an cighl-ho'jnet tonnage 365; in ballast; sailing
award fixed .. minimum of 55 cents an
from Charleston. Edward H. Cole of
hour.
Boston; tonnage, 1,395; in ballast,
bound for Norfolk, crew of eleven.
r
Term.
Given
Mrs. Stokes
"Herbert L. Pratt, steamship oil
Kansas City, Mo. A sentence of tanker, sunk about five miles south of
ten years in the Missouri state peni- Overfalls lightship, off the Delaware
tentiary was Imposed in Federal Court coast, thirty-eigh- t
on board; thirty-eigh- t
here upon Mrs. Hose Pastor Stokes
of the
on board; thirty-seveof New York, Socialist and
crew rescued and landed at Lewes;
"internationalist," as a result one 103t.
of her conviction May 23 on an indictAll the crews of the above named
ment charging violation of the espion- vessels, except the one man lost from
act.
age
the Pratt were rescued.
"It appears that the schooner Edna,
166,802.
for
Casualties
May
British
which was found bottom up several
n
British
the
London. Casualties
days ago and towed into Lewes, Del.,
ranks reported during May reached a was also a victim of the submarine.
diwere
total of 106,802. The losses
The crew of the Edna have been landvided as iillows: Killed or died of ed in New York. The master of the
men, 20,518.
wound;,: officers,
Winneconne picked up the crew of the
Wounded or missing: officers, 6,102;
Hattie Dunn."
men, 138,500.
Meanwhile
departmental reports
from naval districts along the AtlanAdvance in Pullman Rates.
tic coast showed feverish activity
InWashington. In line with the
among the patrol fleets. From all
3
a
cents
crease in passenger fares to
along the coast armed craft are conmile, the Pullman company shortly verging on the spot where the enemy
will raise the minimum overnight rate was last reported.
Seaplanes are pafor sleeping berths from $1.60 to $2. trolling the air seeking any trace.
Other Pullman rates will not be
Every craft has orders to fire on
Alchanged materially.
sight at any suspicious object.
ready they have pounded floating
Blow Uu Thirty-twDugouts.
wreckage with shot and shell In
Washington. American volunteers search of the foe, leading to reports
blew up of battles at sea from various points.
and technical detachments
enemy dugouts and a
thirty-twWood on Way to Funston.
bridge, killing and wounding more
than twenty of the enemy, says an adChicago. MaJ. Gen. Leonard Wood
dition to General Pershing's com- passed through Chicago from Washmunique.
ington on bis way to Camp Funston.
German-America-

e

e

r

Ten-Yea-

n

self-style- d

Teutons Forced to Assume Offensive
at Many Points.
Paris, June 6. From drives on
wide fronts the German offensive in
France has deteriorated Into isolated
s
attacks along the area between
and Chateau Thierry and eastward on the Marne, in the general direction of Rheims. Although in these
attacks the enemy is still using large
effectives and great numbers of guns,
he Is being held almost everywhere
from further progress and on various
sectors compelled to assume the defensive against vicious blows delivered by the Americans, French and
British troops.
Near the Veuilly wood, which lies
northwest of Chateau Thierry, and at
the point where the drive has
brought the enemy nearest Paris, the
Americans have beaten off a strong
German attack, and on the Marne at
Jaulgonne, some six miles northeast
of Chateau Thierry, fighting shoulder
to shoulder with the French, they
have aided In forcing the first conChurch Forms War League.
tingent of the enemy to cross the
Brldgevllle, Del. A Methodist war
Marne again to seek refuge on the
defense league has been organized at
northern bank of the stream.
Bridgevllle.
CHARLES W. FAIRBANKS DEAD.
Sinks Two
Former Vice President Passes Away U. S. Destroyer
Destruction of
An Atlantic Port
at Indianapolis Home.
half an hour
Indianapolis, Ind. Charles Warren two submarines within
off the
Fairbanks, former vice president of by an American destroyer
by an
the United States, died at his home coast of France was reportedfrom
the
here June 4. Death was due to Inter- American ship arriving here
stitial nephritis, which has been a war zone.
chronic aliment with him, but not rePrager Jury Frees Eleven Men.
garded serious until recently. All mem111.
The eleven men
Edwardsville,
vice
former
of
the
bers
president's
with murder in
family, except Major Richard Fair- who were charged
of Paul
banks, who Is in France, were at his connection with the lynching
Prager, enemy alien, were acquitted
bedside.
by a Jury- Railroad Rate Revision Ordered.
Army Measure Passed in House.
Washington. Hundreds of local and
The largest annual
Washington.
ordered
be
special rate revisions will
bill in history, earby Director General McAdoo before army appropriation
June 25, when the new rate schedules ning 112,041,082,000. and authorizing
the President to call into military serCO into effect, the railroad administravice all men who can be trained and
tion announced.
equipped, was passed by the House.
Wounded Americans Reach Nice.
Hun Flyers Bomb Hospital.
Nice, France. The first batch of
With the British Army in Franca.
wounded American soldiers who had
'been amalgamated with French troop Early Thursday morning German airarrived at Nice. They were sent to the men bombed another hospital, thia
time a Canadian institution, and exAmerican hospital here.
acted a considerable toll of casualties.
Sols-son-

o

Western Newspaper L'luoii Newi Service.
Paris, June 4. The battle in France

Union Nwwi Service.

was resumed with great intensity
Monday, according to the war office
The Germans, with
announcement.
fresh troopB, attacked between the
Im
to
thm
nhatoaranh
b(
firat
Tki,
Oise and the Ourcq with redoubled vioKhar-toupublished of Earl Kitchener of
"The Germans have been
lence.
his
of
title
to
the
succeeded
who
checked west of Soissons," continues
war
British
the
famous brother,
the statement. "We recaptured
who wae lost at sea on the BritIn the region Bouth of
KitchEarl
ish warship. Hampshire.
troops
the Franco-BritisHe
Is
soldier.
a
ener, like his brother,
maintained all their gains north of
and
Africa, rising
served in both India
Champlat."
to the rank of colonel.
Tim-iete- r,

Fave-rolle-

s.

h

Although It cannot be said that the
Germans In their new offensive have
been definitely stopped, there Is, nevertheless, a marked tminutlon in the
with which they started out, and
AMERICAN GRAVES IN FRANCE speed
their gains since Saturday have been
DECORATED.
relatively small when compared with
those of previous days. So great have
been the casualties suffered that the
as
Parades and Speeches Missing
Prussian guards division, the pride
U. S. Soldiers Abroad Honor
of the German crown prince 1b deMemory of Comrades.
clared to have been withdrawn from
the battle.

PAY TRIBUTETO HEROES

Wentern Newspaper Union Nwi Service.
Paris. June 3. The French held the
Washington. A nation united paid Germans everywhere Sunday night.
solemn tribute on Memorial Day to its The
enemy losses were heavy. The
heroes of the past and its heroes of

French took prisoners, the war office

the present.

In prayer and fasting, following out reports.
The French counter
the country

Its President's request,
took grave jeed ot the past and Intense Inventory of the present. The
withered ranks of Civil War veterans,
who went to tenderly place upon
tombs of the fighters of other days
a garland of memory, were Joined by
those of the present generation who
honored the living heroes and the dead
ir.artyrs of today's contest with autocracy.
The lines of North and South, long
since obliterated, cast no shadow on
the observance of the national holiday. For the Northland and the
Southland made it a unified and consecrated time, sacred to the men of
'04, but even more sacred to the boys
of 1918, who fight not alone to save
a nation, but to save a world.
President Wilson, following his own
preceptB, attended church, joining in
prayers for victory to the cause of
America and her allies.

With the American Armies in
France. There were new American
graves decorated Memorial Day. They
are on grassy hillsides, In shaded ravines, beneath drooping trees and beside stone walls centuries old.
Mothers, sisters, sweethearts could
not visit these graves. The tender
touch of a mother placing a flower upon the grave of her boy was denied
America's latest dead. But those who
loved the figthing men who have
fallen In France may rest assured they
were not forgotten.
The parades, the speeches were
missing. But a deeper, even more
solemn note was struck in France as
the graves of America's dead were
honored.
Twelve Fishing Vessels Destroyed.
Ixmdon, June 4. Twelve of a fleet
of thirty or forty fishing vessels were
sunk by a German submarine, says a
Belfast dispatch to the Daily Telegraph. The submarine ordered the
fishermen to take to the boats and row
ashore. It then sank the vessels by
shelling them. The fishermen lost all
their gear, but there were no casualties.

attack along the
whole front between the Ourcq and
the Marne and made progress at several points.
A violent German attack on both
sides ot the road between Chateau
Thierry and Paris was broken up by
the French.
Heavy fighting continued all day
s
and
Sunday east of
the forest of the same name east of
the town. Late Saturday the French
bad retaken four towns in this region.
Under the enemy pressure the French
again were compelled to give up
Faverolles, about three miles south-- ,
east of
Villers-Cotteret-

Villers-Cotteret-

With the French Army In France,
June 3. American troops are reaching userul positions In the battle area.
These troops display the mo3t ardent
desire to share in the present great
battle with their Europeun comrades.
Washington, June 3. After several
the Germans apparently
repulses,
have abandoned, temporarily at least,
their efforts to retake the ground captured by the Americans at Cantigny.
London, June 3. Another raid on
Karlsruhe has been made by British
air squadrons, according to the official statement on aerial operations.
Twenty German machines were destroyed In air fighting and six were
driven down out of control. One other
hostile machine was shot down by
fire.
With their left wing touching the
Marne and their right linking up with
the battle front at Noyon, the Germans in their new offensive are hammering the allied line apparently with
the hope of crushing the Soissons salient and opening up the way to Paris
by way ot the Marne and the Oise.
They are reported to be using well
of a million
on toward
men in this effort.
On the front between Soissons and
Chateau Thierry the Germans occupied Longpont, Corey, Faverolles and
Troesncs, but later were driven out
of these places by energetic French
counter attacks.
The main trend of the enemy effort is westward, and with this purpose seemingly fully developed, Gen.
Foch Is disposing bis forces to rethree-quarter- s

Hundred Men Enlist In Navy.
New York, June 4. One hundred
men enlisted in the naval militia between the hour when news of the
campaign off the New Jersey
coast. first became known on the street sist It.
Just below Soissons the crown
and the closing of the recruiting office
princes' troops were forced back on
here Monday night.
the Crlse river, which runs on a north
Transport Sunk by Submarine.
and south line through that town. In
London. The transport ship Leas-ow- the engagements on this front several
Castle has been sunk by an en- hundred prisoners were taken by tho
emy submarine, the British admiralty French, and in the Soissons fighting
announced. One hundred and one per- especially the Germans suffered tersons were drowned. The Leasowe Cas- rific
punishment.
tle, which was of 9,737 tons gross, was
It develops that American troops alsunk in the Mediterranean on May 26. ready are in the battle area, stationed
at points whence their Intervention
Fire Razes Big 8L Louis Arsenal.
St. Louis, Mo. Warehouses Nos. 23 will be easy when the time Is considStates arsenal ered favorable.
and 24 at
U. S. Flyer Burns to Death.
here were destroyed by fire with a The British in the regions of Arras,
Fort Worth, Tex. Harry J. Web- loss of army equipment stored there Lens and Bethune are keeping up their
trench-raidinoperations against the
ster, student flyer from Grand Rapids, estimated by the police at more than
Germans.
$3,000,000.
Mich., burned to death In midair.
e

d

g

Red Cross Total Is $166,439,291.
Washington. The American Red
Cross second war mercy fund now to
tals $166,439,291, with indications that
when all reports from the drive are
tabulated a $70,000,000 oversubscription of the $100,000,000 goal will be
shown.
Livestock Prices Issued.
Chicago. Collection and dissemination of livestock quotations by the government went into effect at the stockyards here June 1.
Call 280,000 Draft Men in June.
Washington. Official announcement
was made that 280,000 men will be
called to the colors during June. They
will be ordered to report June 24, but
it has ndl yet been determined to
what camps they can be assigned, so
the list of apportionments Is for the
present being withheld.
Rieta Increase Through Bohemia.
London, Riots and internal disorders of all kinds are increasing in

Mrs. Pickerel Found en Coast Train.
Denver In Reno, Nev., Mrs. Miriam Craig Pickerel, wife of a wealthy
Omaha business man, and her
son, Hugh Gordon Craig, whom
she is charged with kidnaping from
the Wyman School in Denver, were
from a California-bounremoved
Union Pacific train after she had
made strenuous resistance, and officers had been forced to break in the
door of the train's drawing room and
then had a lively time before the
mother would surrender.
d

Rusaian Sentiment Favors Allies.
London. The movement in Russia
in favor of the cause tf the allies is
increasing and haa been strengthened
by President Wilson's recent declaration of sympathy for Russia, saya a
dispatch to the Daily Express. The Russian Jemocracy also
Is enthusiastic over recent steps taken
by the British government to show its
Following the discovery
friendship.
of a
plot, a
state of siege has been declared at
Moscow.
Peii-ogra-

counter-revolutiona-

Five Killed During Violent 8torm.
Planing Mill Men Strike.
Salt Lake City, Utah. Demanding
Springfield, Colo. Five men were
day, 2S per cent increase
killed, four others were badly injured, an eight-hou- r
one perhaps fatally, and a dozen oth- in wages, closed shop and a five and
f
er were more or less shocked and
day week, almost 200 memmiles ber of the Planing Mill and Cabinet
burned at Campo, twenty-fiv- e
south of Springfield, during a violent Worker' Union walked out here.
rain and electrical storm.
Cowboy Sell Saving Stamp.
Textile Chief Appointed.
Tulsa, Okla. Cowboys in a drtr
Washington. John W. Scott ot Chi- here in aid of the War 8a rings Camcago waa appointed chief of a newly paign roped la everybody in sight. A
created textile division of the War In- a result $26,000 worth of stamps were
dustries Board. ,
bought
one-hal-

SAVING

URGED

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
DENVER MARKET.

Cattle.
eh. to
.(16.00 0 17.00
Fat steers,, good to prime..
choice. 16.15WM.0S
18 60 6 16.00
Fat
to
fair
steers,
good...
14.90
13.00
People Requested to Pledge by June Heifers, prime
to
choice.. 11.00 18 6
2S te Invest In War 8avlngs and Cows, fat, good
10.00011.71
Cowa, fair to good
Thrift Stamps, or Other Government Cows, common to fair
'00.?SJ
15.00
10.00
Veal calves
Securities.
Bulls
;
s.oofii.oo
13.50
12.00
to
choice... 10.6011.75
Feeders, good
Feeders, fair to good
Washington, D. C To save mate- Feeders, common to fair... 9.00010.15
Rood to ch'ile... 11. OOto 11.50
rials and labor for necessary war pur- Stackers, fair
10.60
8.60
to good
Blockers,
poses, President Wilson appealed to
(16.25016.60
Americans "to buy only those things Good hogs
which are essential to the Individual
health and efficiency," and to volun- Lambs, light (wooTeJf) . . . .118.50'9'1.00
heavy (wooled)... 18.00018.60
teer on or before June 28, National LambB.
15.60
14.50
Lambs (clipped)
15.250 15.76
Thrift day, to Invest systematically In' Ewes
(wooled)
13.00
Ewe
12.00O'
(clipped)
War Snvings and Thrift Stomps, or
other government securities.
HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.
"This war Is one of nations not of
(F. O, B, Denver, Carload Price.)
armies," said the president, ''and all
Hay.
of our 100,000,000 people must be
Buying Pricea per Ton.
Colo,
ton
$18.00020.00
per
upland,
and
Industrially adjusted Nebr.
economically
17.00018.00
per ton
to war conditions If this nation Is to Prairie upland,
(new crop),
hay
16.5018.00
Colo,
ton.
and
Nebr.,
In
conflict
per
the
full
Its
part
play
20.00021.00
Timothy, per ton...
16.00018.00
Alfalfa, per ton
Pledge Is Sought.
20.0Oi 21.00
South Park, per ton
"The problem before us Is not pri- Gunnison
Valley, per ton.. 18.00020.0000
ton
Straw,
but
per
rather
financial
a
problem,
marily
a problem of Increased production of Oata, Nebr., 100 Grain.
2.5
lba., buying
2.65
war essentials and the saving of the Colu., oata, bulk, buying
3.83
chop, sack, selling
materials and the labor necessary for Coin
3 30
Corn in sack, Belling
2 07
the support and equipment of our liluten feed, sacked, selling
army and navy. Thoughtless expendi- Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling... 1.(7
ture of money for nonessentials uses
Flour.
08 lbs., Backed,
up the labor of men, the products of Hungarian topatent,
M.7t
discount
subject
and
the farm, mines, and factories,
POULTRY.
DRESSED
of
all
overburdens
transportation,
Less 10 per cent commission.
which must be used to the utmost and Turkeys,
11
80
fancy d. p
24 025
at their best for war purposes.
Turkeys, old toms. :
20
021
choice
Turkeys,
seek
we
"The great results which
27
Hens lb
39
27
can be obtained only by the participaDucks, young
. . .
26
Ueese
027
tion of young and old in a national Koostera
15 toll
thrift movement. I therefore urge
Live Poultry.
that our people everywhere pledge
(Prices net F. O. 12. Denver.)
11
10
themselves, ns suggested by the secre- Roosters, lb
30
26
10 lbs. or over
tary of the treasury, to the practice of Turkeys,
23 024
Hens
thrift; to serve the government to Ducks, young
2i u 27
30
their utmost in Increasing production Ueese
Ducklings, lb
24
22
in all fields necessary to the winning Broilers, 1018, lb
42
of the war; to conserve food and fuel
Eggs.
and useful materials of every kind ; to Ebsb,
graded No. 1 net, F.
.30
devote their labor only to the most
O. B., Denver
Kriulnl No. 2 net, F.
necessary tasks, and to buy only those EgKS.
.22
O. B., Denver
misc.
things which are essential to Individ- Eggs, cum count,
1.25
cases, less commission. . .(
ual health and efficiency.
Butter.
"Buy More U. S. Securities."
44
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb...
"The securities Issued by the treas- Creameries,
40
2d grade, lb
36
ury department are, so many of them, Process
30
28
within the reach of every one that the Packing stock
door of opportunity In this matter is
Apples, Colo, new fancy, box. 2. 5003.50
wide open to all of us.
"I appeal to all who now own either
Vegetables.
12.00014.00
Liberty bonds or War Saving stamps Beans, Navy, cwt
10.00
cwt
Pinto, lb
to continue to practice economy and Beans.
.11
15
Beans,
Lima,
2.00
thrift and to appeal to all who do not Beets. Colo., cwt.
1.00
Carrots, cwt
own government securities to do likelb
103.12Vi
2 5 Si)
wise and purchase them to the extent Cauliflower,
.35
Onions, table, doz
750i) 1.65
of their means. The man who buys Potatoes, cwt. . .'
41 1.50
1.25
cwt
Colo.,
Turnips,
the
transfers
securities
government
,
HIDE AND PELTS.
purchasing power of his money to the
Dry Hides.
United States government until after
round
2Sc
this war, and to that same degree does Flint, butcher, lb
26c
lb
not buy In competition with the gov- Flint, fallen,
16c
bull and Btng, lb
Flint,
16e
ernment.
Flint, culls and glue, lb
20
220
lb
Salt
hides,
"I earnestly appeal to every man,
to
Horse hides
woman ond child to pledge themselves price of green salt.
constanton or before June 28 to save
Greta Salted, Cared Hides.
lb
Over 40
12lle
ly and to buy as regularly as possible Under 60 lbs.,
12&13c
lbs., lb
10c
the securities of the government.
Glue hides and skins, lb
901Oe
and stags, lb
"The 28th of June ends this special Bulls
less
lb
lc
Part
cured,
period of enlistment In the great vol- Green, 2c lb. less than cured.
unteer army of production and saving
Dry Flint Pelts.
Wool pelts, lb
420450
here at home. May there be none
3704OO
wool pelts
Short
on that day."
27c
Butcher shearlings. No. 1, lb...
2
10c
No.
Murrain shearings, lb....
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
Tallow and Urease.
SAMARITAN RACE NEAR END
Prime rendered tallow, lb...$ 10 .11
100 .11
No. 1 tallow, lb
u
.10
No. 1 tallow, lb
War May Wipe Out Remnant of Antallow
and
Brown
yellow
cient Tribe In the
.10
09
grease, lb
Calf and Kl Greea Salted.
Holy Land.
.32
1 .28
Calfskin, salted
12$ .17
Kip, lb
remnant
of
.13
Po.
The
last
lb
Branded,
Pittsburgh,
1.15
1.60
each
the ancient Samaritan race may be Deacons,
60
.75
each
blunks.
6.504 6.00
1, each
wiped out of existence, according to Horse, No.
4.5005.00
Horse. No. 1. each
E. K. Warren, president of the Inter3.00
2.60
Glue and pony, each
national Sunday School association. Colt, each
500 .00
Gree
Pelts.
Salted
laschool
In
his Sunday
Mr. Warren,
each
Lamb and
( .6002.60
bors in the Holy Land, found the lit- Spring lamb,Sheep,
each
150 .46
100 .61
tle band of people whose ancestor
Shearlings, each
made up the great northern division of
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
the kingdom of the Jews. There were
162 persons in the group, and he has
Prleee tot Mrtals.
New York. Lead 17.12 ,7.S0.
not heard a word from them In 18
Copper 09121.12 Vi.
Mr. Warren sold the race
months.
Vs.
Silver
dwindled down because It would not
St. Louis. Spelter $ 7.2007.40.
s
of the group
Intermarry.
were men and of these 24 were draftLondon. Bar silver, 48d per ounce.
ed by the Turkish government for milColo. Tungsten concentrates,
Boulder,
60 per cent. 122.00012.60
itary service.
per unit.
Crude ores, (0 per cent, 122.000 26.00;
26 per cent, f 12.00 0 12.50; 10 per cent,
GIRLS DO OWN GARDENING 19.40012.20.

Fat steers,

f

RECAPTURED
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one-ha- lf

two-thir-
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Two-third-

Will Raise Vegetables Needed by Student Body of Mount Holyoke
College.

Mew Yerk Cettea Price.
York. Cotton July,
New
24.600
14.84; October, 21.400 21.20; December,
22.80; January, 22.61.

Grata la Mlaara polls.
South Hadley, Mass. Mount HolyMinneapolis. Minn. Corn No. I yellow, (1.4501.61.
oke college, one of the large girl'
Oats No. I white. (9M07OHO.
Flax tl.l60l.Ol.
college of the East, will be
Rye 11. 7101.71.
as far as it vegetable supply
95c0 1.26.
Barley
student
of
Is concerned. If plans
the
Bran 121.16 029.21.
of
the
needs
The
farmer succeed.
The Reatea
HI Market.
student body for the year I estimated
Boston. Wool Scoured bssie:
at 2,000 bushels of potatoes and 5,000
Texas Fine, twelve months. 11.720
cans each of corn, beans and tomatoes. 1.76; fine, eight monthe. 11.6001.61.
Territory Fine etsple, 11.80;
The girl farmers are planting gardens
combing, 11.1101.08;
to cover this demand.
combing, 11.4001.46: fine
fine
medium
11.6601.70;
clothing,
clothing, 11.110 1.60.
Pulled Extra. 11.1001.15; A A, $1.7
UNCLE SAM HARD ON TRAMPS
01.80; A supers. $1.(001.65.
C'hlmge Un Stack etaetatlraa.
"Side-DoPullman" Passenger Are
Chicago. Hogs Selected lights tom-pDecreasing, According to Railat 1( 6; bulk. (16 60014 70.
Cattle Top. (17.71; choice heavy Daroad Officials.
kota cows eold up to 114.76; top.
(14.76.
Sheep Top shorn. (17.16; California
lambs grading below choice sold
Albany, N. T. Uncle Sam Is severe spring
on tramps. As a result, railroad offi- at (19.00; practical top. (11.60.
Cileaure Grata aa4 Pravtetaa Prleee.
cial aay, there is a noticeable falling
Chicago. corn No. t
off "in travel." In the good old day
No. I yellow. (1.6641 1.67. yellow. (1.(1:
a "pinch" by a railroad "bull" only
Oats No. I white, 72 0 72c; standfew ard, 72H6?IUe.
meant a few day In Jail and
Rre No. g, nominal; Ho. 1, nominal;
Now
and
different
all
meals.
it'
good
Ho. 4. 11.6.
Barlcv 11.00 01 24.
of
element
the
the floating
population,
Timothy $5 006 104.
the "bo who prefer the "rods" to the
Clover 111.00 0 21.0.
Lard (24.07.
"cushions," has strangely faded.
Kibe (11.OO011.IT.
Even Up.
Inheritance tax collection
the
air. Willis When yon begin to pnff slate during the last half ofby May
on that old thing I can't help thinking
that I wish roa would get some new moanted to $1,173.74, according to a
statement leaned by Richard F. Ryan,
pipe.
This
Mr. Willi The same way I fed hi charge of the department.
soakes a total to date for the biennial
dear, when I hear you sing.
period amounting to $500,035.70. The
period ends Nor. SO, lfli.
Catty.
Nell My dressmaker aay I ought
"The meat supply situation of Colonot to wear white with my complexion.
rado is Is good shape," said Prof. Q.
K. Morton, Tic fchalrmaa of the lire
Belle Idont see why wot Whit
and yellow make such a. pretty
stock committee of tho State Council
of Defense,
half-blo-

ed

Our Part In Feeding the nation
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CITY MEN AS FARM HELPERS

ot

la required and the appearance of the
property Is always at Its best. The

cost represents

rate of Insurance.

GOOD
(Special Information Samoa, United States Department

tar condition for repainting, leu oalnt

KEEP BUILDINGS
REPAIR
In-

CANNOT WELL BE POSTPONED
Work Necessary to Protect Structures
From Deterioration Should Not
Await Reduction In
Prices.

f'

W

'

d

Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and give advice FREE! Of
COST on all subject! pertaining to the
aubject of building- - work on the farm, for
the readers of this paper. On account of
Mb wide experience as Editor, Author
and
Manufacturer, he la, without doubt, the
hlgheat authority on all these subjects.
Address all Inquiries to William A. Radford, No. 1837 Prairie avenue, Chicago,
III., and only Inclose three-cestamp for
reply.
By WILLIAM

Nothing shows more clearly the
value of good painting and repairs
than the attitude of bankers in making loans on farm property.' A care
ful Inquiry of leading bankers shows
that a farmer can borrow all the way
from five to fifty per cent more when
bis buildings are well painted and In
good condition than when they appear
neglected.
The average increased loan value
under such conditions Is considerable.
Bankers take this attitude not only
because
buildings are well
preserved and better security but because where houses, barns, fences and
tools are well taken care of the assumption Is that the farm Is a profitable proposition and the farmer a
t
good client. A
farm Is Invariably an Indication of thrift, and
the banker knows that money can
safely be loaned to the thrifty farmer.
The same line of reusonlng applies.
of course, to the selling value of farm
Farms with buildings in
property.
good order Invariably sell more readily and for a higher price thun those
whose uppcarunce indicates that the
furm was an unprofltuhle venture. It
Is common knowledge umong real
men that
farm buildings bring an Increased price out of
all proportion to the cost of maintaining them In good condition and keeping them well painted.
Not only is good maintenance a
sound business nrnnnaltlnn thnf nn
farmer can afford to put off to a later
time, but It Is also especially desirable at the present, time, for the preservation of building materials, Is a
means of further conserving our national resources. There can certainly
be no better way of aiding to the war
against waste than by protecting
through every means nt our disposal
the enormous Investment we have in
.

Agriculture.)

Investment in Paint Is Good
surance, Says Expert

the lowest possible
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When Freedom was born, mid oppression and strife.
Her halo was blazond in hus'oTthesky,

r

With stripes for
oflifeYT
An d stars Tor tne ngnt or jenovan on High.'
in nea ce and in war, that fair emblem pi vore
W. f au
Wealute aa 01d Glory, the flag we adore, W
May thaLt'Star Spangled Banner" in glory e'er wave
O'er UieIlinQf the free and the home of the bfeive!
-
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RADFORD
This year, many fanners and suburb
anites who have hitherto gone about
tneir spring repairs as a matter of
course, will perhaps delay before ear.
- . .
r
ting them under way to ask "Will it
The Service That 8ome City Men Rendered Lett Year In
Saving the Potato pay?" The unprecedented scarcity of
;
Crop Can Be Duplicated Now In Grain Fields, on Truck Farm, and Elie. labor and the
unusually high prices
where.
of nearly all kinds of building mate
rials will, no doubt, suggest to muny
UAlf axJ L Ul
ni 111111 IH. LI I I II.
V.WttiWaUWi ww
me aavisamnty of postponing the
made a boast that you couldn't back
usual
to
a
Improvements
later
time.
up, did you?
a matter of fact nothing could be
If your town falls down on this As
more shortsighted and contrary to
matter, the country will suffer a lit"Y
.
JiNr
i
tle. It will not suffer a great deal, every principle of sound management
and
economy.
because most of the towns are not
While building materials of many
But if your
going to fal down on
town falls down on fills matter, your kinds are, undoubtedly, higher In
than they have been In many
Farm Labor Shortage Such That town will suffer more than a little. price
You know what happens to trade
Heroic Measures Are Neces
when the farmers all around are
m.
vrrfli.
-- V
short on crops and have barely
-o
sary to Save Crops.
enough money to scrimp by with.
Commercial Clubs Should Act.
eqN
Take the matter up at the next
CLUB
IS NEED meeting of the commercial club or
board of trade. Or, better still, call a
special meeting. You huve Infiuence
l
i
enough to do It or have It done. Here
Opportunity for City Men to Repay to is
what Clarence Ousiey, assistant
Nation a Part of Debt They Owe
secretary of agriculture of the United
the Farm What Clarence
States, says about It:
.
Oueley Ha to Say.
"To render this assistance to the
M
farmer and to the nation, the local
V
i
w
,
w
close
'Suppose you
mtf
your store next commercial club or business men's
V v.
Tuesday lock It up end go away all association should appoint a labor rep
day how much will you lose? Some resentative or a small and active comThis labor
thing, certainly. But suppose, tomor- mittee on farm labor.
row morning, you display placards representative
or committee should Ir
i
i
a:
over every counter telling your cus make a canvass of the business men,
tomers that the store will not be open clerks and others In the town who
Tuesday, that the entire sales force have had farm experience and who
Is going to put In the day fighting for are willing to close or leave their
the freedom of America, and ask them pluces of business on certain dnys or
i
CalpPenI
to buy on Monday what they need afternoons, or for long periods, and
CowPen
for Tuesday. How much would you go out on the neighboring farms to
'0,'""' I
6CWAL15
lose then, even If your competitor on help. This labor representative or
the next corner should keep open all committee should either get in touch
day end hustle for business? A little, with the farmers themselves or with m
I.
lt)
But don't you think It an agent representing the farmers. I
possibly.
vr-- .
?
Fo&ALtfY-- ,
5ilo
ptaaufUtoasK
would be bread upon the water, that such as the master of the Grange, the
the
of
would return to you, and after not so president
union, the manager
creamery or store,
many days, at that? Don't you be of the
or
the
lieve that, for every customer of yours
county agricultural agent, and
who went to trade with your compet- ascertain Just how many men each
GMJJB
seaniS
ou'ffen
I
P
itor during the day you were closed, farmer can use to advnntag) during
i
.i
UIIffiAUiEY
three of his would come to trade with good weather and particularly during
fgj
iflBjnuLias.us
certain rush periods in planting, cul.
you within the week?
tivating, or harvesting. With this inMutt Fight in Furrows.
L'
JJ'-l- A
Urban people have got to do some formation on the farm labor needs
Floor Plan of Dairy Barn.
fighting for freedom In the furrows and the number of workers available,
this spring, summer and fall. They the committee can assign the men
have got to help the country win the who have volunteered to help In this years, there Is every reason to believe our dwellings ond farm buildings as
war by helping the farmer produce emergency to the various farms In that they will mount still higher. As well as city property.
the war goes on, the available supplies
Barn for Valuable Cows.
food which means that they will be the neighborhood."
will be steadily decreasing, and it is
A good example of a
and
helping themselves most of all.
farm building is shown
hardly possible that any but higher
With the exception of a few min- ee
prices will result. On the other hand, In the accompanying design. It is a
ing and manufacturing centers, the
FARM AND CITY MAN
should the war come to an end In the barn for valuable dairy cows.
Tillages, towns and cities of 100,000
Dairy cattle, like everything else,
near future, it Is not likely that the
or less are mainly dependent for their
Spend five minutes thinking
success on the prosperity of the
of prices will show an have gone way up In price. It doesn't
general
range
over what you owe to the farm.
take much of a cow today to sell at
farming communities around them.
appreciable decrease for many years. $100, and
Very likely It gave you the
plenty of thoroughbreds are
They have good times or hard times
war
will
The
W. I. Chambers in Milwaukee Sentinel
be followed,
undoubtedly
stamina and strength of characten times that amount.
bringing
In proportion as the farming operaan
this
in
country,
by
unprecedented
ter
success
made
that
has
a
you
They are worth It. too. A
tions in their trade territory succeed
In the business world. Certainperiod of building, which, in conjunc- cow is often the biggest
r
Is at hand, ready to be raised In twenty great minds and
or fall. In normal times, even, sensi
great hearts and
enormous
tion
the
with
reconstruction
It
has
those
to
ly,
given
for her owner, and, the best food prothings
million' homes, a proclamation of loy brave men and women of the past
ble
prompts the business
In Europe, will for a long ducer for the nation.
some
men upon whom you
of
necessary
the
ns valid as a signed and sealed made our flng a real flag. They made
man to encourage and aid the farmalty
time prevent a return to normal prices.
rely for maintaining that sucValuable dairy cows should be well
book. Our flag is not a gayly colored the Aug for us; today we are making
er. Now, In the stress of war, the
cess.
Insurance Against Deterioration.
housed.
No animal can produce effdecoration to brighten our towns and it for those who will come after us.
comes
to
the
farmer
help
prompting
one
In
way or another, directBut whatever the effect of the war iciently when stabled In an uncomfortI say we are making it, because you
villages ; It Is a creed an "I believe"
hardly less from good business Judg
ly or indirectly. It gives you a
to tell our neighbors, our nation and nnd I, I hope, are doing all we can to
on prices, money spent now on prop able or Insanitary way. A clean stall
ment than from patriotic Impulse,
ELLIS
BUTLER
PARKER
By
large part, probably the bulk, of
the whole world how we stand.
Here is the situation : The farmers
help our army and our navy win the
erty maintenance cannot well be bet- and clean manger, plenty of sunshine
Of the Vigilantes.
your business.
In something of the same way the fight ngalnst the
ter spent. The fact that building ma- and fresh air. protection from the cold,
autocwill need additional labor to help cul
Without Its contribution of
T IS because it means so much, Aug of Great Britain tells Its story, racy that wishes to unmake half the
terials are higher In price than ever and pure drinking water piped to the
tivate and harvest the crops they have
food, neither your home nor
Is the symbol of so much, that our with tbe St. George's cross of England, flags of the world and put the modern
before means that property Invest- stall and within reach at all times, add
planted. This situation cannot be met
your business house could connation's dug Is so sacred that the St. Andrew's cross of Scotland, and flag of piracy In their places. For this
ment Is Just that much more valu- anywhere from 10 to 60 per cent to
The task imposed
by legislation.
tinue' in existence.
man who defiles It deserves to be St. Patrick's cross of Ireland combined. Is true: Each flag that is a real flag
able. It is always cheaper to keep the yield from each cow over what It
upon the Israelites by Pharaoh, to
That is what the farm means
The true story of I'russlanlsm and its must be made again and again with,
property In good condition than to re- would be under the ordinary neglected shot down in the act.
make bricks without straw, was an
and has meant to most city
A Aug Is a symbol, a sign, as the brutal aggressions Is told by the Ger- the passing years. . It is thus our flag
place It. It is even more so at the conditions of stabling and feeding.
easy Job compared with the task of
men. Ton will know best Just
Any cow that's worth keeping at all, cross Is a symbol and as the triangle man Aags. The German empire, so has been made and perpetuated.
Ia
present time. Good upkeep now Is
making labor by law. In large measwhat it means to you.
a symbol. The mere silk or bunt much boasted, is shown by its Ang to time of peace It has been a flag of
Insurance against having to make re- Is worth taking care of and housing
ure, the needed labor must come
In
Now,
It
of
the
over,
be
a
on
are
A
footstool
having thought
which the king peace and a truer symbol of peace than
the flag
burial
but
proper stable. For thorough ing
nothing.
placements at a time when they will
from the people In towns whose busiremember that the farm Is In
be almost prohibitive In cost.
bredsprize stock it pays to go still squad tramps through the woods bear- of Prussia wipes his feet, for in its the white flng of submission. It has
ness does not have to be kept humsuch dire need of labor as It
the
Is
center
further
the black eagle of Prussia, also been a war banner as glorious as
and give them quarters In line ing
body of a dead comrade, and
A practical builder In explaining
ming every minute.
has never known before.
,
digs his grave and covers hira over in crowned, and the black cross of Prus- any that ever floated above the heads
what he meant by good maintenance with their vslue.
Men Who Were Farm Boys.
And get ready to do what yon
his
last
bed. On the ground He two sia is smeared all over it. The Ger- of armed man.
Such a barn Is illustrated here. The
said the other day : "Repairs and
Tou know, a very large proportion
can toward repaying the debt
wood.
of
bits
across
Is
the
barn
This Flog dny It will floot from tho
They are nothing but man empire Is I'russin and nothing but
driveway
when
He
special
painting
necessr.ry."
placed
of business men have been farm boys.
you owe the farm not repaying
his emphssls on the last two words. Some would dispense with this, there bits of wood, to be burned, or to be Prussia; a military autocracy holding staffs of a million American homes,
Just make a mental canvass of the
so
to
much to the farm, either,
it
decay. The dead man's com- Havarla, Wurttemherg, Saxony and nil perhaps from ten mtnlon or twenty
by gaining stall room for six more left
It Is as Impossible to make up at
men In your block or your building.
as paying It to your country In
and repairs on cows. As It Is, the layout Is generous rades pick them up and bind one across the other states in pawn, Just as tbe million, but Its greatest glory the
later
date
for
Ton remember when they came In
paint
a genuinely patriotic service.
r
the other and plant the cross thus
would like to hold New greatest glory of Its 140 years is that
buildings that have been neglected, In size.
green from the country, sunburned
made at the head of the grave. Now York, California and all of America, It will float in the breezes of Franca
as It is to take out Insurance after
and hard as hickory. The fact that
the bits of wood have become a sacred and as he now holds helpless Luxem and Flanders beside tbe flags of BelDevil and the Deep Sea.
buildings have burned to the ground.
they are now among the best busiThe source of this expressive but sign and whoever destroys that cross, burg and brave Belgium. The hlnck gium, Franco and Great Britain, and
Painting, like Insurance, has for Its
Farm Labor Problem.
ness men In town does not prove that
or deAles It, or throws it down Is In- In all the German tings is the black on the seven seas of the world. In the
The farm labor problem Is one that object protection, and to be effective rather cryptlcal proverb Is not easily deed a
they couldn't still do s good farmwork.
dog. The bunting and the silk of Prussia, and black Is the color that world's greatest combat against audetermined. It Is usually held to have
t must be done on time.
Why, not so long ago, when Bill affects not the farmer alone.
our Aag are nothing; not until they was chosen by the pirates and cut tocratic brutality. No longer the flag
Paint Is so ordinarily considered as some connection with the miracle of of
Brown rushed In to get
few balls
It Is a problem that affects the city
are assembled In the stars and
Of a group of colonies, Old Glory has
throats.
of binder twine, and to put
little man and In the solution of which the a beautlfler that very often not enough the casting out of devils at Cadara and of our Ang and thrown to the stripes
breeze
Everyone knows the story of our become the banner of a world power,
thought Is given to Its protective func- the rushing of the possessed swine Into as the smbol of
extra money In the bank and chaffed city man must help.
loyalty and patriotism own Aag, with the thirteen stripes that the emblem of the mightiest free people
the waters. In Clark's Paraemlologla,
yon about the ease of your Job and
Study the problem as It applies to tions. Actually a building coated with
do they demand our reverence.
signify the thirteen original states of that ever existed.
bow soft yon were, yon probably the farming communities on which sheets of India rubber would not be published In 1039, It Is quoted as "BeWe honor the Aag because of what our Union, and the stars, one for each
From generation to generation, since
boasted that yon could still shock yon and your business depend for the as well protected from decay as a tween the devil and the Dead Sea." It stands for. Those who dishonor our state In the union today. Our Aag was Old
Glory was born, flags have died,
The
Is
of
has
been
Is
course.
structure
that
there
well
that
meaning,
painted,
or
measure
wheat
walk between the plow largest
of success.
Aag dishonor all It stands for. In days made when the wise fathers of our nn but Old Glory has had new birth. The
a
choice
not
also
between
two
rubber
because
the
is
dur
terrible
only
nearly
handles with the best of them. Of
Write to the department of agricullike these, when our nation is at war, tlon decreed that this should be s white
of royal France and the
course you could and of course you ture, Washington, D. C, for a copy able as an elastic film of properly pre- ternatives, and the allusion may be to there might be placed under the dome union of sovereign states and that no standardflagof
Napoleon have given wag
some
A
film
oneIncident
one
of
paint.
pared
legend of the capltol at Washington a
can. Maybe yon can't hold it as long of "The Farm Labor Problem Manpaint
great kingly crown or Imperial eagle should to the tricolor, but Old Glory still
or
Action.
In
an
of
Inch
as
thousandth
thickness,
as aome of them, but you can do It power Sufficient If Properly Mobilized
book of a thousand pages. On the first appear on our banners.
waves. From generation to generation
as well. All .right
The time has by
and Community Ac tong as It remains Intact, will protect
There was no "separate peace" made our flag Is born anew, recreated in our
page might be Inscribed the AmeriInIs
surface
which
It
to
the
come for yon to do
applied
Ton never, tion."
Many Snakes in Australia.
can's Creed, proclaiming a belief in by Massachusetts or New York or Vir- hearts, ever better loved and more
definitely from moisture and decay.
Australia Is said to have about one national honor, national Justice and ginia, to tear one of the thirteen sacred in our eyes, because it is the
-,
, frrrvimr.'tf
hundred species of snakes, three- - national honesty and a belief In a free stripes from the flag or to rip one of flag for which our heroes have died,
Economy in Painting.
d
Beans require warm,
True economy Is In keeping farm fourths of then venomous The big government for this free American the thirteen stars from the blue Aeld. and because It Is the symbol of the
soil, plenty of moisture.
buildings well painted at all times. A pythons and rock snakes are harm- people. To Washington then might be Year after year, cold, hungry, half only government that can endure a
paint film on a few square yards of less, but as one travels from the trop called all the people of the
to clothed, beaten about and buffeted, re- government of the people, by the
The Ideal soil for potatoes appears surface costs but little, yet It will pro- ics southward the dangerous varieties sign one after another their nation,
names In treating and advancing, the Revolu- people and for the people. It is tbe
to be a rich, deep, friable, warm, tect and beautify several dollars' increase in number, and In Tasmania the great book so that all America and
tionary heroes who had at Arst fought flag of no king or czar or emperor, but
sandy loam with good natural drain- worth of surface for many years. To all are venomous, though onlv Ave are all the world might know how each under a dozen different flags,
fought your flag and my flag and the flag of
The manure check Is as certain as age, and well supplied with decayed leave a surface unpalnted for several really deadly.
man and woman and child stood, antil under the Stars and Stripes, making It the brave boy who has gone with a
the cream check providing a man will or decaying vegetable matter.
ail our millions were enrolled. There a flag. When the struggle ended at song on his Hps to die that we may reyears will "save" In paint by a few
cash it with a spreader.
cents for every square yard of surIs no need of this. The American's Yorktown the flag was already sacred, main free. Earth has no greater glory
When Sharpening Pencils.
Potatoes succeed admirably, on new face, but It will cost several
dollars
When sharpening a lead pencil, first Creed is written In the stars and made so by the blood of those who died today than Old Glory. For a century
Keeping a- machine or vehicle la land providing It Is well drained and In structural materials wasted and stick the knifeblade through a
slip of stripes of our Aag. Our flag stands for for the freedom of their fellow coun and a half It has floated above our soil,
rood repair and wen oiled not only in- not too stiff, as the soil Is filled with beyond repair.
When buildings are paper. This paper acts as a guard all that could be written In the great trymen. The blackest traitor that ever a sign that we are free. Today It floats
creases its efficiency but lessens the decayed vegetable matter and humus
painted frequently, they are always on the knife, and prevents the lead book at Washington.
It stands for betrayed our country might sew silk on alien breezes, In foreign lands, not
which help to make It loose.
power required in using
well protected, the surface is la bet-- 1 dust from soiling the fliii i
honor. Justice, national honesty, and a or bunting together; our Aag was made for conquest but as an earnest that
trea government, and when the Urn by Washington and his men, Jackson all nations that desire freedom shall
aC Unas comes, aa at present, the flag and his men. Lincoln and his men. The henceforth be free.
A.
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The support that our Freedom, in oowrrefends
May that "Star Spangle dWbanner inYhonor teetiwave
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Wherever that flag proudly
Of havoc and conflict
Its many new stars and the cheer (or their tovs'i
Should brighten the sky forMie IKerfeKt
May its radiance be shed and, mxtnumirl
uver anii in tne valorous
And the "Star Spangled Banner orever- shall wave
O'er the land of the free and the
of
brave!
ojne
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("'Mid the rockets red glare, the ombs bursting in air,
May "Old Glory" inspire all the rave "over there!")
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Splendid Rain Fall
A
reported to be almost a
matter at the post office at Santa Fe, New Mex- cloud rain,
Entered ai tecond-clas- s
and accompanied by a
burst,
ico, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
very heavy hail storm fell on the
ll
Macho, twenty miles north of
last week. An auto bridge on
$1.5a
year
per
Subscription
this creek was washed out. The
hail was drifted along the creek
bank. The rain extended over a mile
SANTA FE, N. M, JUNE 7, 191.
strip of country.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Prolonged Drouth Disastrous
The prolonged drouth in this part
of the state is proving disastrous to
live stock and kindned industries.
Most of the alfalfa growers will
not make their first cutting of alfalfa. They think it pays better to
rent their fields for fifty cents a day
per acre, the prevailing price.
One well known Fort Sumner

tin All

A

woodsman shall have police power and reside within or adjacent to the lands and
timber covered by this contract.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

DE BACA

CHAVES

ea, and serosa the aaid lands, with right
of ingress and stress at all times (or sack
purposes. And this contract is issued subject to all valid eaistiag rights, eascmeats,
rights of way sad re serrations.
12.
It is understood and agreed that
the timber on all of the lands describe
in Schedule "B", attached hereto and made
a part hereof, shall be sold, cut, loafed,
ana paid for, under all and singular tba
terms and conditions herein expressed. Aad
in the event ol the sale of any or sB
of the said lands described In said Schedule
"B" to other than the Purchaser hercus,
or if the said lands are not sold a geny
eral
lor cutting, logging, and
operating thereon, shall be reserved, and
the same is hereby granted to the Purchaser. But if the lands in said Scbedulr
"B" shall be bid in by and sold to the
Purchaser herein, then aaid lands shall be
subject to all ol the conditions in this
contract which are applicable to the lands
described in Schedule "A" hereto attach-

MMOW

makers 57 and car men, almost 100
per cent in all crafts and hoped later
to report that they have reached
that goal. The spirit ot organization is growing daily here among
all crafts of the trade and great
things are to be expected. Uovis
Journal

4. The unit area for cruising shall be
SALE OF FUBUC LANDS AND TIMBER one
or more sections at any one cruisThe cruiser on the completion of
ing.
VALENCIA COUNTY
any cruise shsll submit hit estimate of
the amount of the standing live timber
of the Commissioner of Public on the area designated to be cruised. All
Office
timber with green tops shall be deemed
Lands,
Such estimate shall
to be live timber.
he so made as to show separately the
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
amount of ataading live timber estimated
or each
Notice is hereby given that pursnsat to be on each forty of(40) acres
any section. His
to the provisions of an Act of Con- fractional shall be based
Scribner
on
the
estimate
approved June 30th, 1910, the
gress
Log Scale
laws of the State of New Mexico, and Decimal C Rule, beor such other
from
as
Rule
to
time
may
adopted
Lsnd
State
rules and regulations of the
Forestry DeOffice the Commissioner of Public Lands time by the United State
but no allowwill offer at public sale to the highest partment in this district
timber shall be made
bidder at 11 o'clock, A. M., Tuesday, ance for defective his
estimates and such
in the town of Los by the cruiser in
August 6th, 191a.
shall
be filed with the
estimate
New
of
report
Lunai, County of Valencia, State
All live timber with a
Commissioner.
Mexico, in front of the court house thereor more Ininches
of
ten
diameter
(10)
of
land
tracts
described
in, the following
side the bark and three (3) leet from the
and timber, vis:
ground shall be included by the cruiser
The Commissioner shall
VIXW'A, Sec. 4; All of in his estimates.
Sals No. MB
a copy of such
Sections 6, 8, 10, 14, 18, 20, 22, 24; 26; furnish to the Purchaser or
12
and
All
W.
rejection ol
R.
acceptance
9
report,
N.,
28, 30, 32, 34; T.
of Sectiooe 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14; E54, same must be made by the Purchaser
Sec. 18; NWi S54 Sec. 20; All of Sec-tio- within thirty (30) days of receipt of such
copy, and in no event shall the timber
22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, J4j T. 10
be cut or removed
K 11 W., SWJ4. Sec. 12; T. 10 N R covered by such cruise
until the amount of stumpage hat been
T.
12 W., All of Sections 4, 6, 8, 32;
10 N., K. 13 W., All of Sections 2, 8, agreed upon.

ed.

13.
At say time when there shall .remain not mora than tea (10) sections ej
the lands nncut, but not later than January
says his loss has been a
1st, 1937, the Commissioner will embmit
thousand dollars a day for some
estimates of all the timber remaining on- time.
COLFAX
the land herein, and the
diers in tba faca whan tha war is
SAN JUAN LEADS
?sid for upon
shall within thirty (10) days after
A man owning a small bunch of
over!
ol sucn nonce, aavisc tnc com35
receipt
of
river
west
cattle
the
decant
reports
The fact is there is no
pamissioner of its concurrence or
Will Build Grist Mill
Up to Juno 1st, San Juan
dead animals almost in one pile.
in the correctness of such estimleads in the sala of thrift war triotic thing to do, but to secure to
At a meeting held recently at the
could
be
If the Purchaser shall concur, final
lik
ethese
ates.
repeatReports
.
in
tba
the
.
our
:
.
war,
.I.:. Q
representatives
wi(k
House
shall be made upon the basi
school
settlement
oy
trench
Iract
tneed ( indefinitely. Fort Sumner Re
that is already theirs, and it
If the Purchaser shaB
of such estimates.
total sale of 138,000, and a par capita is indeed
lanucrs auu me cicriui
that
concur
ia tb estimate so subunfortunate
to
refuse
anyone
of $8.00 per person,
t was voiea to erect a grist nun ai
then the smount of timber in dismitted,
snivvel
should
to
and
rise
quibble
The quota is about $20.00 for every over
French in the near future. A gene Both Made Good Deals
pute shall be determined by a cruise and
the issue.
estimate made by one or more cruisers
ral fund of $7,500 has been raised
person in the State during the year
Bud Perkins last week sold twenby the Judge 9! the United State
appointed
and as the year is nearly half gone,
will
and the elevator stockholders
District Court for the "District in which
ty acres of alfalfa land to Lee ColeTbos. F. Cooney, now of Dona Ana double their stock, making a paid-u- p
the Capital of New Mexico may the be
every man, woman and child should
made
man.
men
think
Both
they
situated.
own nearly $10.00 worth of atamps County, who was a member of the capital of about $14,000.
good deals. Bud was also paid $200 12. 14, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28; 30; 32;
First State Legislature from SocorThe mill is to be a three-storby this time.
the
rental
11 N., R. 11 w. SEJsNEK.' Sec.
for
will pty for a mini5.
Purchaser
T.
The
place.
34.
days,
twenty
Payment shall thereafter be made a
pi
San Juan seems to be the only ro County, in a long letter in last building, concrete basement, and of
2; T. 11 N., R. 13 W., WSE4, Sec 12; mum of ten million (10,000100) feet of provided for in Paragraph Five (5) hereFort Sumner Review.
WH, SE'4, Sec. 26; T. 11 N., R. 14 W., timber during each year beginning with of; but if the timber on the sections cut
at present, with
county that approaches that amount. week's Las Cruets Citizen names his
capacity
All of Sec. 2; SE'4, Sec. 4; S54, Sec. 6; lanuarv 1st. 1919. and not less than one- - upon during any one year shall exceed
Other counties will have to fall favorites for some of the places on flour space to add machinery fjv
feet, such excess
NW54NWK,
S;4NWJ, SWA. Sec. 8; All twelfth of such minimum annual payment ten million (10,000,000)
Irrigated Farm Land
in line promptly and march double the Republican ticket this fall and 25 barrets additional.
of
Sections 10, 12, 14, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26; shall be paid in advance on the first ' shsll be psid for on DeCemDer 31st, fee
Geo.
L. Pickel has bought the
W.
12
All
12
R.
S.
his
W.
for
On
S.
W.,
reasons
or before January
banners
of
each
calendar
T.
N.,
32,
their
time
the
or
30,
28,
month, beginning
34;
supporting
gives
preceding year.
day
quick
A. Mann irrigated farm, on the west of Sections 2L 4, 6, 8, 10, 11 14, 18; October
1st 1918, together with a penalty 1st, 1939, payment in full for all lsnd
will be so far behind San Juan's that each. They are: Hon. H. B. Holt, Union Depot For Taylor Springs
Sec.
be made in
and
most
28,
Dollars
additional
thereon
SEX,
timber
24,
of
the
30;
Ten
($10.00)
22,
Mann
26,
20,
takes
of
W4,
per
side
river.
Mr,
dsy
the
The E. P. and S. W. railway comSec. 34; T. for each and every day during which order to avoid forfeiture of the contract
by the end of the year they cannot for U. S. Senator; Hon. E. C. Cramp-ton- ,
SJ4NW,
E4NEJ,
n
of range 32;
R. 13 W., Ntf, Sec. 24; NWX such monthly payments may De in oe-- . and all previous payments.
12 N.,
for Governor! Hon. E. F. Coard, pany will soon begin the erection of the Pickel
be seen with a telescope.
NEW. EJ4SEX,
In the event that the number of
SW54SEX,. Sec. 32; T. 12 fault.
for Corporation Commissioner all a 20 by 40 foot addition to its depot land, further south, and $12,500.00
In the final year of cutting, il there
his irrigated place. Fort Sum- N., R. 14 W., All of Sections 22,
2; EH, feet of timber on the sections cruised
good and well qualified men for the at Taylor Springs, consisting of an for
12 N.. R. 15 W., All ac the request of the Purchsser
T.
in any shall remain less than ten million
THE MAN FOR THE PLACE
Sec.
siflH,
34;
feet of timber on the land, the
of Sections 32, 36; T. 13 N., R. 13 W. year after 1918, shall be less thsn ten
additional waiting room and frieght ner Leader.
places.
All of Sections 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 20; SA, million (10,000,000) feet, board measure, the monthly payments provided for in Para
house. This is considered necessary
Many of the New Mexico papers
See. 22; Wtf, SEX, Sec. 36; All pf Secdifference between such minimum
Five (5) hereof, ahall be made on
graph
inANA
DONA
of the amount
are fovarably and eulogistically prestions 28, 30, 34; TV 13 N., R. 14 W., Wii, and the price of the timber so cruised a basis of
Harry M. Washburn, of Topeka by the company owing to the
to reduce the payment of such timber so remaining.
Sec. 2; All of Section 4; Zji, Sec. 8; All shall be applied
enting their able and competent local Kansas, writes the State Record crease of business at that po'nt,
Sec. 28; T. 13 N., to he made for timber in excess of such
22,
of
NE&
Sections
24;
Stockman.
Ben
candidates
U.
S. senatorial
"Honest
men for
Springer
highly commending
14.
Dr. Boyd in Big Suit
R. 15 W., All of Sections 2, 4; EJ4, Sec. minimum amount in any future year or
It is understood snd agreed by both
in which, at the request of the parties hereto thst the purpose of making
at the coming election, but it is a Pankey" and expressing the hope
10, 12, 14, 22, 24, 26, yeara
Dr. Boyd of Las Cruces has filed 8; All of Sections
cruised.
If
14 N., R. 15 W., containing
excess
shall
be
an
herein for annual payments on
T.
28,
34;
Purchaser,
provision
ten to one bet that the Republican that he will be the next governor Gave Andy Slight Headache
suit
General Anson Mills, U. 68,954.71 acres, referred to as schedule "A'1 the timber upon the section cruised at the purchsse
price of the lands i strictAnderson Bruce and wife, colored S. against
randidate will be the Hon. A. B. of New Mexico. Mr. Washburn's
as
about
form of contrsct printed below. the request of the Purchsser in sny one ly in the interests of snd for the benefit
for
$450,000
in
A.,
lands
damages,
who measures up as the strong-- I quaintance with Mr. Pankey covers residents of Stringtown, engaged in a result of the latter's fight against The timber on this land is estimated at year shall exceed ten million (10,000,000) snd protection of the State of New MexNo bid on feet, payment shall be made on December ico ,it being admitted to be in the ina family scrap recently over the
feet board measure.
est and aolidest piece of national a period of many years and his
the location of the Elephant Butte 340,000,000
the land will be accepted for less than 31st of each year for such excess for terest of the State to require a more
that New Mexico has eer surance that the State Record "sure-se- division of their joint property, con dam at the present site,
which
the preceding year.
oppo- 13.15 per acre.
stringent contract ia this regard than ia
to Washington, and who is one ly expressed the truth when it dub-o- f sistlng of three hogs and a crate of sition, it is said, resulted in
specified by statute.
taking
fenrl-'sdescribed
combed
had
on
chickens.
the
is
After
timber
able
and
The
a
bed him "Honest Ben Pankey"
the dozen most
following
Andy
6.
shall
In the event that the
the construction of the dam lands
15.
estimated at 110,000,000 feet board be unwilling to accept thepurchaser
It is understood and agreed by
eshis spouse with a rake and slammed away
cruiser's
men in the U. S. Senate an I who gratifying tribute,
the Engilish company which measure, will be offered for sale together timates as basis for payment for the timber, both parties hereto that inasmuch
as the
her with a board, she took offense from
should and will be kept there, and
with the timber on the above described a joint cruise shall be made at the ex- sale of the lands and timber herein desDr.
and
represented.
Boyd
organized
a total estimated amount
auction
and
upis
at
made
that his contestant on the Demo- - Th), Clayton News proposes John and a .22 calibre gun shot Andy becribed,
landi,
public
making
cruiser
one
of
the Purchaser, by
Las Cruces Republic.
of timber 450,000,000 feet board measure. pense
tween the eyes. The bullet glanced
named by the Commissioner and one named on advertisement setting forth this contract
cratic ticket will be Hon. W. B. w Morrow, of Raton, as a
modification
of this contract
no
No bid on the timber will be accepted
in
full,
of
amount
the
and
the
Purchaser,
who in spite of the fact ocratic candidate for congress this upward on the concrete, cutting Bound Over to Grand
for lets than $2.15 per 1000 feet board by
be taken as or of the terms thereof shall hereafter
timber thus determined
Jury
All of Sections 16, 36; T. 12 N., the basis of settlement, may
that he is much of an opportunist f.ii
Mr Walton will Andy's scalp and causing a slight
but acceptance or be made.
Moreno shot Tom Ram- measure.
Gene
12
T.
of
All
12
16,
Sections
R.
36;
W.,
is
headache.
be
At present he
of same must
made by the
eatinu irez at La Mesa
and policy man, and lacks a great rim tor the senate. Mr. tviorrow is
last week. The N., R. 13 W., All of Sections 16, 36; T. rejection
16.
This agreement shall inure to the
furchaser within Uiirty (JUI days 01 re benefit
deal of being in Fall's class in force a little too good a man to be sacri- three meals a day at the expense defendant will early
of and be binding upon the parties.
as 12 N., R. 15 11W., All of Sections 16, 36;
of copy of feport of joint cruise,
plead
ceipt
11
the
and
bis
the
wife
T.
has
is
11
Sec.
All
of
a
W
of
K.
a
T.
and ability,
their respective successors and assigns. H
county
hustler,
ficed to lend such a folorn hope as
till he'd been hit over N., R. K.14 W., All of Sections 16,36; 36; T. and in no event shall the timber coverhe
shoot
didn't
of Commissioner
of Public
office
the
unRaton
chickens.
be
or
removed
and a "good fellow".
and
cut
such
cruise
ed
Range.
by
the Democrats will follow this fall pigs
the bean with a demijon. He was II ri.t K. IS w., All ot sections id, oo; til the
has been agreed Lands shall be abolished, the public ofamount of
and we believe he is too wise to
ficial most nearly performing the present
bound over to await action of the T. 10 N., R. 11 W., All of Sections 16, upon; and if thestumpage
be
then
shall
T. 9 N., R. 12 W., All of Sections 16, unwilling to accent parties
WHO'S PLAYING POLITICS
fall for it. He is especially recom- Ore Strike Gets Better
the amount determin duties of the Commissioner of Public Lands
jury, in the sum of $5000. Las 36;
shall be substituted for the Commissioner
36; T. 14 N., R. IS W., All of Sec. 16; T. ed
The big strike of molybdenum ore jjrand
by such joint cruise, the Commissioner of
mended by the enemies he has mad;
Cruces Citizen.
13 N.. R. 14 W., All of Sec.
16; T. 13 N., snail
Public Lands for all purpose of this
a
scaler to be paid by tne
in the Red River field is irrowmu
designate
The Democratic leaders in Cong- in his own party in Colfax county.
15
R.
W., SJ4, Sec. 20; All of Sections Purchaser,
who shall mark the timber to agreement.
is
now Game Warden on Job
'steadily better. J. H. Fahy
li. 14 W., All of be paid for and scale and measure the
28, 30, 32, 34; T. 11 N
ress who objected to dealing with
NJ4;
12, 14, 22, 24, 26:
THE PURCHASER AGREES that the
ore from his group of mines
Scribner Decimal C Log Rule
the revenue problem at this session
Theodore Roualt Jr.,and deputy SectionsSec.2, 4,34; 10,T. 11 N., R. 15 W..28; refer-re- same byor the
Santa Fe news dealers have dis- sacking
by such other Log Rule as may payments to be made as hereinbefore set
were naive if not nervy in the rea- continued the sale of all Hearst pub- for a shipment, hand sorting to a Leslie Fleming of Silver City were SWJ4,to as schedule "B" lands in form of Scale!
will be made promptly and on the
forth,
be
the
in
in use
then
thia district by
The here last week to
grade of about 15 per cent.
sons which they advanced in sup- lications.
United States Forest Service; and in the dates on which they become due and
These papers are
investigate certain contract printed below,
taxes and assessis
a
outlook
will
rich
field
that
payable,
scale
of
as
a
bad
event
very
provided ments thatand thatbe all
being
violations committed in Socorro co- - Each bidder will be required to sub- for herein all of the
port of their position. They said
all the time and treasonlevied or assessed on
live
may
timber
that it would be hard enough for able part of the time and the ac- be developed in this ore at Red
Continued on W. S. Supplement
mit a separate bid on the timber and having a diameter of ten standing
(10) inches or such land shall be paid by said Purchaser;
a
them, in any event, to retain party tion of our State Council of Defense River. Raton Range.
separate bid on the land offered, more inside the bark, three (3) feet from that this contract shall not be sold, asand highest total amount offered
by the ground, on any section ahall be scal- signed or transferred in any manner whatcontrol of Congress in the approach- in condemning them and the dealers
one bidder for both the land and ed and
any
All live trees
ten soever except as provided herein, snd in
paid for.
t
ing election and that new taxes im- in refusing to handle them is com- Boilermakers Organized
the timber will be considered the
(10) inches or more in diameter inside the no event shall it be sold, assigned or
58
No.
InterRaton
of the
Lodge,
bid.
whatsoever to
from
posed now would make it impossible mendable and patriotic.
the
three
feet
(3)
bark,
ground, transferred in any manner
national Brotherhood of Boilermabe
The any person, corporation or association of
marked
for
shall
for them to remain in power. In
cutting.
before
bid
to
who are not qualified to purchase
must,
Anyone
desiring
for
auch
all
Purchaser
shall
then
and
of
poisons,
pay
kers,
Helpers
consequence, they pleaded that the
bidding deposit with the Commissioner timber as determined by said scale and mark- state lands to the extent embraced hereLas Vegas is preparing for her An- AmericaShipbuilders
was organized last week at
of
Public Lands or his silent hold ing.
Treasury should be permitted to go nual Cowboy
Within thirty (30) days after the in; that this land is being purchased for
Reunion July 3, 4 and the K. P. Hall in this city and 40
ing this sale, the sum of (25,000.00 in exoiration of six (6) months from the the purpose of gracing and agriculture
until
after
November, at least, 5. This has become one of the
hang
charof
the
cash
certified
or
exchange
big members pledge themselves to the
commencement of the cutting on a sec- only; that while the land herein contractwhile they went home and tried to
acter set forth in paragraph ten of the tion so marked, all timber
marked and ed for is believed to be essentially
state events which we are glad to order. Raton
Range.
below.
of contract
form
elect a Democratic majority in the see
printed
land, should minersl be discovered
uncut shall be measured and estimated by
Meadow City continue keep
the scaler and paid for by the Purchaser. thereon it is expressly understood and
next House. This argument contain alive the
be
will
and
in
of
successful
bidder
The
war
other
that
this contract ia based upon
required
spite
No
for
or
deduction
timber
defective
loga agreed
Big Crop Of Lambs
ra two elements or confession
to execute the following contract on or ahall be made in scaling or settlement,
the express condition that the minerals
which is said to be good for the
Throughout Colfax, Mora lind
before October 1st, 1918.
therein shall be snd are reserved to the
Union counties 'the lamb crop this
7. Nothing herein contained shall operate fund or institution to which the land besoul. It admitted that a tax law,
DEMOCRATIC DEGRADATION
CONTRACT
season has averaged fully 95 per
to prevent the Commissioner from order- longs, together with right of way to tae
drawn by Democrats, would contain
or any one acting under
ing at his expense a scale of the timber Commissioner,
to reports received
cent,
crudities and inequalities which
THIS AGREEMENT made and entered on
any section or more, and upon a scale his authority, to at any and all time
We had thought the limit of Otero by Theaccording
Stockman. S. Floershcim, of
into in duplicate this
would render it unpalatable to the
day being so ordered and made, the Purchaser move upon aaid land and mine and reDemocratic degradation was the Jaritas company, probably the
of I
, 1918, by and shall
the basis of the scale and move the minerals therefrom without let
voters; aiscV it admitted, also that county
between the State of New Mexico, acting not onpaytheon'
But no reservation of mia
or hindrance.
reached last election when wrced largest raiser in these counties,
basis of the cruise.
Democratic leaders place the inter- of
says
Robert
P.
and
its ComErvien,
ersls shall be made in deeds given under
through
by
Democrats
boss.
the
Republican
missioner of Public Lands thereunto duly
ests of thair party above the inter- doublecrossed and defeated five of it has been the heaviest lambing he
The Commissioner shall designate by tne terms of this contract for lands not
authorized party of the first part and markinss the timber
has ever had. In some portions of
cut wh n set known to contsin minerals in Paying
ests of tha nation. It is inconceiv- their own
hereinafter called the Commissioner, and tlement is to be made on the basis of quantities at the time of the execution off
nominees, chosen by the the district the percent ran consiable that Republicans will let the ocof
Six
all
such timber such deeds.
and
(6),
Paragraph
casion pass without commenting up- popular party vote. We were mis- derable over a hundred, while in
party of the second part, and hereinafter shall be paid for by the Purchaser whether
taken!. Thev have been humiliated others about ninety is estimated.
called the Purchaser.
AND
IT IS EXPRESSLY UNDERSTOOD
cut or not cut.
on this phase of Democratic policy
AGREED by and between the parties herewhich would be bad enough in time further. At the present time two Springer Stockman.
WITNESSETH:
of this con
essence
to
the
time
is
that
8.
word
The
as
in
"section"
used
this
assisted
their
by
of peace, but which, in time of war, Republican bosses,
contract.
shall be construed to mean all tract, and that if default is made by the
1.
That (or and in consideration of the of the land in any one section which is purchaser in any of the payments as proamounts to downright malfeasance. Democratic lieutenants, are known
CURRY
sum of
vided herein, or if any of the conditions
to
be
which
over
control
the
owned
scrapping
by
State, whether a full sec and
By thus perversely seeking to negDollar., cash in hand, being ten per cent tion or otherwise.
agreements set out herein are not
lect the national necessity, the Dem- the Democratic convention (no priof the total purchase price of the lands
truly kept and performed by the said
if thev can help it). The Demo- New Hospital Building
mary
in
the
described
(not
timber)
including
The word "stumpage" as used in this purchaser at the time and in the manner
ocratic party has committed an of- crats look on
Schedule "A" attached hereto, comprising
Dr. H. R. Gibson will soon begin
herein provided, then this contract can
serenely and prepare
fence parallel to that which a miliagreement,of shall be construed to mean the as
acres
at
and may be cancelled at the option of tbe
timber in board feet, determinamount
to
side in the controversy We the erection of a modern building
acre, but at a price of not leas than ed by cruise, scale, or estimate, as pro- Commissioner, and all paymenta, with inper
tary commander in the field would hevetakestated
will
before that we hoped that
be used by him as an office
Three Dollars and Fifteen Cents ($3.15) vided for herein.
commit if he neglected to defend
terest, shall become liquidated damagea, upon failure of the purchaser to comply with
per acre, and in further consideration of
an exposed position or if he neglect- for no improvement in Otero county and hospital. The building will be
the agreement to pay the remaining ninety
9.
The
be
entitled
thirty days notice of intention to cancel
29x66
shall
we
this
to
be
but
and
will
now
built
feet
of
hollow
purchaser
year
expect
ed to attack when the necessity for politics
(90) per cent of the said purchase price receive a deed
mailed to the address given herein, snd
of the lands coverfor
movement toward
Material is
the tile and pebble-dashewith interest at the rate of four (4) per ed by this contract: any
all rights of the purchaser to acquire the
attack arose. This war is not to be a denned
all deferred payments in advance
ff
on
worse
cent
the
Democrats
w'll
above
on
the
not
land' shall cease, and his rights In
and
nowi
placed
being
ground
won by postponement either of
in the following
described manner:
a.
When payment in full for all lands and thereto end, and the Commissioner
resnect their own party who will?
work will be commenced at once.
a.
four (4) ner cent per an and all timber
Interest
military or of financial preparation. Tularosa
at
shall
be
entitled to immediate and excluCAPSULES
These
been
as
shall
made
have
tiny
Tribune. (Dem.)
Clovis News.
num to be oaid at the date of the delivery
The waiting game is the Germans'
for herein; but the Purchaser shall sive
possession of the herein described
ire superior to Balsam
of this contract, upon the unpaid ninety Erovided
to
full
premises
repossess and enjoy as though
of
of
Cubebs
We
er
have
Copaiba,
making
privilege
payment
too
game.
played it
long.
(90) per cent of the purchase price of the at
time for all the lands and timber. this contract had never been made.
CAN STAND A FAILURE
High Wind Destructive
lnjections,and-lands, up to and including December 31st. and any
aireaay in some respects. And with
a
fee
shall
deed
receive
in
RELIEVES
thereupon
in
The
wind
which
(MIDY)
high
preceded the
AND
OUr men in the Irenrkti iwaiilini,
IT IS FURTHER UNDERSTOOD
simple for such lands and timber,
24 HCltfS the V-- s
AGREED, that posse&sion to lands herein
Curry County has experinced the shower last Thursday proved very
Hindenberg, it is no time for slack- On Tanuarv 1st. 1919. interest to be
b.
same disease! withheld
and
contracted
under
for
in
b.
At
of
destructive
certain
time
after
the
date
exiating
of
this
the
any
portions
ers at home to be seeking onlitieal "reat".f drouth this venr in the his- paid at the same rate for the year endout inconvenience.
agreement the Purchaser shall be entitled leasea at the date hereof, do not come
..
Several barns were lifted
r
k
Inrv f i f t li , rnnntv A fw vparc am Country
ing December 31st, 1919, on the said unpaid to a deed for all of the lands owned by into the possession of the purchaser until
Sold bv all dnKjmm.
foundation
money.
and
'rom
purcnaae
,t1eir
shattered.
would
have
n,s
caused
an exodus of
the State in any one township affected bv October 1st, following date hereof.
point of national defence.
Two or three small houses were dam- !hi r ritizriulvp but not so now.
this contract upon full payment for lands
c.
On January 1st, 1''20,
(Signatures, etc.)
sucn township.
Unite of the dry weather improve- badly, and many tin rofs were
of the unpaid purchase money shall and timber in
I FT THE SOLDIFRS VfiTF
r
FELLS
thl-ibe paid and also interest
at the said
Sale No. 1223
morrinms. Clovis
SK, Sec. 20; All of
ments have pone riirtit ahead, con- - ,orn from
At any time after the date of this
c
rate upon the re.nainmg unpaid purchase agreement, the Purchaser shall be entitled
R. 14 W.
28, 30, 32, 34; T. 11 N
n,w holdings let and the Journal.
BRAND
Agitation is coming from many ,r:ir, f"r
price.
a deed for any number o( outlying All of Sections 2, 4, 10, 12, 14, 22, 24, 26;
to
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a
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Sec.
T.
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NH,
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.
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.
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This is caused hv more God
W., containing 9120 acres.
hr
legislature take the action n
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1st
until
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each
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be
for
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less
than $3.1
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be
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selection
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the
accepted
"
surrounding
by
v.cni ty
" V" '"'"
to extend the franchise to our c'tU
so as to clean uo a line of bound
price shall have been paid, the payment
per acre, to be paid as provided in paraby ,wo S"J ra;nfal s
shin of eastern XVw Mr,.,
of
of ninety (90) per ary sections running .East and West or graph one of the above contract.
These
en. who are out of the slate boun- - ,h'
I
WM
B"1""1 fee'- cent of the said purchase price, together North and aouth, as tun her explained thus: lands are referred to in paragraph 12 of
daries in the military service. As each " " h" rnmr fo
",or'' t
weath-tr.tiointerest on the unpaid portions of for instance, in Township 12 North, Range said contract as schedule "B" lands.
with
of
as
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the
tamr'-t
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Time
thr
dry
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the,!'K
stat, control, the internal adminis- the same at four (4) per cent per an- 12 West, the Purchaser must select first
8 A
yr.r UrutM for C:r:.cnFS-TEsa P""d place to tie to. Another er conditions have caused a great AaaIMU.N'U
num shall be paid.
of the franchise, the situa- S& Sec. 2; All of See
either sections 12 and 24 or 2, 4, and 6. Sale No. 1224
bKAKD rw.a ia Kro sn(l
anxiety.
Tha Pnrphaiat airrM In asttrt if aau 4; E4, Sec. 6; S& Sec $, All of Sec.
tion now is that our soldier boys who reason is the farmers are in better lta'
Cold metallic boxes, scaled with Iiluc(tV
11
All
on
13 W., NE, NjSEJi,
the
T.
R.
of
32;
ftlbbon. Taes no othfu. But .r yonr
purchase price
row of sections first and then
payments
N.,
the
are in outside trainine camos or
:""""' "nannallv than tliev were
lands or timber herein provided for. and lateroutlying
k fur f IU.CIU.
aDrorrUt and
V
to select those sections adjacent and Sec. 2; T. 11 N., R. 14 W.t SW, NWJi
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to
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thereon
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Sec
SEJ4.
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of
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fur
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Eve
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remaining
abroad
NNEM, SWNE, WJ4,
cing
twenty
rigors
lying next toward the center of the townThe Santa Fe shopmen have been yvrnrs
a rrop failure should it come.
paid, shall bear interest at the rate of ship.
But no deed for such lands shall NWtfSEK, Sec 8; All of Sec. 18; SW,
cannot vote in the coming state elec ivi, b.iicrc. A way Reliable. one
and
Purcent
month
Sec.
the
Clovis
the
(1)
XA.
at
last
20;
two
per
per
orpanizinp
i
be
Commissioner
the
all
NNWtf, SWNW. Sec
until
given by
lovis News.
BK ALL DRUGGISTS chaser shall be considered to be in de- of such
tion unless the legislature specificalsections and the timber thereon 28; All of Sec 30; Wyi, Sec 32; NNWji.
weeks. The machinists union now SOLD
of this contract upon failure to pay shall have been
fault
ly pasaes a law authorizing them to
for
SKtfNWX,
as
in
SWtfSW,
herein
rvcnvwi-irnfull,
worth
SE, Sec 34; T. U
paid
numbers over 100 members, Boiler- - jtvK
N.s R. 14 W.. All of Sections 4, 10; T.
fo so. There can be no question
any or all of the sums due for lands or provided.
FALL HARD TO BEAT
12 N., R. IS W., All of Sec 32; T. U N.,
timber or interest thereon under the terms
the right of the boys to exer.
hereof, after thirty days' notice of same
10.
Before this contract is delivered R. 14 W., N, SWM. Sec 26, T. U
Tn view of the fact that Senator
cise this typically American privilege,
by registered mail; but no notice of monththe Purchaser agrees to deposit with the 15 W., containing 8068.80 acre a. No bid
for Commissioner, as a guarantee
will be accented for less than S3. 15 ner
ly paymenta for timber, as provided
for the faithand the fact that they are now en Albert Raron Fall is rroinqi to he a
in Paragraph
Five (5) hereof, shall be ful performance of all and singular the acre, to be paid as provided in paragraph
n rand date for United
States senator
gaged in the world fight for the
given or required.
terms hereof, a check in the sum of one of the above contract.
of a form of government :t is time that tbe democratic partv
TVnll.ea SOC (VYl
Tmentn.Piea
TUi .
AND IN FURTHER CONSIDERATION
of ' certified by a national bank, or banksTin
Sale No. 122S
All of Sec. 12; N& Sec
such as ours should not operate as was putting on th lid. and pettin?
. cun,
v. . t? .
c 11 ...
- .n. VI i c
the
snd
conditions
covenants,
agreements
Mew
ol
the state
each of which
a bar to this function.
dv for one big fight. As a demohereinafter act out to be kept snd per- shall have a capitalMexico,
of not leak St.. 24; EEX. SWMSEJs, SEMSWX, Sec
in
paid
Tha boys are entitled to the best cratic paper
The Evening News
formed by the Purchaser, the Commissionthan Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.), with 26: NWWNWU. SNWM. S'A. Sec. 28: All
er agree a to convey by a good and suf- a surplus
wa can five, and the state admin- would rather any other republican
of not less than
of ol Sec. 30; T. 10 N., R U W All of Sec
the
to
ficient
deed
said
the
Purchaser,
the paid-ubnt the Purchaser tions iu, 14, is; Nft, sec 2D; All of
in
would
be guilty of a failure
the state should be nominated.
istration
lands described in Schedule A" attached may substitutecapital;
R. I
22, 24, 2ft,
, 30, 34, T. 10
at any time m lien of
In a very clear duty if it should ne- Fall is hard to beat. With all hi
N. M.,
hereto, when paid for in full as herein auch certified check Twenty-FivW., All ol Sec 2: EH, Sec 4; All of SecThousprovided.
and Dollars ($25,000.). of United States Gov- - tions M, 12, 14; NV4, Sec 22: All of Secglect to make provision for soldier faults, he is one preat biff man. and
eminent Bonda.
coupon bonds will tions 26. T. 12 N.. R. 14 W All of Sec 36:
the people of the state know it It
voting now.
2,
The Purchaser ngreet to pay at be acceptable, bnt Only
tbe Purchaser shall be T. 13 N., R. 14 W., containing U,770.
Opposition to such action could be is written that we are point? to have
the rate of not less than Two Dollars entitled
to tbe interest on such bonda as acres. The timber oa this trsct has been
and Fifteen Cents ($2.15) per thousand feet it accrues.
based on only either of two
a democratic
old but not cat over. No bid srill be ac
senator in his place,
prists;
for all timber of Western
measure
board
erpted for less thaa $3.15 per acre, to be
that army regulations might defeat first of all because this is a democra
Yellow Pine and other species standing and
ae pro Tided ia paragraph one of tbe
deThe
Commissioner
shall
hold
such
paid
the purpose of such an act after its tic year, but we are poinp to know
growing on the said Lands, the amount
and upon default of the Purchaser above form of contract.
NEAR A. T. & S. F. DEPOT
PHONE 85 MAIN
of atumpage of such timber to be as- posit
passage; and that to cll an extra ttiat there was a campaign. Roswell
in the performance of any of the terms
certained as hereinafter provided.
Tbe sticcessftil bidder will be required to
of this contract, said sum of Twenty-Fiv- e
session of the legislature would be News.
Thousand Dollars
shall inure to pay for tbe advertisine aad all coata inx pensive.
X
Not less than ninety (90) days be- tne .Mate ot New ($25,000.)
Mexico as liquidated cidental to the sale herein.
fore the Purchaser shall desire to com- damages.
As to the first excuse, the law
And it ia hereby expressly
NEEDS FAIR CHANCE
mence cutting the timber upon any of the
that tbe amount of damages which
should be passed because no amount
An, improvement existing- oa the bad
lands covered by this contract, it shall agreed
accrueshall
to the State of New Mexico at (the time of the first publication of
of army regulation could give the All the minimi industry needs is
give the Commissioner notice of its in- by virtue of a breach of thia contract this. notice shall be' paid for b, the
soldiers tho ballot ia tbeir borne encouragement
tention, together with a legal description
bidder.
the Purchaser shall, and the same is
in the way of fair
of the section from which it wishes to by
declared to be, tbe sum of Twenty- etate witboat tha proper authority legislation and taxation and
herebyTniMHsul
if price
remove the timber and upon receipt of 17iw
s.
All outstanding leases oa lands add will
J
Ml
hmmg first written into the, atate mu.t he repulated let them be h:frh
such notice the Commissioner shall cause ,ach breach this contract, shall terminate. be cancelled on October I, 191S. aad
will be given the successful bidU pon faithful compliance with t he term s
.tatat). Other atate are paaaiof enough o assure good returns to the tan.
I
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hereof.
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PUBLIC LAND IALB
ROOSEVELT COUNTY

.

Office

Leads,

el

of

Commissioner

tha

Mi right!
to valid existing rights.
way, ana
The Commissioner of Public Lands or
his agent holding auch sale reserves the
right to reject any and all bids offered
Possession under contracts
at said sale.
of sale for the above described tracta wtu
be given on or before October first, 1911.
Witneaa mv hand and the official aeal
of the State Land Office of the State of
New Mexico, thia Ninth day of April, 191a.
ROBT. P. EEVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands.
Stats of New Mexico.
First Publication April 12, t9ML
Last Publication Jane 14, UN.
oi

FOm rUBUCATWM

Fabac

Santa Fc, Nw Meitee.
Notice U hereby given that pursuant
s
to the provision! of an Act ol
approved June 30th, 1910, the laws of the
and
nidState of New Mexico, and rales
ation! ol the State Land Office, the
Commissioner ol Public .Lands will offer
at public sale to the higheat bidder
n tt cuuLnuj. j vtit.
OCJUCK A.
M
lvli in the town ol Portalea, County
Jtth,
M Bonsevelt. State of New Mexico, in front
of the court house therein, the following
described tract! 01 una, visi

'

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

-

SM. See. I; SM, SMNM,
Sale No. 111
All of Sec S; All ol Sec. 9- - Lot,
See, 10; f. 1 S.
3.'. SMNWM. SWM;
E., containing 2473.12 acre a. There
no
are
improvements.
NM. Sec. Mi SM. NWM.
Sale No. list
sZTMi EMSE. Sec. 31: EMSW. Sec.
Jo E., N1&. Sec. 9; T. 5
MpT. i S
S.' B. JO K, containing 1117.01 acres. The
improvement consist ol well and fencing,
value $230.00.
No bid on the above described tracta
I land will be accepted for leaa than
FIVE DOLLARS ($5.00) per acre which
is the appraised value thereof and In addition thereto the successful bidder must
pay for ths improvements that exist on
the land.
All of Sec. 16: T. 4 N.. R.
Sale No. 1147
30 E., containing 640 acrce, The improvement! consist of corral, well, tank and
fencing, value. $1015.00. No bid accepted for
this land for leaa than $10.00.
NEM, SWM, Sec. 16; T.
Sals No. 1141
The
5 S., K. 37 E., containing 320 acres.
value $225.-0improvements consiit of fencing,land
for less
No bid accepted for this
than $10.00.
ove described tracts will
Each of the
be offered for sale separately.
The above sale, of landa will be lub
lect to the following terma and condition!
vix:

Sec
L 2.
at

-

-

SALE

LEA COUNTY
of
Lands,

Office

tha

Commissioner

Public

ol

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Notice Is hereby given that pursuant
to the provision! ol an Act ol Congress,
approved June ZD, 1910, laws ol tne
State of New Mexico and the rules and
ths
regulations ol the State Land Office,
Commissioner of Public Landa will oiler
at public sale, to the highest bidder, at
nine o'clock A. M. on Saturday, June 29th,
1918, in the town ol Lovington,
County
ol Lea, State ol New Mexico, in front of
d
the court house therein the following
tracts ol land, vial

-

SM Sec. 1; NEM, SWM
Sale No. 114
Sec. 11; EMEM See. 12; NWM Sec. 13; SM
Sec. 14, T. U S., R. IS E., NM See. 2, T.
14
S., R. 34 E., containing 1601.24 acrea.
The improvementa conaiat ol fencing, value
$600.00.

SMSWM Sec. 34, T. 14
Sale No. 11M
S., R. 3b ., WM Sec. 3; Lota 3. 4, SMNEM.
SEM Sec. 3; NM Sec, 10; All of Sec 11, T.
15
R. 36 E., SEX, SMSWM Sec. 25; SM
b&m
skh, swit sec an: ayi see.
Sec. 28; EM, SMSWM Sec. 29; All of Sec.
SMSM Sec. 33; All
32; EMNEM, NEMSEM,
of Sec. 34; All of Sec. 35; All of Sec. 36,
SM
T. 16 S., R. 36 E.. NEM. SEMNWM.
Sec. 31, T. 16 Sj R. 37 E., All ol Sec. I;
All of Sec. 2: E!4. Lots 1. Z. SEMNWM,
See. 3; Lots 3, 4,
Except for landa selected for the Santa NMSWM. SEMSWM
E'A, SWM Sec 4; All ol Sec.
Fe and Grant County K R. Bond Fund, SEMNWM.
17
36
R.
T.
5,
S.,
E.,
containing 9810.31
the successful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner ol Public Landa, or his agent acres. Tne improvements consist ot J wens,

ol the
holding such sale,
four
price offered by him for the land,balance
the
lor
in
advance
interest
cent
per
f snch purchaae price, the test for advertising and appraisement and all costs
saadeatal to the sale herein, and each and
all ol laid amounts must be deposited in
cash or certified exchange at the time of
ale, and which said amounta and all of
them are aubject to forfeiture to the State
of New Mexico if the auccessful bidder doea
not execute a contract within thirty days
after it has been mailed to him by the
State Land Office, said contract to provide
that the purchaser may at his option make
uvM,nti Af ant leaa than
of ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the pnrchaae
and prior
price at any time after the sale from
date
In the expir tion of thirty yeara
f the contract, and to provide for the
at the expayment of any unpaid balance the
date of
piration of thirty yeara from on deferred
the contract, with intereat
payments at the rate of four unper cent....-perannum payaDic in aavantc
iuc
a
vereary ol toe aate oi comraci
pamai
to be credited on the anniversary
of the date of the contract next following
the date of tender.
The aale of landa selected for the Santa
Fe and Grant County R. R. Bond Fund
will be aubject to the above terms and
conditions except that the successful bidder
must pay in caah or certified exchange at
of the purchaae
h
the time of aale
price offered by him for the land, four
per cent Intereat in advance for he balance
I aucn purcnasc price auu wm uc
mired to execute a contract providing for
the payment of the balance oi auch purchaae price In thirty equal annual instalpayments, with interest on all deferred
ments at the rate of four per cent per
annum in advance, payment a and intereat
due on October 1st ol each year.
The above sale ol lands will be aubject
to valid exlating rights, eaaementa, rights
ol way and reservations

1,

a; w,

windmills, tank and fencing, value $Z3og.ou,
EM Sec 17: All ol Sec.
Sale No. 1111

18; All of
21; NWjsj
R. 35 E..

Sec. 19; SWM Sec. 20; SWM Sec.
sec. 29; ny sec. JU, l. 10 a.
containing 2388.38 acrea. The im

provemente consiit ol fencing, value

$450.00.

-

NWM Sec 22 WMEM
Sale No. 1151
Sr... 27; EM Sec. 34; SM Sec. 35, T. 16 S.,
R. 35 E. containing
960.00
acres. There

are no improvements.
Sale

No.

Sec

1IS3
14; SEH

NEM

S54SWM' See.

13:

Sec

inwnw),

15;

,,

SMSWM. Section 22; NMNEM, SWMNEM,
SWSEle.
W'A.
NWtfSEvi
Section 23:
NEMSEM. Sec.
NMNM. SMSM, SEMNEM.
24; NEM, NMNWM Sec. 25; NMNEM. NWM
Sec. 26; NM Sec. 27, T. 16 S., R. 36 E..
sw
Lot 4, Sec. 18; Lota 1, z,
SEM.
NEM, S'4 Sec. 19; NEM Sec. 20; N
N'jSWM Sec. 30, T. 16 S., R. 37 E., con-

slnvvm.

taining 3843.22 acres. The improvements
consist of fencing, value $875.00.

S'A Sec. 10; All of Sec.
No. 1154
Sal
14: All of Sec. 16: WA Sec. 27; Stf. NEM
Sec. 28; SM Sec. 29; SM Sec. 30; All of
Sec. 31; All ol See. 32; WA sec. u, l.
Sec. 19;
16 S., R. 35 E., NtfSEM, SEMSEM
NMNWM Sec. 29; StfNM, S54, NEMNEM
Sec. 30; All of Sec. 31, T. 16 S., R. 36
.,
All of Sec. 2; All of Sec. 3; All of Sec.
4; All of Sec. 5; All of Sec 6; All of Sec
W'A
7; All of Sec. 8; All of Sec. 9; W'
NEM, SEM Sec. 10; EM, SWM, EMNWM
Sec. 11; NM Sec. 15; All of Sec. 16; NM
Sec. 18, T. 17 S., R. 35 ., containing 13466.59

acres. The improvement! consist of
and windmills and fencing, value

3 welli
$5000.00.

NM. SWM Sec. 29, T.
Sale No.. HSf
16 S., R. 37 E., all of Sec 2; All ol Sec
9; NWM Sec. 10. T. 17 S., R. 37 E..

acres. The improvements
coniiat ol lencing, value $900.00.
1924.76

All ol Sec. 1; NM. SEM.
Sale No. 11H
EKSWM. Sec. 2; NWM. WMSWM. Sec. 3;
EM Sec. 4; Lota 2, 3, 4; SEMSWM Sec. 7;
The Commissioner ol Public Lands or SMNEM. NWM. NMSWM, NJ4SEM, SEM
his agent holding auch aale reaervea the SEM Sec. 10: SWMNWM. WMSWM Sec. 11:
to reject any and all bide offered NEM. NMNWM. SEMNWM. Sec. 12; WM
right
t said sale.
., All of
SWM. Sec. 20, T. 19 S., R. 35
Sec. 16; All ol Sec. 17; 20; 21: NM, SEM.
Possession under contracts ol sale lor
SWM Sec 27; NM, NEMSEM, SWMSWM
she above described tracta will be given Sec, 28; NM, SWM, WMSEM, SEMSEM
act or before October lat, 1918.
Sec. 29: All ol Sec. 30: Lota 1. 2. 3. 4.
SWMSEM
NMNEM, SEMSWM,
NEMNWM,
Witness my hand and the official aeal Sec. 31; NM. NMSM. SEMSEM Sec. 32; NM
I the State Land Office of the State of nwja, swmnwm, swm, s4SE.a, aec.
;
New Mexico, thia Ninth day of April, 1918. NEM,
SWMSWM
EMNWM.
Sec 34; T.
18 S., R.
18
All
R.
T.
36,
Sec
35
E.,
Sj

ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Landa,
State of New Mexico.
First Publication April 12, 1918.
Last Publication June 14, 191$.

of

E., containing 9740.92 acres. The improvements consist ol lencing, value $900.00.
NM, SEM Sec. 21, T.
Sale No. 1187
16 S., R. 35 E., containing 480 acres.
The
conaiat of lencing, value
improvements
34

surchaae price la thirty tonal aaaaal in
italmenta with interest oa all deferred nay.
menta at the rata ol bar per cent pet
innnm in advance paymenta ana interest
due on October 1st, ol each year.
The above aale of land will be sublect
to valid exiating rights, easements, rights
oi way aa a reservations.
The Commiasioner of Publio Lands or
hia agent holding such sale reserves the
All of See. Ms T. 7 S., right to reject any aad all bids offered
Sals Na. 121T
R. 30 E., containing 640.00 acres.
The Im- at said sale.
provements consist ol well and windmill,
value $300,011 No bid oa this tract ol land
Possession under contracts ol salt lor
will be accepted for less thaa $10.00 per the above described tracts will be given
on or before October 1st, 191$.
All of Sec. M; T.
ale Ho. ItU
Witness my hand and the official seal
&,
R. 31 E., containing 640.00 acres.
The im- - ol the State Land Office of the State of
ol
$75.00.
value
New
consist
Mexico, this twenty-sevent- h
lencing,
day of
Rrovemente this tract ol land will be acApril, 191$.
cepted for less than $10.00 per acre.
ROBT. P. ERVIEN
Sale No. 1219
NMNM, SMSM, SEMNEM,
Commiasioner of Public Lands,
NEMSEM. Sec 16; T. IT&. R. 24 EV, conState of New Mexico.
The improvements
taining 400.00 acres.
consiit ol lencing, value $225.00. No bid First Publication May 3, 1918.
on this tract ol land will be accepted for Laat Publication July S, 1918. ,
less than $20.00 per acre.
Each ol the above described tracta will
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
ne ottered lor sale separately.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
The above sale of land will he anbleet
to the following terma and conditiona.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
vis.t
Except for land selected for the
Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond
MORA COUNTY
Fund, the aucceasful bidder must pay to
the Comraisiioner of Public Lands or his Office of the Commiaaioner of Public
agent holding such salet one. twentieth of Landa,
Dim ivr idi hdo,
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
pnw oiictcu interest
four per cent cent uj
in advance for
the balance of auch ourchase orice. feea
Notice la hereby given that pursuant to
for advertiaing and appraiaement aad all the proviaions of an Act of Congreaa an
coats incidental to the aale herein, each proved
20th, 1910, the lawa of the
and all of aaid amounta must be deposit- state of June
New
and rulea and regued In cash or certified exchange at the lations of the Mexico,
State Land Office, the Comtime of sale and which said amounts and missioner of Public
Landa
will offer at
all of them are aubject to forfeiture to the
aale
to the higheat bidder at
State of New Mexico, il the successful Sublic
P.
on
M.,
July 18th.
Thursday,
Didder does not execute a contract with1918, in the
of
town of Mora, Count
in thirty daya after it has been mailed Mora,
State of New Mexico, in front of
to him bv the State Land Office, aaid the court
deshouse
the
therein,
following
contract to provide that the purchaser cribed tracts of land, via:
may at nis option maae payments oi not
less than
ol ninety five ner
All of Section 11; NM
Sale No. UN
cent of the purchaae price at any time NM,
SWM.
WM
SEMNWM,
after the aale and prior to the expiration SEM, SWMNEM,
Lot
Sec.
NM. SEM, Sec 13;
12;
.4,
of thirtv veara from the date of the con
Sec. 24; NMNEM, EMNWM.
EM. EMWVS,
tract and to provide lor the payment of Sec.
22 N
R. 22 E., NMSWM,
25;
any unpaid balance at the expiration of SWMSWM, T. Sec 1; All of Sections
3, 4, 9.
thirty years from the date of the con- 10. 15, 16; EM, EMWM, WMNWM, Sec. 21;
on
deferred
with
tract
intereat
paymenta Lot 2, EMNWM, SWMNEM. NWMSEM, Sec.
at the rate of four per cent per annum 30; T. 22 N., R. 23
., All of Section! 20,
payable in advance on the anniveraary of 21, 22; WMSEM NEMSEM,
NEM. Sec.
the date of the contract, partial paymenta 23: WMNEM. NWM? Sec. WM,
24: All of Sec
to be credited on the anniversary of the tion! 29
Sec.
T. 23 N
SM
SMNM,
32;
2;
contract
the
next following
date ol the
R. 21 E., containing 11548.41 acres.
The
date ol tender.
value
improvements conaiat of fencing,
$1180.00.
The sale ol land selected for the Santa
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
Sale Na. 1221
NM, Sec. 10; NEMNEM,
will be subject to the above terma and
conditiona except that the auccessful bid- SWMNEM, WMNWM, SEMNWM, Sec. 11;
der must pay in caah or certified ex- T. 22 N., R. 25 E., containing 520 acrea.
of There are no improvements.
change at the time of Bale
the purchaae price offered by him for
No bid on the above deacribed tracta of
the land four per cent interest in advance for the balance of luch purchase land will be accepted for less than FIVE
DOLLARS
($5.00)
to
a
and
will
execute
be
per acre, which is the
required
price
contract providing for the payment of thr appraised value thereof and in addition
ie thereto the successful bidder must nav
auch
balance of
price
purchaae
thirty equal annual inatalmenta with in for the improvements that exist on the
tereat on all deferred paymenta at the land.
rate of four per cent per annum m sd
Enrh of the above deacribed tracta will
vance, paymenta and intereat due on Octo
be offered for aale aeparately.
ber lit, of each year.
The above tale ol land will he subject
The above isle of land will be aubjec
terms and conditions,
tl valid exiating right!, easement!, right to the following
vis:
of way and reiervationl.

-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLIC LAND

ed lor the Santa Fa and Grant County
Railroad Bond Faad,
Than are M tnv
provemcata.
No bide on tha above described tracts
of land will be accepted lor leaa than
FIVE DOLLARS
($5.00)
per acre, which
is the appraised value thereof and hi addition thereto the auccessful bidder must
pay lor the improvements that exist on
the land.

The successful bidder must nav tn the
The Commissioner of Public Lands or
his agent holding auch aale reserves the Commissioner of Public Lands or his agent
offeree1
all
bids
and
to
of the
holding such lale,
reject any
right
at laid aale.
price ottered by him for the land, four
per cent intereit in advance for the
Possession under contracts of sale for th
of inch uprchase price, feel for adabove deacribed tracta will be given or vertising and appraiaement and all costs
or before October lit, 1918.
incidental tn the aale herein, each and
all of aaid amounta must be
in
Witness mv hind and the official sea. cash or certified exchange atdeposited
the time
of the State Land Office of the State ol of sale and which aaid amounta and all
New Mexico, this 18th day of April, 1918.
of them are subject to forfeiture to the
Mate ol New Mexico, if the auccessful
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
bidder does not execute a contract within
Commissioner of Public Landa of thr thirty daya after it has hern mailed to
him by the State Land Office, laid
State of New Mexico
to provide that the purchaser may
First Publication April 19, 1918.
at hii option make payments of not leas
Last Publication June 21, 1918.
than
of ninety-fivper cent
H- of the purchase price, at any time after
sale and prior to the expiration of
the
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
thirty yeara from the date of the contract and to provide for the payment of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
anv unpaid balance at the expiration of
thirty yeara from the date of the conPUBUC LAND SALE
tract with intereat on deferred payments
at the rate of four per cent per annum
COUNTY
QUAY
payable in advance on the anniversary of
the date of the contract, partial payments
of
the Commissioner ol Public tn
Office
be credited on the anniveraary of the
Lands,
of the contract next following
date
the
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
date of tender.
Notice la hereby given that purauant to
above aale of land will be subject
the nroviaiona of an Act of Conareas ap toThe
valid existing righti, easements, rights
proved June 20th, 1910, the lawa of the of way an
dreservations.
State of New Mexico, and rules and regu
lation! of the State Land Ullice, the
The Commissioner of Public Lands or
of Public Landa will offer at his
agent holding such sale reserves thr
public aale to the higheat bidder at right to reject any and all bids offered
1U OCIOCK,
A at., on luesaay,
win,
1Q1R.
in the town of Tucumcarl.juiyCounty st said aale.
of Quay, State of New Mexico, in front
Possession under contracts ol isle for
of the court house therein, the following
the above deacribed tracts will be given
described tracta of land, vix:
on or before October 1st, 1918.

NU. WKSWM. Sec. 13:
S.I. N tan
NEMNEM, Sec. 14; SEMNEM, Sec. 23; NM
R. 36 E., Lota
17
Sic.
T.
24;
No bid on the above described tracta of NWM,
7; Lota 1, 2, 3, NWM. Sec. 18;
land will be accepted for leaa than Five 2,T. 3,17 Sec.
906.82 acrea.
37 E
R.
N.,
containing
Dollars ($5.00) per acre, which ia the apare no improvements.
praised value thereof, and in addition there- There
to the successful bidder mult pay for the
SEMSEM, Sec- 3; T.
Sale No. UN
improvements that exist on the land.
6 N R. 27 E., containing 40 acrea. There
no
are
improvements.
Each of the above described tracts oi
land will be offered for aale separate
Sale No. IM
NMSEM, Sec. 4; W(4
ly.
E"
SWM. S":- - 10 ; T-- 14 N - R- 160
There
are no improveacrea.
The above aale of landa will be subject
terma and conditiona. menta.
to the following
via:
EM. SWM. Sec. IS; All
Sale No. 1218
16; EMNEM. SEM. Sec. 10; T. 16
The auccessful bidder must pay to the of Sec.
1360 acrea.
The
34
R.
E.,
containing
Commiaaioner of Public landa, or his agent N,
value
consist ol fencing,
of the improvementa
holding auch aale,
$157.50.
foui
him
offered
for tho land,
price
by
per cent intereat in advance for the bal
NEM. Sec. 2; T. 11 N.,
Sale No. 1211
ol auch purchaae price, the fees
ance
and R. 36 E., containing 160.46 acres, selectfor
and appraiaement
advertising
all coats incidental to the sale herein, aad ed for the Santa Fe and Grant County
The improvements
each and all of aaid amounta muat be Railroad Bond Fund.
deposited in cash or certified exchange consist of fencing, value $20.00.,
aaid
of
amounts
which
and
at the time
sale,
EV5EM.
1212
Sec 28. T. 12
and all of them are subject to forfeiture N SaleR. No.
32 E., containing 160 acres.
There
to the State of New Mexico if tho sue
no
are
improvementa.
cessful bidder doea not execute a contract within thirty daya after it haa been
No bid on the above described tracta of
ailed to him Dy tne state iana uuice
a set land will be accepted for less than FIVE
DOLLARS
($5.00)
per acre, which ia the
of
not
hia
make
at
may
option
payments
of ninety-liv- e
less than
pet aporaised value thereof and in addition
thc.ctn the successful Didder must pay
cent of the purchase price at any time aftei for
the improvementa that exist on the
the aale and prior to tne expiration oi
thirty years from date of the contract, and land.
un
of
for
the
to provide
any
payment
All ol Section 36, T.
Sale No. 121J
paid balance at the expiration of thirty
containing 64U acrea. The
yeara from the date of the contract, with 5 N., R. 29 E.,conaiat
of house, well, and
interest on deferred paymenta at the rate improvementa
No bid on the above
of four per cent per annum payable in frncing, value $640.00.
will be accepted
of
land
deacribed
tract
date
of
the
advance on the anniversary
for less than $10.00 per acre.
of contract, partial paymenta to be credit
of the date of
ed on the anniversary
All ol Sec. 36; T.
N.,
Sale No. 1214
contract next following the date of tend
consiit of house, aheds, wind
er.
$150.00.

,

T.,

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION

PUBLIC LAND

SALE

DE BACA COUNTY
of

Office

Landa

the

Commissioner

of

Public

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice ia hereby given that pursuant
to the proviaioni of an Act of Congreea,
1910, the laws of the
approved June 20th,
State of New Mexico and the rule! and
Land Office, the
State
the
regulations of
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
bidder at
the
to
sale
higheat
at public
nine o'clock A. M., on Tuesday, June 25th,
1918. in the town of Ft. Sumner, County
of De Baca, State of New Mexico, in front
of the court house therein, the following
described tracta of land, vix:
SWM. Sec. 25; SM Sec.
Sal No. 1142
16; NMSEM, SWM Sec. 27; SM Sec. 28;
SjiS'j Sec. 32; All of Sec. 33; NWM. SEM,
NW54. WMNWM. SWM Sec. 35; All of Sec
R. 25 E., SEM Sec. 21; All of
sec.
u. WV4SWM.
'
?:F- .V
All of Sec. 30; All of Sec. 31; All of Sec

f

HFU

s'iSt!.

a

Sec 25;
SWMNWM
Sec. 11; NEMNWM.
SMNEM. Sec. 34; T. 1 S., R.
NWMNEM,
All of Sec. 5; Lots 1, 2; 3; 4; 8; 9;
25 E
M, 11, 14, SEMSWM Sec 6, T. 1 S., R. 26
E., containing 8572.44 acrea. The improvements conaiat oi fencing, value $2481.25.

-

Witness my hand and the official aeal
ol the State Land Office of the State of
New Mexico, thia twenty-aevent- h
day of
April, 1918.
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands ol thr
State of New Mexico
Firat Publication May 3, Kit.
Last Publication July 5, 1918.

n- -

u

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

-

No bid on the above described tracts
of land will be accepted for leaa than
which ia
FIVE DOLLARS ($5.00) per acre,
'
she appraiaed value thereof and in adThe above aale of lands will be subject
dition thereto the auccessful bidder must to valid existing rights, eaaementa, rights
pay for the improvementa that cxiat on of way and reaervationa.
the land.
The Commissioner of Public Lands or
Sale No. 1143 - WMNEM, NMNWM, SWM hia agent holding auch sale reservea the
NWM, WMSWM. SEMSWM, SWMSEM Sec. right to reject any and all bids offered
360 acres.
SB, T. 3 N., R. 28 E.. containing
at said sale
The improvements couaiat of fencing, value
(fU.00.
Poaaession under contracts of sale for
the above described tracta will be given
No bid on the above described tract of on or before October lat, 1918.
land will be accepted for; leas than Ten
Dollars ($10.00) per acre, which is the apWitneaa my hand and the official seal
praised value thereof, and in addition there- of the State Land Office of the State o
to the successful bidder must payland-Eac-for the New Mexico, thia Ninth day of April, 1911
h
improvementa that exist oa the
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
of the above described tracts will
Commissioner of Public Lands,
he offered for aale separately.
State of New Mexico
The above aale of land will be subject First Publication April 12, 1918.
to the following terms and conditions, Last Publication June 14, 1918.
wtst
H
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
The successful bidder must pay to the
Commiasioner of Public Landa or his agent
of the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
holding such sale,
price offered by him for the land, four
PUBUC LAND SALE
per cent interest in advance for the balance of auch purchase price, fees for
CHAVES COUNTY
and appraisement and all costs
Incidental to the aale herein, each and all
of aaid amounta must be deposited in caah Office ol the Commissioner of Public
or certified exchange at the time of sale
Lands,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
and which aaid amounta and all of them
are aubject to forfeiture to the State of
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
New Mexico, if the successful bidder doea
mot execute a contract within thirty days to the nroviaiona of an Act of
the
after it haa been mailed to hrm by the approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of reeState Land Office, said contract to pro- State of New Mexico, and rules and
vide that the purchaser may at hia option ulationa of the State Land Office, the
Commiaaioner of Public Landa will offer
enake payments of not leas than
of ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the pur- at public aale to the higheat bidder at
chase price at any time after the aale 9 o'clock A. M., on Monday. July lat, 1918,
ad prior to the expiration of thirty yeara in the town of Roawell. County of Chaves,
from date of the contract, and to provide State of New Mexico, to front of the court
for the payment ol any vnpaid balance nt house therein, the following deacribed tracta
the expiration ol thirty years from the of land, via:
date of the contract with intereat on deSMNEM. SEMNWM. Sec
Sale No. tn$
ferred payment
at the rate of four per
eat per annum, payable in advance ew 3; T. 4 &, R. 24 E containing 130.00 acrea.
The
of
date
the
of contract,
the anniversary
improvementa consist of a bouse, value
partial payments to be credited on the an- $40.00.
date
next
contract
of
the
of
the
niversary
Sale No. UN
SEMSWM, SMSEM. Sec
Mkrwing tha data of tender.
25: T. S S- - R. 22 E, Lot 10, Sec 30; T.
24 E, ceettaaniag ISU9 acrea, select- The above sale of landa will ha senVject

ILL

NOTICE

FOR

PUBUCATION

PUBL'C LAND
UNION
Office

of

Lands,
Notice

the

SALE

COUNTY

Commiasioner

of

Publn

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
hereby

riven

that pursuant

to the provisions of sn Act of
approved June dlth, 1V10, the laws of the
State of New Mexico, and rules snd regulations of the State Land Office, the
Commisaioner of l'ublic Landa will offer
at public aale to the higheat bidder at
9 o'clock A. M , on Wrdneaday, July 10th,
of
1918, in the town of Clayton, County
Union, Slate of New Mexico, in front of
the court house therein, the following described tracta of land, via:
Sale No. list
NWM, NMSM, Sec 15;
NEM. NEMSWM. N.SLM. SEMSKM. SVc.
NMSEM. Sec. 24; T. 21 N.,
13; NEMNEM.
R. 29
., SMNM, SKM. EMSWM, Lot 3,
Sec. 7; SMNWM. EMSWM. SWMSWM. Sec.
Sec. 17; Lota 2,
8; EMWM. NWMNWM.
3. 4, EMWM, NEM, NV.SEM, SEMSEM. Sec.
NMNEM.
NEMNWM
18; Lot 3, NEMSWM.
Sec. 19; NEMNWM, Sec. 20; T. '21 N., R.
30 E
23r.92
Thr imacrea.
containing
provementa consist of fencing, value $100.00.

Srovementa containing 640 acres. The
Sale No. IIS
SWM, SMSEM. Sec. 32;
well, windmill,
fencing, and plowNo bid on the above T. 21 N-- , R. 30 E., SMNEM, SEMNWM.
ing, value $1341.00.
land
will
of
be
deacribed tract
accepted EMSWM, Sec 1; WMNEM, SMSEM, Sec.
for leaa than $10.00 per acre.
11; NEMNWM, NMNEM, SEMNEM. SM, Sec.
12; All of Sec 13; NM. Sec 24; T. 20 N.,
Each of the above deacribed tracti will R. 29 E., WMNEM. NWM. SM, Sec 5;
be offered for aale separately.
Mt 5, 6, 7, SMNEM, SEM. Sec 6; SMNM.
SM, Sec. 7; All of Sec 8; WMNWM. SK
The above aale of land will be aubject NWM, EMSWM, Sec 9; All oi Sec 16;
to the following terma and conditiona. WMEM, WM, Sec 17; NM. SWM. WMSEM,
SEMSEM. Sec 18: NM. Sec 19; WMNWM.
vis:
Sec 20; T. 20 N R. 30 E containing
The improvements consist
Except for the land selected for the Santa 6292.94 acres.
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund, of fencing value $650.00.
the aucoeaaful bidder muat pay to the
EMNEM. Sec. 23; NMNEM,
Sale Na. Ilea
Commissioner of Public Landa or hia agent
ol the Sec. 24; SEMNEM. Sec. 25; T. 20 , R.
holding auch sale,
price offered by him for the land, four 30 E., SEMNWM. NEMSWM. Sec. JO. SEM
per cent intereat in advance for' the bal- NWM, SEMSWM, Sec 31; T. 20 N, R.
ance of auch uprchase price, feea for ad- 31 E., SEMSWM. SMSEM. Sec ; T. 19
vertising and appraiaement and all coata N., R. 11 fL, containing 480 acres. There
incidental to the aale herein, each and are no improvementa.
all of aaid amounta muat be depoaited in
ATI of Sec. 2; SEMNEM.
cash or certified exchange at the time
Sale No. 1 11
of sale and which aaid amounta and all NMSEM, Sec
; NM. NMSWM. Sec 10;
of them are aubject to forfeiture to the NMNEM, NWM, NMSWM, SEMSEM. Sec
State of New Mexico, if the aucceasful II; NEMSEM. SMSM. Sec 12; All of Sec
bidder doea not execute n contract within 13; NEM. EMNWM. SMSM. Sec 14; SMSM,
daya after it has been mailed to See IS; All of Sec 16; EMNEM. NWM
thirty
htm by the State Lead Office, aaid conNWM, EMSWM, SEM. Sec 17; NMNM, Sec
tract to provide that the purchaser may 20; NM. SEM. Sec 21; All of Sections
at his option make paymenta of not leaa 22, 23, 26; SWM, Sec 28; EMSEM. Sec 24;
than
of ninety-fiv- e
per cent NEMNEM. Sec 32; NM. SEM. NMSWM.
of the purchaae price at any time after SEMSWM. Sec 33: All of Sections 34, 35;
the aale and prior to the expiration of T. 30 N R. JI E., AH nf Sec 20; N'i,
Sec 30; T.
thirty yeara from the fordate of the con- Sec 29; SEMSWM, SWMSEM. 9570
08
the payment of 3)
tract and to provide
acres.
L K L,' containing
any unpaid balance at the expiratkm of The improvements coasiet of fencing, value
years from the date of the con- $1500081
thirty with
interest on deferred payments
tract
at the rate of four per cent per ananm
Sale Ne. Ira
WMEM, EMWM, Sec
payable in advance on the anniversary of 4; WMEM. WM, Sec 3; NEM, WMSWM.
the date of the contract, partial paymenta SWMNWM. NMSEM, Lots J, , SWMSEM.
to be credited on the anniveraary of the Sec 2; EM. SWM. Sec I; NEM. Sec 9;
date of the contract aent following the SEMNWM, Sec 10; NWMNEM, SEMNEM.
date of tender.
WMNWM, NEMSEM, Sec II; EM. EMWM.
Sec 12; All of Sec 13: EMNEM. SWMNEM.
The aale of land selected 'for the Santa Sec 14; NEMNEM, Sec 15; AH of Sec
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund 16; NMNEM. SEMNEM. WMSWM. Sec 17;
will be enoieet to tne aoov
WMWM. SEMSWM. Sec. 20; WMt Sec 29;
NM. SWM. NMSEM. SWMSFM.
crwditiooa extent that the eaectsol
Sec 32;
der mast pay ia cash or certified exchange SWMNEM. SEMNWM. NEMSWM. Sec 33;
h
at the time of sale,
of the par. EM. EMNWM. SWMNWM. NMSWM. SEM
ihaee price offered by lam for the land, SWM, Sec 34; EM. SWM, Sec 24; SEM
oar per eeat iateteat ia advance tor the SEM. Sec 23; NM. SWM. Sec 25; EMEM.
balance of ssseh purchase price aad wiB be EMNWM. SWMNWM, SWM. Sec 26; AD
to enclose a contract aswvsdvna of Sec 36; T. t NJR. 31 E, WM, WMEM.
the payment of the Balaam of each SEMSEM. Sec ; SMSWMTSec ; AH of

-

Sec. 7; WM.

Sec

tfi Alt ol
WM. SWMSWM,

II

sections w, ivi nw
Sec 20: NWMNWM.
NEM,

4. Bsc. I0 .WMSWM.

NWM.Lotel,

utnu.

sec. s: SHncja,
SEM. Sec.

SWM, SWMSWM.

lunw.
NEM,

I.Y.
SM

10;

inert ars ao tmpravi
euwjy acrea,
Sale Na. lift
NEMSWM, NMSEM. Sec.

-

10; NMSM, SEMSEM, Sec. it; NWMSWM.
SMSM. Sec. 12; NEMNEM, Sec II; T. 26
N-, R. 33 E.. SMSWM, SWMSEM,
Sec 7;

sec is: ny. see
nttritt. sr.ianr.ie.
16:
SWMNEM.

17

ol Sec

1.WM
SEMNWM,
NWMSEM, SMSEM, Sec 15; SMSM.
Sec 14; SMSWM. See. 13; NMNEM, See.
cw, sec u; evriswia, aec ill
...
S!MVSec 20;
R.
EM, EMWM, Sec. 22) All Ol 23; NEM. NMNWM, See. 24; fT
ections 23, 24: NMNEM. NWM, N!MSWM 34 E., All of Sec. 36; T. 27 N., R. 34 E.,
See. 251 All of See. 26i N14. SMSIa. See. containing a4oa.s acrea.
anrrc srs ao im
NMNEM. SEMNEM. NWM, provements.
27; All of Sec.
SM. Sec 14; NM. NEMSWM.

NMSEM,

SEM SWM,

'I

2;

T.

N., R. 31 E., NWM. SMNEM. NM
swm, SWMSWM, SEM, sec. 11 fctffctt,
WMWM. Sec. 2; SMNEM, WM, SEM, Sec
3; SMSM. Sec i; All of Sectiona 7, 12;
EM. Sec. 13: All of Sec 29: EMNEM. E'A
SWM, SEM, Sec 30; SMNWM. SWM. EM
All ot sec St; sknwm,
nem. sec
SWM, See. 27; AU of Sec 34: T. 18 N S.
32 E., WM, Sec 7; NM, SWM,
Sec 18;
T. 18 N.. R. 31 E.. contaimnn 29Jnt.37 acrea
The improvements consist ol well tanks,
Darn and lencing, value au74.su.
18

-

tie No. 112
NEMSEM, WMSEM, SWM,
See. . 13; SM, Sec 14; EJEM, NWMNEM,
NE
NE SneM. Sec 23, J&NWM,

WsWi.

W
TS

kbubx, NWM,
nnaniXi
Sec 25; NMNEM,
NWMSWM.
SE! SWM, Sec 26: SWMSEM. Sec 27; All ol
Sec 36; T. 3D N., R. MIL. All ol Sec.
16:
IHSWM, NHSIM. we. 17; Lot I, aiM
SWM, , SMSEM, Sec. 18; NEMNWM, SMNWM.
Sec 19; WMNEM, NWM, SEMSWM,
21
Sec 20; T. 20 N
containing
4004.46
acres.
The improvements consist
NEM. of
value
well,
dam, lencing, plowing,

n;

All of See. 16:
Sale Na. list
NMNWM, SEMNWM, NEMSEM, Sec. 21; All
of Sections 22, 27;
NEMNEM,
SMNEM,
SEMNWM, SEM, Sec. 28; T. 17 N., R. 31
E
All of Sections 22, 23, 26, 27; T. 17
33
R.
N..
E.. SMNEM. SEM. Sec. 24: NW
NEM. Sec 25; T. 16 N
R. 30 E.. NM,
SWM, Sec. S; NM, SEM, Sec 6; NM, Sec.
7; All ol Sections 8, 17; EM. SJ4SWM, Sec.
IB; WH, bee 19; NWM, Lota; 3, 4, Sec.
i. to ., k. ji
ju;
Sec. 2: All ol Sec
ol Sections 13, 14, 23; WM. Sec. 24; All
oi sections at, Ju; r. tt n., K. JJ ,., WH
SEM, Sec. 7; SWM. Sec 8; NWM. Sec
Sec. 19; T.
17; All of Sec. 18; NEMNEM,
16 N., R. 34 E , EM. EMNWM. SW!NWM.
Sec 26; T. IS N.. R. 31 ., NEM. NMSEM,
Sec 10; T. 15 N.. R. 32 E SWMNEM,
Sec. 4; T. 14 N., R. 32 E containing
acres.
There are no improvements.

SE!

SE

l

I,
;,

9i.

Sale No. 11(3
15; NEMNEM.
e- NWM,

-6ec.

SM, Sec. 14; EMEM, Sec
22: NWMNEM,
NM
, conN., R. 32
There are no im-

uiacres. 27
640.00
T- -

(91) feet aad three
erly nlnety-on- s
2)
C
cheat thence aorthaaiteriy fifty-thre- e
feet aad seven (7) iaehesi Ibeaat aeetet '
feet aad aevea (7) inches to
twenty-fiv- e
namner una, aa anowa en aaat maai
thence somberly along said Lot Nam her
One and Lots Number Two. Three, Poear
and Tea, one hundred and forty-fiv- e
(toB
feet and Seight (8) inches to the poiat er
place of beainnina.
The said plaintiff farther slleges that he
Is credibly informed and believes that
or some of you, make some claim to yea,
the
said above described premise adverse to
the estate ol plaintiff and that daring Us
lifetime ths said Jose IL Ortis made some
claim to aaid nremiaea adverse
k
estate of plaintiff hcreia aad that these
are unknown persons who may claim sums
interest or estate in the said premises
adverse to the estate of plaintiff hcreia.
Plaintiff aaks Judgment that hi estate
in the said premise ha established aad
that the defendants and each ail them
be barred aad forever stopped from having or claiming asy right or title ia or
to the said premises, or
part thereof adverse to plaintiff aadmay
that plaintiffs
title to ssid land be forever quieted
and
set at rest.
The name and address of plaintiffs attorneys are McFle, Edwards aad McFls,
Ssnta Fe, N. M.
Unless yon appear aad answer the
in aaid action on or before the Mtn
day of July 1918, judgment by default will
be taken against you.
Witness my hand and seal of the above
entitled Court this 23rd, day of May 1918.
(Seal of District Court)
T. C de Baca,
County Clerk and
Clerk of the Die-triCourt of Santa Fe
County.
First Publication May 24, 1918.
Last Publication June 14, 1918.

taining
provements.
Sale No. 114
SMSEM, Sec 11; NM.
Sec. 14; T. 27 N., R. 32 E
containing
400.00 acres.
There are no improvements.
Sale No. UK
SWM, SMNWM, SWM
NEM. WMSEM. See. I: SEMNWM. swg
SWM. EM SWM. WMSEM. Sec 2, T. 21
N., R. 30 E., containing W0 acres.
There
i
are no improvements.
LAND FOR SALE.
Sale Ne. lit
SMNM, Sec. 15; T. 20 N.,
R. 28 E containing 160 acrea.
There are
rWO THOUSAND acrea in a solid
no improvements.
oetween Mcintosh and Moriarty, Torrance
Sale No. 114
Lots 4, 5, 6, NEM, EM
EMNEM. EMSWM. SF.'i. county, all under fence, title clear, every
Sale Ne. 117
SEM, Sec 19; SMSM.
NEMSEM, Sec. 20;
SMSWM. acre can be cultivated, good pure water
NM, SWM, WMSEM, Sec. 29; Lots 1, 2, 3, Sec. 21: SWMNWM. NWMSWM.
4, 5, 6; NEM, NEMSEM, Sec 32; WMNEM,
NMSEM, Sec. 22; WMNWM, Sec. 27; NEM, in every quarter aection at 10 to 60 feet,
20
28
T.
Sec.
E con- excepting two quarters on which the wells
SEMNEM, SEMSWM, SEM,
33; NMNEM. EMNWM, Sec 28;
N., R.
one good two story six room
EMNWM. NEMSWM, SMSM, Sec. 34; T. 17 taining 880.00 acres.
There are no improve- are 90 feet,
nouae and otner
N
iiuubc, une uve room
R. 29 E., All of Sec. 3; T. 16 N., R. ments.
houses.-N- o.
smaller
52.
State Record, Saa- 29 E;, Lota 3, 4, Sec. 3; Lot 1, Sec. 4:
m
i,. nx. saia is aii uood Mean Lsma.
Sale No. 111
EMNEM, SWMNEM, WMSEM, Sec. 10; NM
NWMSEM. SWM. Sec.
NEM, Sec. 15; T. 16 N., R. 30 E., containing 28; NMNEM, Sec. 32; NMNWM. Sec. 33;
RANCH-W- eet
3187.47 acrea. There are no improvements,
T. 20 N R. 28 E., containing 360.00 acres. CATTLE
ol Engle, N. M.,
with mountain springs; two houses. Range
There are no improvementa.
for 1000 head. There are 250 cows, 110 calves
All of Section 4; T. 16
Sals Na. UtS
Sale No. lis
N., R, 31 E containing 681.20 acrea. There
EMSEM. Sec. 27; EM and 8 steers two year olds. Price comare no improvements.
195.
NEM, Sec. 34; T. 32 N., R. 26 E., conplete: $36,000.00.-- No.
THOS. G. A1TKEN, Deming, N. M.
taining 160 acrea. The improvementa conSale No. I1M
SWMNEM,
SEMNWM, sist of fencing, value, $260.00.

-

iifrsirAii

-

hl.

-

-

-

NEMSWM, NWMSEM, EMSEM, Sec. 20; WM
No bid on the above described tracta of
SWM. Sec. 21; T. 20 N., R. 28 E.,
320 acrea. There are no improveland will be accepted for lesi than THREE
DOLLARS
ments.
($5.00)
per arer, which ia the
value thereof and in addition
' appraised
Sale No. tin
All of Sec. 16; NWM thereto the auccessful bidder must pay for
NEM, NEMSEM, Sec. 17; SMSWM, Sec. 18; the improvements that exiat on the land.
NM. NMSM. SEMSEM. Sec. 19: NMSM. Sea
Sale No. 12
All of Sec. 36, T. 20 N.,
20; T. 21 N., R. 28 E
containing U77.')S
The improvements comiit of fenc- R. 25 E containing 640 acrea. The imacrcl.
5520.00.
of well and fencing,
value
consist
ing,
provements
No bid on this tract of
value $396.50.
SMSWM. SWMSEM. Sec. land will be accented for less than $10.00
Sale No. 118
I; NWM, WMNEM. SEMNEM. SM, Sec. 12; per acre
NMNWM, NWMNEM. SWMSWM, EMSEM,
Sale No. 121
Sec. 13, NM. NMSEM. SWMSEM. Section
All of Sec. 16; T. 23 N.,
21
T.
N.
R.
33
24;
SM R. 36 E., containing 640 acreB.
The
E.,
NWM. EMSWM. SWMSWM. Sec. 17: Lots
consist of tank and fencing.
.
no Did on this tract ot
2, 3, 4, SEMNWM.
NEMSWM, WM value
.c.H. sec. is; stNWM, WMr.M, SEM. land will be accepted fur less than $10.00
SEMSWM, Sec. 19; WMNWM. NEMNWM. per acre
SEM, Sec. 20; T. 21 N., R. 34 E., Lota 2,
NWMSWM.
Sec. 2: T.
Sale No. 122
1,
J, 4,
YtytNWft,
l.y,t.4, sec. 4;
2, 4, SMNEM, NEMSEM. Sec. 5; Lots 1, 2, 24 N., R. 34 E containing 40.00 acres. There,
3. 4. 7: NMSEM.
Sec. 6: NM. NEMSEM. are no improvements. No hid on thia tract
SWMSEM. SMSWM. Sec. 7; WMNEM. SEM of land will be accepted for less than $10.00
nr.H. wmwm, sciiswu. skm. Sec. 8 per acre.
NWMNWM. SMNM. SM, Sec. 9; All of Sec.
Sale No. 123
WM. Sec. 32; T. 26 N.,
16; T. 21 N., R. 35 E., All of Sections 26,
R. 29 E., containing 320.00 acres.
27; EMNEM, NEMNWM, WMWM. SEMSWM,
There
No bid on tliist
SEM, Sec. 28; All of Sections 29. 32 33; are no improvements.
of land will be accepted for less
EM tract
NEM, WMWM. SEMSWM. SWMSEM.
SMSr-M-,
Sec. than $10.00 per acre.
SfcM.
t; SMNWtf,
35; All of Sec. 36, T. 22 N., R. 34 E.,
10463.86 acres.
All of Sec. 36; T. 28 N.,
Sale No. 124
The improvements
consist of well, tank and fencing, value R. 32 E., containing 640.00 acres.
There
are no improvements.
No bid on this
tract of land will be accepted for less than
Sale No. 11
WMNEM, NWM. NEM $10.00 per acre.
SWM. NWMSEM, Sec 11; NWMSWM, Sec.
Sals Na. 12S
All of Sec. 36; T. 28
12; WMWM, Sec. 14; T. 23 N.. R. 30 E
NEMSWM, Sec, 30; T. 23 N., R. 31 E., SM N., R. 34 E
contsining 640.00 seres. The
value
conaiat of fencing,
NEM, SEM, Sec. 35; T. 24 N R. 30 E., con- improvements
No bid on this tract of land will
There are no im $293.25.
taining 800.00 acrea.
be accepted lor less than $10.00 per acre.
provemente.

-

ltB

-

-

All of Sec. 9; All of Sec.
Sale No. 117
SEMSEM. Sec. 14; WMNWM, SEMNWM.
23; T. 23 N., R. 33
., containing
1440.00 acrea. The improvements consist of
fencing, value $400.00.

16;

Sec.

All of Sec. 16; T. 15 N.,
Sale No. 12M
R. 32 E., containing 640.00 acrea.
The
improvementa consist of fencing, value
No bid on thli tract of land will
$306.00.
be accepted for lets than $10.00 per acre.

MOTOR
COMPANY

STOCKHOLDERS

TAKE

Each of the above deacribed tracti will
Lots 3, 4, SMNWM, Sec.
Sals No. 1171
4; T. 24 N R. 32 E., contsining 192.48 acres. be offered for aale separately.
There are no improvements.
The above aale of land will be subject
terms and conditions,
Sec. 7; T. to the following
NEMNWM.
Sals No. 1172
vix:
24 N., R. 34 E-- ,
40.00
acres.
containing
Except for the land selected for the
There are no improvements.
Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond
NMSWM. SWMSWM. Sec Fund, the aucceaaful bidder muat pay tc
Sale No. 1171
BEWARE of any stockhold32; T. 25 N., R. 28 E., containing 120.00 the Commissioner of Public Lands or bis
ol
acres. There are no mrjrovementa.
agent holding auch sale,
ers'
the price offered by him for the land,
organization scheme or
Sale Ne. 1174
NMNM, Sec. 14; NMNEM, four per cent cent intereat in advance for
NEMNWM.
Sec. 15: T. 25 N.. R. 29
.. the balance of auch purchaae price, fees league that you are required to
for advertising and appraisement snd sll
containing 280.00 acres. There are no im- costs
incidental to the sale herein, each pay a fee to join.
provements.
and all of aaid amounts muat be deposit
ed
in
cash or certified exchange at the
1171
Na.
Sals
EMNEM, SWMNEM. NWM,
The affairs of the Pan Motor
Sec. 23: T. 26 N.. R. 32 E.. containing time of aale and which aaid amounts and
280.00 acrea.
There are ao improvements. all of them are aubject to forfeiture to the
Stockholders are in
State of New Mexico, if the auccessful Company
NWM bidder doea not execute a contract with
Sale No. 1178
EM. EMNWM,
NWM. SWM. Sec. 25: All of Sec. 36: T. in thirty daya after it haa been mailed good hands.
to him by the State Land Office, aaid
27 N., R. 29 E., Lots 1, 2, 3, 4; SWMNWM.
to provide that the purchaser
Sec. 1; T. 26 N., R. 29 E containing 1435.49 contract
may at hia option make paymenta of not
acres. There are no improvements,
leaa than
Anyone asking you to pay
of ninety five pet
All ol Sections 13. 24: cent of the purchase price at any time
Sale No. tin
to join any stockholders'
money
T. 27 N., R. 29 E., Lots 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, SM of thirty years from the date of the con
provide for the payment o
NEM, SEMNWM, NEMSWM, SEMSEM. Sec. tract and to balance
or
at the expiration ol league
organization is doing
6: T. 26 N., R. 30 E.. containing 1682.82 any unpaid
thirty yeara from the date of the con
acrea. There are no improvements.
after the aale and prior to the expiration so for his own licnefit, and not
tract with interest on deferred payments
All ol Sections' 14, 15, 16, at the rate of four
Sale No. 1171
per cent per annum yours.
SEM payable in advance on the anntverssry
17; NM. NMSWM. Sec. 20; WMNWM.
o?
26
R.
NWM. Sec. 21; T.
29. E., containN.,
the date of the contract, partial payments
ing 3(ffi0.00 acrea. There are 'no improve- to be credited on the anniversary of the
ments.
date of the contract next following the
CONSPIRATORS
date of tender.
Lots 3. 4, SMNEM, SWM
Sale No. 117
CERTAIN BROK- sr-ssec. t: iwyai The sate of land selected for the Santa
.nwm. si. sec. 4.
NEM. See. II; T. 27 N., R. 32 E., con- - Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
719.36
KKS
im
acrea. .There are no
will he subject tn the above terms and
THROUGHOUT
THH
taining
conditions except that the aucceasful bid
provements.
j
der must pay in cash or certified ex COUXTRV TO ADYKRTISE
SMSKM. Sec. 4; NEM change at the time ol sale one tenth ot
Sale No. 118
NEM. SWMXEM. NEMSEM. Sec. 9; T. 27 the purchase price offered by him for
PAN
MOTOR
COM PAN V
Inere tru-- lunrf four pt-- cent inter.-sin a.i
N., K. 32 fc.., containing 200.00 acres.
vance for the balance of such nun-hasare no imnrovementa.
will
and
be
T
price
required to execute ei STOCK TOR
SMNM. NWMNEM. NEM contract providing for the payment of the
Sale No. till
p.m.i. AT FN
R. 30 K. balance
of
such
NwM. SM, Sec. 32; T. 28 N
it
purchase
price
' THAN
TEN DOLLARS PER
The improvements thirty equal annual instalments with tn
containing 5fi0.00 acrea.
tercst on al!
consist of fencing, value $150.00.
payments at th- lv
Irate of four per cent per
A
K
S
ad
II
P.fT'r
annum in
E
:
Sale No. 1181
SWMNEM, SMNWM. NMlvsnce, payments snd interest due n Octo
of
ber
each
SM
1st,
I R
SEMSEM. Set. 1;
year.
SWM, NWMSEM.
K FT?
O
I
HWK
VflT
RFFV
NMSWM.
SEM,
NEM. NWM,
SEMSWM,
The above sale of land will he subjeti
10;
Sc. 2; All of Sec. 3; NM, Ev.ShM.
Sec. II; to valid existing rights, easements, rights AJiLI'. I()
F.R ANV OF
NM.
SWM, NMSEM, SWMSEM,
Sec. 13; of way and reservations.
T. 28 N.. R. 33 E.. SEMSWM.
SWM, - WMSEM. SEMSEM, Sec.- H; SEM, '
P
THIS
STOCK"
MOTOR
The Oommis'ioncr of r.iMie T.nnds ei,
S,c 15- F'A NEiaNWU Sec 24- NEMNEll
reserves the
S":SEM, Sec. 25; SEMN'EM. SEM. Sec. 2); his agent holding such sale
sM
APVER-TTSEbids offered
AT
PRICES
NEMNEM. SMNEM. SEMNWM, SWM. NMlr,h,
r')cct any and
' 'a"1
SEM, SWMSEM, Sec 33; NWM. NMSWM,
N',NEM. Sec. 34; NEM, N'MNWM, .N5.M
NOR
DID
THEV
Possession under contracts of sale for the
SWM. SWMSEM,
NEMSEM Sec. 35; NM,
will be given ot
NMSWM, NEMSEM. Sec. 32, EM. NWM, ' above described tracta 1918.
II AVE THIS STOCK FOR
NWMSWM, Sec 36; T. 29 N., R. 33 E.,1'" before October 1st.

NOTICE

-

-

HAVE

IXniTEO

THOS

)LI

Till'

Sec. 18; NM, SWM. WMSEM. Sec.
Lot's 1, X
SMSM7 SeV. 30
NEMNWM? SEMSWM. SEMSEM. Sec.'
;
KM. SMNWM. SWM, sec 32; T. 2V
., K.
E. containing 7440.35 acres. The improve
ments consist of corrsls, and lencing. value
SWM.

,W."
-

1Q18.

r'"1
.d

,

tf"iri",t
-

-- -'

-

';'

SALE.

ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
Do nut allow anyone to trade
Commissioner of Public Lsnds of the
State of New Mexico. von out of
your Pan Motor
All ol Sec. 16; NEM. EM First Publication April 36, 1918,
Sale Ne. 1181
StfK-k- :
Ix'cause if von do, you
Sec 21; NWMNWM. Laat Publication June 28, 1918.
NWM, SWMNWM,
Sec 22; T. 29 N R. 29 E containing 960.-0will make a had trade.
acrea, of which 320 acres Were selected
for the Santa Fc and Grant County Rail- IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE
road Bond Fund.
There are no improveShun the slick-tongugraft-;e- r
OF NEW MEXICO, WITHIN AND
menta.
who tries to offer you junk
FOR THE COUNTY OF SANTA FE
Sale No. 114
NEMNEM, WM, SEM.
and take your Pan Motor Stock
R. 28 E., containing
Sec. 16; T. 30 N
Romulo S. Lopes,
520.00 acrea.
The improvements consist of
Plaintiff,
jjn payment or part payment on
frncing, value $300.00.
No. 9032.
vs.
,
same or who otherwise tries to
"nknown Heirs of Jose R. Ortix.
fdeceased, and any unknown cl.un
disturb your confidence in the
EV
S?- - ',' I- - 5 29 E- I ante
intereats adverse to plain
- tiff in the premises described be
?- .TLSr
j Pan
Motor Company.
The improvements
nine 1160.28 acres.
consist of fencing, value $60.00.
Defendants.
W
t ta sVfAll'snrw tmexs tiui- EM, Sec 28; T. 31 N.,
j
"'
Sale No. 118
NOTICE OF SUIT.
R. 34 IL. containing 320 acres.
There ere
To the unknown beirt of Jot IL Ortii.
C I10- - have Over Vl.OOO
rd
ao rmrtrovemeata.
and mnj unknown claimant ot
adverse to plaintiff tm the pre- - j SCnlerS and Stockholders,
mtcrtita
and
NEMSWM.
NWMSEM.
Sale Na. lit?
or . t i ujai priow, aFirna.nii idovc
our organization covers the
Sec 34; T. 32 N R. 34 E. containing pii$r
anted:
80.00 acrea.
There are no improvements.
You and each of yon are hereby notified '
there ia a trait pmMnt against worn Union.
that
Lot 3, Sec 19; T. 3 in the above entitled Court in which
Sale No. lis
& Looet aiaerta that be i the own
N, R. 35 E., containing 12.76 acres, selected for the Santa Fe and Grant County er in fee simple of that certain tract of
Railroad
The improvements land in the county of Santa Fe. atate
Bond Fond.
consist ol re servo, r, value $100.00.
of New Mexico, aaore particularly deacribed
aa follow:
Lots
IL Sec. 24; SWM
Seat No. I1
That certain niece or parcel of land hi
SWM. Sec 26; SMSEM. Sec 27; NEMNWM. the city of Santa Fe, shown on a map i
President
R.
36
E containing 200.00 "Sn black ink entitled "Map of 33 Choice
Sec 3$; T. 32 N,
Lot
Bekmirina'
acrea, selected for the Santa Fe and Grant Buildina
to James L.
oajam
ed
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was received by a mild, old,
butler, and a footman In
neat livery was sent to show him the
way to the garage. Scarlet Hunner
disposed of for the night, be returned
to the house.
His nutne wus announced as If be
hud been an invited truest arriving at
a country house, and from a group
neur the fireplace came forward to
welcome him a young man with a delightful fuce. tilunclug past him for
an Instant, as lie advanced, Christopher saw Sidney Chester, In evening
dress ; a duluty old lady whom he took
to be her mother; a ruther
little woman, whose pretty feutures
seemed ulmost plain in coutrust with
Miss Chester's; a huiidsome, darkly
sunburnt young mun, with a soldierly,
somewhat urrogunt uir; also seven or
eight strungers, divided Into different
purtles scattered about the hull.
"How do you do? Is it possible we're
to have the pleusure of entertaining
the famous Mr. Race?" suid the young
,
wllo cumH to grot,t Christopher.
"My nume is Morley Chester, und I
piny host for my cousins, Mrs. Chester
und her duugbter."
Then Mr. Chester Introduced him to
the two cousins, mother und duughter
(he meeting the girl us if for the lirst
time), to the pretty, quiet young wom- mi who was, It appeared, Mrs. Morley
Chester, and added an informal word
or two which made Sir Wulter Haven
und Mr. Christopher Iliice known to
each other.
Sidney Chester's fiance was, after
all, very pleasuut und frank in manner, his haughty air being the effect,
perhaps, of a kind of proud reserve.
Christopher could not help feeling
slightly druwn to the young man, us
he usually wus to handsome people;
but there was no doubt in his mind
that Mr. Morley Chester was an ugree-ubl- e
person.
ISefore Mr. Chester and Sir Walter
Raven no one mentioned the trouble
in the house ; but next morning, sitting
in the hull, which was the favorite
gathering-place- ,
be caught scraps of
gossip. No oue present hud yet been
robbed, but everyone hud heard something queer from others who hud left
the place, and as a rich brewer, lately
knighted, intended to go away iu his
motor after luncheon that day, he was
being chaffed by his ucqualntunces.
"I suppose you'll give your watch
und money to your chauffeur before
you sit down for the last meal?"
laughed nn American girl who hud
some duys before iu her motor-cu-

"What's the matterT asked
minutes, and the patients were terrl
bly exhausted next day, so that the
topher.
"I'm dreadfully sorry," stammered
"I'm not a particularly observant stuff would not do even for dentists In
Mr. Chester.
"I begged you to be chap, but I suppose I would have
extracting teeth, as it was more de
ticed If you'd come In without your pressing than gas. One of the most
"Ob, I've got myself to blame, I shirt studs. You didn't by any chunce wonderful things about it was that
lot of people could be made uncon
suppose," broke In the brewer. He forget to put them in, did you?"
gave a rough laugh, but It did not
"No; I had them in, right enough," scious at once, even in a big room, by
sound genuine. "Who on earth would said Itace. Looking down be saw that a spray of arenoform floating in the
have thought such things could be? the white expanse of his evening shirt air. But though that was curious and
LIGHTNING COnDUCTOR' ETC.
AUTHORS
Well, seeing's believing. This is the lucked the finish of the two pearl Interesting, it was not of practical TRACTOR AIDS ROAD MAKING
queerest house I wus ever In. It's be- studs he had worn when he came Into use, so arenoform was a failure,
PRODUCED
AMD
DRAHATIZED
"The disappointment was so great
witched."
the room. His cuffs hung loose, empty
Used In New Hampshire
After this, whenever any guest was of his favorite pair of links. Hastily that Morley's father was never the Successfully
IN PICTURES ly THE
In Conjunction With Regulation
he found it same again. Then be died, and there
about to leave the house, history re- touching his
VITACRAPH COnPAHY.
Read Machine.
were hundreds and hundreds of tl'.e
limp and fiat.
peated Itself.
Olfc
He wus struck with horror by the bottles in the house, of no use to any
Meanwhile Christopher had had a
COPYRIGHT,
In Atkinson, N. II., the farm tractor
look Into the two private slttlng-rooiamystery, which had never Impressed body ; but Morley had promised his has been successfully used in making
perhaps for dinner or lunch, or perFIFTH EPISODE
which were separated from the dlning-ha- itself so vividly upon him before.
dying futher not to let them be de- - nd prepairlng roads, doing away with
haps for several days. Hut whichever
He went to his room, locked the stroyea. it was the existence or that horses.
only by one long, narrow room
It may lie, during one of the meals
used of lute as a kind of office. He door, and, having listened with his ear quuntity of arenoform in the house
The Jacobean House
A
tractor, as shown
always the last If they're lmvlng more
even ordered dinner In one of them, to the wainscoting, presently began as left him by his father which put the In the
was used In conjuncpicture,
than one every piece of Jewelry
idea
out
saw
of
here
Into
a
to
meal.
as
the
but
coming
Morley's head, tion with the regulation road machine
noiselessly
possible
nothing happened during
The day after Christopher Race they muy be weuring, and all the
on one side,
Next to the dining-hul- l
Certain It wus that he hud grown selected square from the oak panelling
off the surface of the
for
came buck to London uftiT his last ad- money In their
urn purse
r
pockets
and
two rooms road rounding
bed.
the
his
from
behind
curtained
nervous and, as he had expressed it,
separating it
and cleaning out gutters. It was
venture he found on his tabic u queer except small silver and copper disup-- !
s
sitting-roomused
as
for found that the tractor not only easily
private
"Jumpy." Ho suffered from headache, Removing the square of wainscoting
telegram. It reud:
pear mysteriously.
un ailment he had scarcely known be- at lust, Christopher turned op the light
does the work of six or eight horses,
obnot
sugom
e with ynup car anil
"I'erbaps
"I'lcase rnme at
mysteriously,"
fore; slept fitfully, starting awake, of his lantern and peered into the
but better and In less time. Two men
huIv,try
"You
mybUiry m old Jmiuhh nciw us,-mentioned
often with the fancy thut he heard scurity on the other side.
8. inn; gested Christopher.
au hotel pturoulzpii by nmtiiriHtB.
are required as compared with
only
new
of
servants.
One
time as having engaged
There was a hollow space between
a sound in his bedroom. Klther he
ritu paid per day fur
four required with the former system.
tour. Hulney Chi'stt-rfor autolm-tillthem
an
muy be
expert thief."
imagined It, or the Morley Chesters tills wull and the next a space rather
Wood House, NVw Korest.
Besides, double the ground Is covered.
"Of course that was our iirst idea,"
London and Scottish Hank."
and their cousin Sidney also looked ill. more than two feet wide. At the far
When the tractor Is used with the
said the girl. "Hut It would he lm- -'
Itace had almost abandoned his sus- corner there was something low and
Ami tliu message was dated two days
road drag, one mnn, driving the traceven
most
for
the
he
and
blacker
darkness.
than
whom
thief,
of
the
Walter
Sir
expert
possible
Haven,
long,
picions
buck.
tor, can round up and smooth as much
u conjurer, to pull ladles rings from
liked more and more, when, on his It might be a heavy beam, he thought,
state road in half a day as one man
Christopher did nut see why he their
of
unfasten
or
be
box.
a
sound
a
a
it
at
Wood
lingers,
clasps
wall,
House,
against
might
eighth night
with a pair of horses in one day and
should be applied to its u solver of
off brooches
take
wus
to
difficult
a
the
dream
of
linen
It
him
from
startled
pearl
wiggle through
a half. The tractor hauls four to six
However, the telegram anil bracelets or belts with
mysteries.
was
hole
the
but
in
There
gold
a
fold
square
wainscoting,
patterned paneling.
sounded interesting. He answered the
s
he did it, ufter ridding himself of coat
buckles, und remove studs from
queer creaking behind the wainscot.
wire.
sleeve-link- s
or
from
with
cull's,
and
a
in
mutch
and
und
struck
waistcoat,
stockinged feet
Christopher
Fount
"Just buck from journey.
out the knowledge of the persons
looked ut his watch. It was two o'clock. begun cautious explorations, the lan
1 still witut-ed- ?
"Am
wired.
he
telegram,"
He determined to stay awake the next tern making a pathway of light. It '
wearing the things."
If so, can come."
"Yes, that would be Impossible,"
night und listen for the same thing was a box three boxes filled with
When an answer arrived he had
again. He did so; and it came, at the loot taken from the Wood House
Scarlet ltunuer ready for (mother Christopher admitted.
Well, tlmt is what happens at
almost exactly the same hour. That guests.
Blurt.
Wood House every duy, and has been
"What a hnul It has been," Chrisday, and the day before, a mysterious
"Yes, urgently wanted," ran the refor the last fortnight. Peodisappearance of Jewelry had taken topher said to himself. His valuables
ply. "Hope you can start this after- happening
did not appear to have been added to
place.
noon. I'.ut don't come to Wood House, ple sit ut tile table, and apparently
In the morning Christopher asked the collection, but he shrewdly susWill meet you at the Sandboy and Owl, everything goes on in the most order:
the servant who brought his morning pected that they would be put Into
within mile of Kinghurst us you come ly way yet ut the end of the meul
tea who occupied the adjoining room. place that night. He had only to wait
from London. I'lcusc let me know their valuables ure gone. "I wouldn't
let you come to Wood House until I'd
"Sir Walter Raven," was the answer. and see who came to put them there; Found Himself Face to Face With Mrs.
probable hour of arrival. Chester."
told you the story. Whatever It Is
Morley Chester.
During the dny, ns be passed, and or should he go further in this advenChristopher wired again. "Hope to
Efficient Aid In Road Repairing.
saw the door of the next room njur, ture first?
reach you about seven." He hud often that works the mischief they mustn't
(
know that you are different from uny
Behind the row of wooden boxes was guests, is a long, rather ugly room
he glanced in. It seemed to him that
passed tile Sandboy anil Owl, and re- other
l'ou're prepared now.
there was an Inexplicable dlstunce be- a square hole, black as the heart of which Morley usked Sidney to give him cartloads of gravel In the same time
tourist,
membered the roadside inn for Its
as a prlvute olllce. Night after night that a
team requires for one
tween this door and his.
night. Christopher's lantern showed he worked
so that lie lost no time I wunt you to watch, to set your wits
there before the house was load. Figured In dollars and cents,
to work. You'll motor over this eveThrough the open door of Sir Walter him that from the top of this opening
in bailing the way.
Raven's room he could see a low win- descended a narrow staircase, winding opened to the public, and afterwnrds the tractor could easily do $24 worth
"I have come to see u Mr. Chester, ning, won't you, und say you wish to
too, perfecting his scheme. He per of work at a cost of only $8, with an
dow, with a cushioned seat In the em- round upon Itself like a corkscrew.
who will be here in ten or lifteeii min- have a room?"
SO per
Ids foot on the first step, and forated tne wulls, so that, by menus additional saving of from 25 to
set
He
room
one
his
was
"With
brasure.
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In
said
pleasure,"
Christopher.
to
who
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utes,"
of a little movuble machine which I cent in time. Popular Science
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same
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Then
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size
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To
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I'll
best
distant
squeaked,
premy
shape.
help."
a
as
if he might have bad
looked
could work, a spruy of urenoform could
vent mistake he propped a book sound.
"Thanks for taking un Interest.
meritorious past us a coachman in
be showered through the oak wainscot
lozenge-pane- s
was
the
of
own
It
his
made
it
faint,
against
I'll
Then
yet
now.
I
uble
shall
be
Christopher
go
Koine aristocratic household.
just
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ing either into the dining-hul- l
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out
to
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und
round
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walk
foot
from
the
pause.
window,
ride
home
to
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in
time
for
The sporting eye of the old man sudside or the two sitting-room- s
on the
the
house
und
coverof
the
reconnoiter.
top
rambling
step
and,
no
stairway,
"Have you lost
valuables yourdenly twinkled. "I think, sir," he another. Then he had the table arranged
the
on
was
there
the
and
his
side
Yes,
behind
there
the
ing
Should Include Everything From
light,
book;
lay
swered, "that the person you expect selves'" usked Christopher "you uud
"No, I shan't," replied Sir Henry was Sir Walters window further on boxes. Someone was coming up. There along the wall ; and as one peculiarity
Expensive Concrete to Minor
has arrived, and is waiting in my pri- your mother?"
of
arenoform
is
smells
like
that it
Smithson valiantly. "I don't believe towards the left. But there was some- was a wavering glimmer of light.
Dirt Wagon Ways.
vate parlor, which 1 have given up for
"No, we have none to lose, in the
wood
wonderfully like old oak no
in this nonsense. I'll show you what thing between which did not puzzle
Now there was a
tired
the for the purpose."
wny of jewelry," answered the girl, I have
detective
could have suspected any
got on me, and as I uni now, so Christopher
ns it would had breath, like a sigh, and in the advancWhat we need and In time will have
The landlord's manner and slight "As for the money that comes in, we
shall I be when I go Into the dining-hall.- " he not noticed the distance separating ing light gleamed something white thing by coming to sniff about the Is a
system of highways which will
hesitation, us if in search of the right bank everything immediately, uud pay
afterwards.
pluce
the
a
two
doors
of
and
small.
rooms.
the
For moment It hung in
adjoining
for all we buy with cheques. The
word, struck Christopher us odd.
ramify from the largest cities to the
dining-hul- l
"When
was
In
the
reMorley
With
this
he
a
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between
two
midst of shadow, then it descended
the
low windows
displayed gorgeous
Halfway
The landlord opened a door at the servants haven't been robbed, und none
doorway of the humblest citizen vilor one of the sitting-room- s
a system of
end of a dim corridor, und suid re- - of our old silver hus been taken. But peater, with his monogram and crest was a tiny one, so overgrown with Ivy on the lid of the middle box. It was whichever pluce we
to have lager or farmer. Such
In brilliants; Indicated a black pearl that it wus all but invisible, even to a woman's hund.
planned
highways will Include trunk lines with
spectfully to someone out of sight, jour cousins, Mr. und Mrs. Morley scurf-pin- ,
I
In
be
the
would
something
happen
u sapphire und diaturned
nn observant eye.
concrete or brick surfaces
Quick as thought Christopher seized locked
"The gentleman with the motor bus Chester, who have come to stay with
office, und at a slgnul which expensive
in aluminum on a fat
Christopher was sure now that some and held It tightly, at the sume Instunt ho
for the very heavy traffic, Including
arrived." Then he backed out of the us uud manage the house mother und mond ring set
me
would
most
when
of
the
give
a
store of coins In place of conceEJment existed between rising up and flashing his lantern.
und Jingled
way. and Christopher stepped over the I ure too unbusinesslike to do that linger,
servunts were out of the room waiting trucks and automobiles. Less used but
roads may be of waterbound
Christopher found himself fuce to to
threshold. He saw u girl rise up from ourselves have lost their jewelry, uud his pocket, which he announced to be his room and Sir Wulter Haven's, and
bring in u new course, I would turn Important or
face with Mrs. Morley Chester.
a chair, crumpling a telegram which u little money."
gravel. Perhaps In ceron the spruy. Then, when everybody mnendara
"Let me go!" she panted. "Oh, I
where stone and gravel
she had been reading by the light of u
in the room was under the influence, tain regions
Christopher went on to Inquire
not at hand oiled roads may prove
implore you!"
shaded lamp.
whether he had understood aright
which they were In a minute or two, are
most economical and practical. Minor
"I'll not let you go," said Chris"I beg your pardon,'' exclaimed that the vanishing of jewels and money
n
would
Morley, weurlng
ways must remain of native
topher, in a voice as low as hers, but slip In, take whateverrespirator,
Christopher. "I've come from London had invariably taken place in certain
he wanted from wagonbuilt
and maintained with the
soil,
"Tills gume some unconscious mun or
to see a Mr. Sidney Chester, und wus rooms.
mercilessly determined.
or
woman,
road drag. Meanwhile antagonism to
is up. You shull tell me everything, even
told I should tind him here,
it
at
several persons, before anyone road
meals, und, therefore,
"Always
or I sweur I'll alarm the house, send
dragging breeds In a lack of in"I'm Sidney Chester," said the girl could happen only in three rooms,"
woke up.
formation or a narrowness which falls
for
the
and
have
arrested.
"It' was I who telegraphed for you to said Sidney Chester;
police,
you
dinlng-hall
"the big
"Of course, the horrid stuff has af- to
comprehend the facts. D. Ward
come anil help us."
you and your husband?"
aud two small rooms which we've
fected our health Morley's und mine King.
"Not my husband!" faltered the
Christopher wus surprised, but he set iiiiurt us private sitting-roomus well as that of everybody else
"deur little cousin."
kept his countenance.
who has been neur when the machine
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to
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"If
save
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know
you
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u
you
name
as
woman's
well
"Sidney
was worked, or lived in the house BENEFIT OF IMPROVED ROADS
and are not touched by the mysterious
what to do," the young man said.
as a mun's," she went on, "and there Inlluence, whatever It muy be, yet they
for any length of time. But we hoped
"You won't send us to prison if
was no use explaining In u telegram. don't know what is happening to the
that Sidney and her mother would Make It Possible to Consolidate and
tell
the
whole
you
I'lease sit down, and I'll no, I cun't others."
Establish Graded Schools In Rustory?"
soon give up. Then the pluce would
"I'll do my best for you, If you make be Morley's, and we wonld be
ral Districts.
promise to make you understand, for
".Nobody Is robbed iu the night?"
repaid
a clean breast of it; but the contents for
the tiling's beyond understanding; but
"No. Nothing hus been missed from
While if they held
everything.
of
these
boxes
must
be restored to on we should at least have the
I'll tell you about It. Perhaps you've the bedrooms."
by the United Statei Depart
I
jewels. (Prepared ment
or Agriculture.)
,
their owners, I promise to shut my eyes
tl
heard of Wood House and the strange
lit..... ...1.1.. ...tit
"When Morley was working at the
10 l.oe uoiie,
win nave a.,
to
That Improved roads would benefit
your escaping with your husband, walls he discovered the way into this
We've tried to said Christopher puzzled, but uuxlous
happenings there?
our country-schoo- l
before any public revelation Is made, secret
system there would
keep the talk out of the papers, hut to be encouraging. "Have you no guest
place out of our office not the
it was impossible; and there've been who hus beeu with you several
provided I'm satisfied that you tell only 'hiding bole' in the house but seem to be no doubt. Good roads make
to consolidate or centralize
me the whole truth now."
paragraphs in most of them for the weeks?"
neither Sidney nor her mother knows It possible
!
and to establish graded
schools
the
"I
You know Mor of its existence.
will
I
oh,
lust fortnight."
will,
Now you know the
"One," the girl returned, half relucschools In the rural districts. Such
would have had this place If con whole
ley
"I've been touring for a fortnight," tantly, us if she
And If you have any schools
guessed his reason
located will accommon justice had been done If the en- sense ofstory.
replied Christopher, "und haven't paid for putting this question. "It's Sir
Justice you'll admit that Mor modate centrally
all of the children within a
tall
been
hadn't
broken,
much attention to the papers."
Wulter ituveu, the mun I'm enguged
ley lsnt to blame when the pluce radius of four or five miles. In many
"Ah, he Is the heir of whom Miss should have been
"I'm glad," answered the girl, "be- to murry. When I wrote him about
his, und not Sidney's communities having the advantage of
!"
Chester
spoke
cause you'll listen to what I have to our scheme he didn't like the idea, but
or her mother's."
Morley, Wearing a Respirator, Would Slip in and Take What He Wanted.
Improved roads commodious buildings
"Of
who
else
could
be? He's
course,
tell you with an unbiased mind
soon I let him know whut a success
Long before dawn Mr. and Mrs.
been provided, more competent
"It's a beautiful old house," she it wus proving. He wus so excited gold, amoutitlng to fifty pounds. "I've he was sure, too, that someone entered the only one left in the male line. And Morley Chester left Wood House. have
teachers employed, and modern facilithink what it was for him to find out Next day Christopher told
went on. "There are pictures und ac over the letter thut he left his ranch a few notes, too," said he, "and I ex- there at
and
Sidney
ties for teaching supplied at a mininight. In bis own room he
counts or It lit hooks about the coun iu charge of his partner aud came over pect to have them Just the same when could find no trace of a hidden door or through an expert, whose word he Sir Walter Raven the tale as it had mum cost.
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that
there's
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to
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enough
told
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he
try. We've got the loveliest oak pr iel ut once. It was a greut surprise to I finish my lunch as when I go in."
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a sliding panel.
under the park to muke him an im them the store of Jewels and bank
Ing in nearly ull the rooms, and wonsee hint, but It wus u very ugreeuble
"Well, we shall all lunch at the same
In the afternoon Christopher mo- EXPERIMENTS
TO BE TRIED
mensely rich man, if only he hadn't notes.
derful furniture. Of course, we love one. He's been my one comfort ex- time, and watch," remarked the Ameri- tored into
to buy a small been robbed of his
Hinghurst
rights.1
It dearly my mother und I, the only cept, of course, our deur cousins
Where
the
Chesters
went.
can girl.
Morley
saw, and a bull's-eylantern such as
"He didn't tell Miss Chester of this Christopher and others did not
ones of the family who are left, hut Since the evil duys begun."
Improvement of Sand
know, Temporary
It was, Indeed, a beautiful room, this policemen use. On the way back he
Roads to Be Made by Use of Straw,
discovery?"
we're disgustingly poor; our brunch
and
did
not want to know.
"He hasn't been uble to throw any dining-lial- l
which Sidney Chester had overtook Sir Walter with Sidney, and
not. If she or her moth
of the Chesters have been growing light on the problem?"
Hay or Wire Grass.
Christopher would not accept any
praised. It wus wuinscoted to the cell they accepted his offer to give them a er "Naturally
gave up living here the estate would payment from Sidney Chester. But
I was silly
poorer for generations.
"No, though he's tried In every ing in old ouk carved in the exquisite lift back to Wood House.
come to him after all. He hoped for he would like to have a
For the first time an experiment In
enough to fall In love with a man who wuy.
linen fold puttern.
piece of her
cnristopner was pricked with a that And when he heard of her plan wedding cake to "dream on."
temporary Improvement of deep sand
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to
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Christopher
guilty pang. He was engaged by Miss to
a kind of hotel he helped her not think It would cause him to dream roads by use of a carpet of straw, hay,
poor, too. and has a title, which makes where these robberies occur?'
the end of the long room, and Sir Chester to act as a detective, and yet to opena license
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and offered to manage of old oak.
get
l.overty harder und more grinding.
"The butler, Nelson, iu the dinlng- - Henry Smithson sat at a larger one be felt ashamed of
suspecting and plot- the business. That was because he
bituminous produce, will be tried on
He's trying to get n fortune out of a ball, or oue of the footmen if the meul not fur
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away. He had invited the ting against the man she loved. He had an Idea, which he
Wisconsin highways In the vicinity of
ranch In Colorado. That made me feel is belug served in a prlvute sitting-room.- American
hoped be could
girl, her chaperon, and Sir liked Raven, too. He decided to give work. His
who died when
Rla, Columbia county. It is hoped to
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"Since the mystery begun I've some- llowed.
Tea was going on In the hall when ventions and discoveries, but
predicted that this straw carpet will
our doing so. We're obliged to live times been there to watch and superinon
fect
a
they
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local
offer
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them,
AU went on in the most
Scarlet Hunner arrived at Wood never brought In money. There was
there, or forfeit It to the person who tend, and oue of my cousins, either manner, and the food was orderly
ing some merchandise of this kind that last three years where traffic Is not
good, as House. There were letters for Chris one thing he found after
spending a Is about as expensive to buy as it is heavy. Other, experiments in resurwould have inherited it If the place Morley or his wife. And in the diulng- - well as
It
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served,
nicely
though
topher, and he announced in the hear- year in Persia for his health. He dis- to get a grand piuno by the tobacco facing highways are to 'be tried on
had been entailed and had hud to go to hull Sir Wulter Haven is kind enough
Christopher that it was rather long ing of everyone, including the serv- covered that out of a plant there a
road. Thirty-fou- r
a male heir.
coupon saving method. A New York the
to keep an eye on what goes on, while between courses.
hundred sections have been
ants, that unless he should get a tele- plant no one had ever thought of im Times
was told of one lot
"But no such thought came to poor appearing to bo engaged with his
reporter
as
was
begin- gram advising him to the contrary he portance before an extract could be
Suddenly,
Christopher
of a few panels of antique staked out, and treatment of each
father as that mother and I would luncheon or dinner."
ning upon biscuits aud cheese, Sir must leave Wood House, where he had produced which would make people consisting
paper, the price for the lot being will be different
dream of making the house Into a
Yet the robberies take place just Henry Smithson sprang up in his chair, spent such an
enjoyable fortnight, im unconscious, at the same time causing $1,000. Some other paper, which is of
botel, so It didn't occur to him to pro- the same under your very eves?"
exclaiming, "By Jove I"
Road Posts In Ohio.
mediately after breakfast the next their muscles to remain so rigid that Chinese design and puinted by hand
vide against such a contingency. It
"Yes. Thut Is the mysterious part.
Then came a clatter of voices at his morning.
Main roads and cross roads in Ohio
if they were standing they would re- many, many years ago. Is to be sold by
was I who had the Idea.
The whole thing Is like a dream."
table, bath ladies there crying out in
Christopher took longer over dress- main on their feet, or would not drop the same retailer at $750 for a few will be marked with cast iron posts
Five minutes luter, standing at the consternation.
"Every penny we could spare, and a
ing for dinner that night than usual. what tfcey might be holding in their rolls. In this class is some paper in carrying enameled signs. The designs
lot we couldn't, we spent on adver- window, be saw her ride off on a fine
"What has happened?-- ' asked Morley
He Invited Sir Walter Raven to dine hands. When they came to themselves the possession of Coutt's Bank's Lon for these posts have been approved.
tising, and two months ago we opened hunter.
Chester, coming out from behind the with him, "as it was his last evening." again they would not feel ill, would don branch. According to the man who County commissioners will be asked
a
house
as
hotel. Our old servants
the
The road from the Sandboy and Owl, screen, while Sir Waiter Raven sat The young man
accepted, and they not even know they had lost con- told the story, this paper, when a to send a list of all the signs needed
were good about helping, and we got In through Hinghurst and on to Wood
In their country.
looking pale and concerned, and the talked of Colorado. Sir Walter was sciousness for a moment.
change of location was made some
several new ones. We began to make House, was' beautiful. Christopher had
butler saved himself from inviting him to come out to his ranch
was
father
much
excited
was
time
"Morley's
cut
from
walls
the
of
ago,
the most astonishing success, and I rnss- over
Still Want Good Roads.
before, and, coming to dropping a bottle of port
some day, when suddenly the expres- about this preparation, and hoped it the old place by
specially made steel
was delighted.
the gateway tod lodge of the place he
The day when the airplane shall suc"Everything hus gone!" ejaculated sion of the once healthy, sunburnt, would be as important as curare, if knives. The paper was said to be
"This thing that Is now happening sought, he remembered having re- Miss Keese, the American. "His watch now
not chloroform. He named the stuff nearly as thick as It was valuable, and ceed the automobile as a means of loslightly haggard face changed.
to as Is preposterous," continued Miss marked both, though he hud not then and chain his ring his scarf-piJove!"
exclaimed Raven, the arenoform.
The effect of the stuff survived the process of removal all comotion probably will find many com"By
Chester. "People come to our house, known the name of the estate.
munities still talking about building
and "
blood mounting to his forehead.
wouldn't last longer than five or six right
bard surface roads.
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ALL PRESIDENTS LIVED LONG

one,

Except Three Who Were Assassinated,
Each One of Them Attained
Old Age.

six,
fifty-si-

sixty-five- ,

fifty-thre- e,

sixty-fou- r,

seventy-fou- r.

seventy-sevesixty-thre-

seventy-one- ,

fifty-si-

seventy,
sixty-seve-

forty-nin-

sixty-e,

fifty-eig- ht

forty-nin- e
years. Those at fifty-siand fifty-eigwere, respectively,
An anonymous letter to the Lancet, Lincoln, Garfield and McKinley, who
discussing longevity among great men, were assassinated. The ages of these
recalls that the longevity of the presi- 24 men totalize 1,003 years, or an averdents of the United States Is remark- age of sixty-nin- e
years each, showing,
able. Their ages were as follows :
as Is believed, that the stress and reeighty-vninety, eighty-thresponsibility of leadership seem to have
seventy-threeighty, seventy-sig- no effect on longevity. The following
,
t,
sereotj-atoeseventy- - causes of death are those popularly ac
Sixty-s-

even,

e,

e,

e,

ht

sixty-eigh-

cepted : Washington, pneumonia (more
correct accounts state edematous affection of the windpipe, or membranous croup) ; J. Adams, debility ; Jefferson, chronic diarrhea; Madison, debility; Monroe, debility; J. Q. Adams,
paralysis; Jackson, consumption and
dropsy; Van Buren, asthmatic catarrh;
Harrison, bilious pleurisy; Tyler, bilious attack (with bronchitis); Polk,
chronic diarrhea ; Taylor, cholera morbus and typhoid fever ; Fillmore, debility; Pierce, dropsy and Inflammation
of stomach;
Buchanan, rheumatic!

gout; Lincoln, assassination; Johnson,
paralysis ; Grant, cancer of the tongue
and throat; Hayes, paralysis of the
heart; Garfield, assassination; Arthur,
Bright's disease, paralysis and apo-

marvelous beverage called milk, and a
delicate, transparent, glittering mass
of bubbles that dance In rainbow colors within the tumbler. This ambrosia the prosaic nurse calls whipped-u- p
B.
McHarrison, pneumonia;
plexy;
white of egg, as if by mere words
Kinley, assassination.
she could exorcise the spirit of poetry.
Poetry invades the sickroom, it sings
Ministering Angel.
in the sunbeams, It leaps with the
To the sick man the divine reveals leaping flames of the fire and snuggles
itself In many a way; it fills his sick- In the bosom of the rose. Poetry Is
room. He does not ask that angels bat the harbinger of the divine, and
shall minister to him, for woman's both express themselves In the human
hands smooth bis pillow, bring him a voice. If the forces of life can take

the dust of the earth and compound It
into a woman's hands, and that miracle does not convince ns that the
forces of life are divine, then no other
miracles or revelations will. Samuel
McChard Crothers, In the Atlantic
Monthly.

General-Purpos-

The

general-purpos-

Breeds.
breeds of poul

e
e

flock.
try are best for the back-yar- d
They will supply both eggs and meats.
They are usually good sitters and good
mothers.-

Best Land far Parsnips.
Parsnips do well on land that last
The Test
"I suppose when yon went oat in year proancea potatoes, celery or
leeks.
your new touring car, yon felt It was
a taming point in your career."
Use Plenty ef Manure.
"It was. My wife turn el pale and
d
manure la
Cse plenty of
the car turned turtle,"
Ute garden this year.
well-rotte-

mraovn wmw nmuunom

The
New Power in
the Ukraine

Lesson
W A'i KB, P. D.,
Teacher of English Bible In the
Moody Bible Institute of Chicago.)
(Copyright, 111, Western Newspaper Union.)
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By GIDEON HOB
Of Th Viflimt.i

LESSON FOR JUNE 9
AND

FACES BETRAYAL
DENIAL.

JESUS

LESSON TEXT Mark 14:10-7- 2.
GOLDEN TEXT Watch and pray that
fe enter not Into temptation. Mark 15:1-1-14:38.
7.
DEVOTIONAL READING John
FOR
MATERIAL
ADDITIONAL
rEACHERS Matthew M:- -; Luke 22:17-John 11:1-3- 6.
PRIMARY TOPIC-Jes- us
and hie
JUNIOR

TOUC-Jes-

betrayed and

us

I. Judas' Bargain With the Chief
Priest (vv. 10, 11).
Tbls black crime was committed
Immediately following the beautiful
act of devotion by Mary. The motive actuating Judas was avarice.
This awful depth of Infamy was not
reached at a bound. Because he did
not master this besetting sin at the
beginning, he was conquered by It
II. The Last Passover (vv.
1. The preparation (vv.
In reply to the disciples' Inquiry
as to where they should prepare the
Passover for him, Jesus told thera
to go Into the city where they would
meet a man bearing a pitcher of water, whom they should follow. In
the house to which they were thus
led 'would be found a guest chamber
a large upper room where they
could make ready the Passover. This
Is an example of Christ's superhuman
knowledge. He not culy knew that
the disciples would meet this man,
but he knew that Judas had barbegained with the priests for his
setrayal. For this reason he kept
cret the location of the upper room,
thus preventing Interruption by those
into whose hands Judas had betrayed
th Lord.
2. The betrayal announced (vv.
).

).

).

The betrayal was to be by one of
the disciples who was eating with
Jesus. This betrayal had been predicted, though such prediction did not
Interfere with the free act of Judas
In the betrayal.
It was because of
this act of treachery being freely
committed by Judns that Jesus pronounced upon him the awful doom
"Good were It for that man If he had
never been born."
3. The bread and the cup instituted
(vv.
These were symbols of his broken
body and shed blood, by which he
made atonement for man's sins, thus
ratifying the new covenant. This Is
not only a memorial service, but has
a forward look to the perfected Kingdom of God which shall bo ushered in
with the coming of the Son of God.
III. The Disciples' Cowardice Foretold (vv.
In spite of their cowardly tuVnlng
from the Saviour, he assures thera
that after his resurrection he would
go before them Into Galilee. Peter
protested against such act of disloyalty by the disciples, and assured the
Lord that though all the rest should
forsake him, yet he would not. The
Lord showed him how little he knew
even of his own best resolve, telling
him that on that very night he would
All the disciples
deny him thrice.
Bald the same thing.
IV. The. Agony In Qethsemane (vv.
).

).

).

The clear vision of the coming
anguish of the Cross, accentuated by
the utter failure of the disciples to
understand or believe, brought upon
him an Indescribable anguish of soil,
so he took Peter, James, and John
end went apart to pray. The cup of
agony was not mere death, but the
eacriflclal death for sin, under the
weight of the world's guilt.
1, The first prayer (vv.
the darkness of
Notwithstanding
the hour, he prayed in faith accompanied with a willingness to obey.
When he came and found the three
comsleeping Instead of praying, he
manded them to watch and pray so
as to be fortified against temptation.
a. The second prayer (w.
He went apart and uttered the same
words, and upon his return found the
disciples asleep again.
3. The third prayer (vv. 41, 42).
When he came the third time and
found the disciples asleep, he announced that the Son of Man was
betrayed, and that the betrayer was
at hand.
and Arrest of
V. The Betrayal
Jesus (vv.
1. The sign to the mob (w.
With the basest of hypocrisy Judas
mob by a
pointed out Jesus to the
kiss, the sign of love.
2. Jesus forsaken by all (vv.
At the sight of the Master'B behis discitrayal and arrest, one ofhim
by
ples attempted to defend
to the sword ; ut seeing that
Jesus made no attempt at resistance,
they all fled. Their courage failed
them In the hour of trial. How little
man knows of his weaknesses until
the crucial hour.
VI. Jesue Before the Sanhedrin (vv.
6345).
1. Contradictory testimony of false
witnesses (vv.
(vv.
High Priest's Questions:
).

).

43-52- ).

43-47-).

).

).

).

'

(1) "What Is It that these witness
against theer To this Jesus was
silent, showing that no evidence had
yet been given worthy of answer. To
(2) "Art thou the Chrlstt"
this he definitely replied: "I am"
and quotes a Scripture passage which
they recognize as' referring to the
This datm they answer
Messiah.
with buffeting and the most shameful treatment
VII. Peter Deniee Lord (vv.
Though Peter loves Jesus, yet In
the hour of supreme trial he falls.
Grievous as bis sin Is, It Is not like
that of Judas. His failure was due to
(w.
1. Boasting
2. Lack of watchfulness (v. 87).
v.
88).
8. Neglect of prayer4. Service In the energy . of the
Sesh (V. 47).
).

).

The suspicion that the newly elected
Republic of the Ukraine Is merely a
mask for actual German control and
exploitation of that country Is borne
out by many facts coming to light. It
Is only what one might expect, Judging
by our knowledge of German methods
as revealed In the last few years-met- hods
which, as we now realize,
have been religiously followed by generations of Germans in their set purpose of pillaging the world.
Among the most powerful and Incessantly active organizations for carrying out these schemes of the robber
Teutons have been the German steamship companies with their agencies all
oyer the world. Their malign Intrigues
have been unscrupulous, tireless and
backed by unlimited means plnced at
their disposal by Berlin. That all European nations have known of these
plots, or at least have suffered from
them, Is now beyond question. That
we in America have been the foolish
dupes of these cunning thieves, many
people are still too simple to credit.
A forceful presentation of the case
against the German steamship companies, and the whole German system
of espionage, propaganda and deliberate Intrigue Is made by Theodore
Kahn of Lemberg. Mr. Kahn shows
that the German steamship organiza
tion has been from its very beginning
a part of the German military machine.
"It has shaped itself," he says, "In
the different countries and conspired
slowly and for some decades in silence
and secrecy, employing for Its purpose
In every country the most monumental
Intriguers of a particularly heinous
type. The offices of the German steam
ship companies were centers of the
German espionage system. The agents
of the German lines . . . were
drilled and directed from a military
establishment controlled by an Irre
sponsible government.
"Their meshes of Imperial
and subsidies spread to all coun
tries. Many of the dupes of their activities regarded the news set afloat
by thera as gospel truth. The agencies
of these companies were an Important
part of the German spy system, whose
activities were classified under various
heads; military, naval, diplomatic,
commercial and agents provacuteurs.
In the offices of Balin and Helnecken
nearly every plot for German expan
sion has been hatched. . . .
"Many of the different pntrlotic no
tlonnl religious ond commercial societies, naval leagues, leagues of Truth,
bowling clulis, singing societies, etc.,
throughout Gnllcin, Bukowina and Eu
ropean Bussin, have been secret of
flees of the Germun Steamship com
panics where propaganda was carried
on under the protection of national
law with the Intention to influence lawmakers and rulers. . . .
"An Important factor In the league
of these societies were the many Aus
trinn army officers who have been sta
tioned in the border towns of Gallcla
and the Bukowina. The greater part
of Austrian army officers are burdened
with henvy debts. Many of the gar
risons sltuuted on the borders of Aus
tria and liussia have been "Strafgar- nlsonen"
garrisons)
(punishment
where officers whose pay has been confiscated have been sent. Therefore It
Is not surprising that they have been
easily Influenced by the sound of gold
They have secretly acted as agents for
the German steamship
companies.
These army officers as well as officials
of the Austrian government, pro
fessors, school teachers, etc., worked
and Intrigued together wherever they
could."
The activities of these devotees and
lervants of kalserlsm have been many
and varied, but always with the one
end In view.
"It was the task of these votaries to
prepare calmly and methodically the
population for any plun hatched In the
war ministry, to Influence and slacken
any vigilance directed against German
Interests, to safeguard German monopolies in foreign countries, to sign 'Authoritative Opinions' when needed.
Their activities included to start and
maintain the necessary crusade when
ever required by their paymasters, to
arouse enthusiasm for war In one country, to preach peace and good faith in
another, to weave new intrigues, to
place interpellation In foreign pnrlla
ments, to see to publication of memo
randums, to address applications and
petitions to the authorities, to Invent
slanderous and malicious tales, to cir
culate and hold discussions in public,
to foster strikes, to inflame through
publications and newspapers the public
mind. And through this system they
bamboozled the public In a direction
desired, placing a perpetual screen be
fore the people and reality."
It Is Interesting to note in connection
with Germany's wall for freedom of
the seas, that since German confederation no foreign vessels have been ad
mitted to German ports except nnder
vexations restrictions, and that Ger
man steamship companies have always
prevented the working of other lines In
continental Europe, so far as they
could. Third-clas- s
passengers, for In
stance, were not allowed to pass
through Germany if they wished to sail
lines.
by
One of the favorite plans of German
izing European countries Is simply to
make life unbearable for
races under German rule, to force them
to emigrate, and then to plant German
colonists In their abandoned provinces.
Besides the 28,000,000 Ukrainians In
Russia there are some 4,000,000
Ukrainians living nnder Austrian rule.
where they are known as Ruthenlans.
"With the help of the Austrian gov
ernment, German settlers have pene
trated to the different Slav provinces,
and 250,000 German peasants reside In
Gallcla. This colonization has been
carried on for years methodically and
noiselessly. German colonists are now
firmly established as far east as Bosnia, where there are 54 different German colonies. German settlers received
from the government In Bosnia lands
propa-gand-

almost free, loans without Interest
gratuitous seed and wood, and subsidies for building houses. These facts
are known to but few even in Austria,
although this colonization always bad
a very important political significance.
The settling of Germans in Hungary
where they are known as 'Schwabs,'
was started by Empress Maria Theresa
Id 1764. She sent 40,000 German peasants to Hungary, colonizing them near
the Roumanian borders. Today these
settlers In Hungary have Increased to
almost 1,000,000."
The many thousand Ruthenlans In
Canada and the United States, from
the provinces of Austria, are wholly
In sympathy with the allies and entirely emancipated from any allegiance to
the former German tyrants. That their
fellow Slavs In the Ukraine have any
sympathy with the kaiser and his
methods Is not to be believed. As a
matter of fact the president of the new
Republic of Ukrainla, Michael Krushev- sky of Lemberg, was a member of the
German general stuff.

THE DAY
TOMPKINS
JULIET W1LBOR
of the Vigilantes.
It will come some day do you realize It? On some one glorious day the
enemy will cry, "Kameradl" In good
earnest, and there will be peace.
Picture that day. The crowds In the
streets are going about their business,
the Red Cross rooms are humming
with work, the thousand war activities
are grinding at full speed, every mother and father Is facing the morning
with a heart braced for loss, every
loyal citizen Is at his post of service j
and suddenly the news I
The crowded avenues turn white;
nil up and down their length they have
blossomed white with the open newspapers that have magically spung Into every one's outstretched hands.
Everybody in the long, stopped stream
of humanity holds a uewspoper or
reads his neighbor's ; everybody knows
everybody, shares with everybody;
strange hands clasp, strange eyes,
meeting, overflow; and there Is Just
one first thought, not triumph, nor
"Those boys those
democracy, but
good boys they can come home!"
And the second thought will be, "We've
done It I We've put It through 1"
And then, standing there, they begin
to sing, the men with bared heads;
they send up such a song as the skies
have never heard since time was
"Glory, glory, hallelujah I" "Praise
God, from whom all blessings Howl"
The meeting pot is a slow process
that song will melt all Into blood
brothers at the first chord. Oh, how
they will sing, those standing men and
women ! And then with one lmpulst
they will surge Into the churches, into
the cathedrals for when man has
been grunted the supreme boon, he'
must full on his knees, whether he
knows God or not. And no one who
rises up from that silence will ever
lose its mighty vibration.
That day Is not a vision; It Is coming as surely as tomorrow. Then will
you have It tomorrow? Or will you
put It off for four more bleeding years?
It is in your hands. Every effort,
every dollar, you give to service, shortens the waiting. If nil gave all they
could, the day could not hold back another hour. When you buy the things
you most want, you are not conscious
of sacrifice In pnylng the sum demanded. Fix your eyes on the day
the day when the nvenuea will suddenly blossom white with the news ot
peace and you will want that with so
burning an urgency that you will come
running with Its price.

By

HATS OFF TO THIS M0THER1
By HERMANN

HAGEDORN

of the Vigilantes.
Regimental Sergt. MaJ. William B.
Jenkins, Three Hundred and Fourth
field artillery, is dead at Camp Upton,
but his soul Is marching on. It Is a
question Indeed whether In death he
may not do more to defeat the Germans thnn he could ever have done In
life. For his death has brought from
his mother an utterance of stirring
patriotism that Is Riire to rouse to
greater effort the defenders of America
abroad and at home.
Sergeant Major Jenkins came from
Hollnday, Tenn., and It Is from there
that his mother, Mrs. M. E. Jenkins,
writes as follows to MaJ. J. D. Whitman:
"Allow me as one who l.as lived until I am now an old woman to express
to yon my thanks and appreciation for
your many courtesies to me as mother
of Sergt. MaJ. William B. Jenkins. I
had hoped my boy would get his
chance In France, but It was not to be,
so I am as submissive to his death as
If he bad died In the trenches In Europe. Please accept my thanks for
all your kindness and to any of his
comrades that were with him In his
sickness. With a sad heart I dictate
these lines, but with a quickening pulse
and an accelerated being I look forward to the day when victory shall
come to the brave boys who are giving
their lives for our beloved land. I
shall ever love a soldier boy. May
God's blessing be on you."
Locomotive Fire Cost
The coBt of kindling Ores In locomotives Is said to range from 68 cents to
$1.14, according to the size of the engine. These figures represent the cost
when dry shavings, the cheapest kind
of kindling, are nsed. Multiplied by
63,000, the number of locomotives In
this country, the difference between
the cheapest and the most expensive
kindling would naturally amount to
millions of dollars annually.
New Habits.
When one is forming a new habit
for good. It must be carefully watched
and Its practice guarded until It has
become firmly rooted In the life. "Each
lapse," says a wise writer, "is like letting fall a ball of string which one Is
winding up ; a single slip undoes more
than a great many turns will wind
again."

Mission Doing Good Work.
Experimental gardens and orchards
are conducted as part of the Presbyterian mission work at Uetet, West
Africa. Cocoa, corn, cassava, palm OIL
coffee, nuts and hats are some of the
products marketed.

ihemcrm
It Is almost always when things are
all blocked up and Impossible that a
happening comes. If you are sure that
you are looking, and ready, that Is all
you need. God Is turning the world
around all the time. Whitney.
SEASONABLE SUGGESTIONS.
Try theBe fish balls: Put a
of butter in a saucepan ; add
the same quantity of
flour, and when smooth,
of
stir In a
sour cream ; remove
from the fire and add a
beaten egg, salt and pepper to taste, and a cupful of fish that has been
pounded to a paste. Cool
and shape Into balls ; dip
In egg and crumbs and
brown In Irtit fat. Serve
with sauce made from the bones simIn
mered
water to cover, strain and
thicken with flour and butter cooked
togethef.
Lemon Catsup. Mix a tablespoon-fu- l
of grated horseradish with the
grated rinds of four lemons; add
three teaspoonfuls of salt, the Juice
of the lemons, and two tnblespnonfuls
each of mustard and celery seed, four
cloves and a dash of red pepper. Boll
80 minutes and put away six weeks.
This Is fine to serve with fish.
Currant Mint Sauce. Cut In small
s
of a glass f curpieces
rant Jolly; add one and n half
of finely chopped mint, nnd
the grated rind of a quarter of on
orange. Serve with mutton.
Barbecued Ham. Wipe a thick
slice of ham nnd remove the surplus
fat, which may he fried out nnd saved
for various uses.
Cover the ham
with lukewarm water nnd let stand
an hour. Drain, wipe ond put Into
1 hot pan to brown well on both sides.
Remove the hum, nnd to the fat In the
pan, add three tahlespoonfuls of vinegar, mixed with one teuspoonful of
of sumustard, one
gar and a few dashes of paprika.
When well heated pour over the ham.
Barley Flour Hermits. Tuke a
of shortening, three
of milk, three teaspoonfuls
of baking powder, tenspoonful each
of cloves and cinnamon, a cupful of
sugar, two cupfuls of barley flour, a
tenspoonful of allspice, a
of snlt, and a cupful of chopped dates. Roll and cut or drop from
a teaspoon.
A bit of lemon Jelly left over from
a previous meal, If combined with a
few stewed prunes and a bit of cream,
will make u most dainty dessert.
Old bed spreads may be cut into
small-sizecloths for lunch tables,
the smaller bits used for wash cloths.
Tea leaves should be saved for
sweeping days. Squeezed dry and
placed in a cool place they may he
nolstened when reurty to use.
table-spoonf-

half-cupf-

two-third-

hnlf-cupf-

WHAT CAN

Music, when roft voices die.
Vibrates In the memory:
Odors, when sweet violets sicken,
Live within the sense they quicken.

TIMELY TIPS.
This Is the season of the year when
looking over old treasures and unused
hut still useful articles.
to puss them on. To
somebody who has little,
they would be both useful iul acceptable.
The wise housewife
these days does not, unless obliged by decorators or painters, teur up
the whole house so that
(here is no place for the
weury man to luy his
head or read the evening puper. The
housewife of toduy cleans nnd settles a room at a time nnd when his
help Is not needed the man of the
house Is not aware that houseclean-InIs In progress, The household upheavals of former days are now extinct, for which we are thankful..
When possible save the old curtains
so that they may be hung each time
while the new curtains are being laundered or dry cleaned. It takes but
a few moments to hung them and it
menus much to the attractiveness of
the room.
Sunk paint brushes In kerosene then
wnsh in hot soapsuds ami they will
become pliable again.
A
remedy for a tender
skin which might become a bed sore
Is to lather It freely with castlle soap,
letting it dry on.
Soiln applied to a burn either from
the lire or sun will relieve the puin.
Moisten the sodu and continue to add
moisture us it dries.
Pineapple Juice und honey mnke n
fine cough sirup and fine which the
little people will not refuse.
If a fish bone or uny sharp substance Is swallowed, swullow the
white of mi egg Immediately; this
coats over the sharp edges und protects the stomach nnd intestines.
A hot rulsln with n grain or two
of red pepper wrapped In It Is good
for n toothache or an earache.
Put a little lemon or orange Juice
In the spoon before filling with castor
oil. It will go down with less protest.
Use popped corn Instead of croutons with the tomato soup, thus sav-In- g
wheat nnd giving your family a
treat at the same time.
A little vinegar put on the hands
will soften them when roughened by
work or wind.
g

never-fullin-

g

We can face another year of work
with Immense confidence, In the light
of the recent report of the American
Red Cross on Its expenditures In Europe and America. This report Is a
levelntlon and en Inspiration. It Is
more than a mnttcr of duty now to be
a busy member of this wonderful,
wholly modern nnd efficient organization. If this report stirs no pride of
country In the heart of the woman
who reads It she may be sure her soul
Is about dead or held n furnishing
mind.
prisoner by her
To be In the midst of a world of
good deeds nnd to take no part In
them when the way Is always open
can you Imagine It?
What happens to your dollar when
you send It forth on Its errand of
mercy through the medium of the
American Red Cross was explained
In a statement Issued as a prelude to
the opening of the campaign for anThe
other $100,000,000 wnr fund.
magnitude of the work which the
Red Cross Is doing on all battle
fronts nnd for Atnerlcnn prisoners In
Germnny Is disclosed by the figures:
Relief work In Krnnce. . . ,$30,!i30.103
Relief work In Relglum... 2,080,131
4,588.820
Relief work In Italy
1,200.000
Relief work In Russia
Relief work in Roumunlu. 2,070.308
804,580
Relief work in Serbln
Relief work in Great Brit3,200.230
ain
Other foreign relief work. 4,470,300
For U. S. prisoners In Ger301,004
many
For Red Cross personnel
201,300
sent abroad
9,723,823
Relief work In V. S
Army nnd navy base hos111.000
pitals
There are two things the Red Cross
enn always use, It seems; they are
money and knitted wool socks. Almost
every woman can furnish one or both

of these In some measure. Recently
the Red Cross ladles in a Kentucky
bee for n
town held a
grain merchant who found it difficult
to get luhorers. They worked to the
merry tune of $75, which cash tfcejr
turned in to the Red Cross, thetehy
making themselves Justly famous as
an enterprising chnpter.
They are
proud and we are all proud of them.
g

Fashion Points of Interest
There ure four things In fashion that
are often discussed toduy : The severe
uncollared neck line, the short sleeve,
the cape buck und the luck of chiffon
blouses. A dressmaker drew a patron's attention to the absence of the
latter garment because of the prevalence of
frocks, and told how
the shirt waist people were depending
upon wash blouses to continue their
business. Sailor collars ure not smart
High collars thnt roll upward at the
bock and down in the front are not attached to coats. The collurs thnt go
frocks end beon bodices of
fore they reach the collarbone, and the
rest of the decolletuge is untouched by
any line of white.
dne-plec- e

one-piec- e

New Sleeves.
The only sleeve eccentricities of the
present time are very mlid ones. Evening gowns, from having no sleeves at
all, have taken to having long ungel
clouds of tulle that float downward
from the shoulder und, It would seem,
help to tight the coal Bhortuge by keeping their weurers wnrm by a mere
shadow of fabric. Anyway, It Is eminently becoming nnd very much of a
relief ufter too many bare urms. The
single film of chiffon or tulle confers a
softening effect on urms thnt are too
thin us well ns those thut nre too fat
both of which have fnred but 111 during
the reign of the sleeveless evening
frock.

FROCKS FOR LITTLE MAIDS

DRESS-U- P
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There Is rood for us who will brook no
III,

For those who hope there

Is glad-

ness still;
Let us keep the path with a sturdy
will.
And sing a song as we climb the
hill.
GOOD THINGS FOR THE TABLE.

Bits of

left-ov-

In salads, In

fish may be used
on

a white sauce, to serve

tonst or put through a
sieve, and lidded to a
souflle
mnke a most
satisfying dish.
Cook
Corn Tamale.
together a can of corn,
a half can of tomatoes,
one cupful of oornmeal
of
and two cupfuls
corned beef. Add one
two
onion,
eggs, nnd salt ond pepper to season. Serve with a stiuee
made from half a can of tomato, n
tablespoonful of onion Juice, a dush
of red pepper nnd two tnblespoonfuls
each of butter und flour cooked together.
Beef Scrapple. Hoi I two pounds of
flank beef until tender, put the meat
through the grinder and add to the
meat liquor cornmeiil to thicken;
cook until thoroughly done; add the
meat and seasonings to tasle. Pour
Into a mold nnd use for frying when
sliced In thick slices, inls will keep
some time If kept cool.
Braized Liver With String Beans
Wash a calf's liver and Inrd It with
bacon. Roil In flour, season with
salt, pepper and celery salt. Cook
the liver In a saucepan with a little
bacon fat. When well seared over
f
an
add five slices of carrot,
onion, two sprigs of parsley, a bit of
bay leaf, one clove, two pepper corns,
and two cupfuls of brown stock or
water. Cover closely and hake In moderate oven two and a half hours, basting Ave times during the cooking. Add
two tnblespoonfuls of orange Juice;
pour over the liver and serve surrounded with hot seasoned string
beans.
Steak With Banana. Broil or pan
broil a steak; cut In halves four bananas, and lay them In the pan; sprinkle with bits of butter and serve, when
well heated through, with the steak.
Buy occasionally a bottle of good
sauce; the collection will last for
years, and dishes will be made more
appetising by a pinch of curry or a
teaspoonful of mushroom catchup. The
cost will not be noticed If they are
not purchased at once.
one-hal-

World's Debt to Arabians.
The world la Indebted to the Arabians for a greater number of sciences
than today Is generally admitted. The
Arabs were In some sort the discoverers of botany and chemistry. Agriculture was studied by them with a
knowledge of climate, soil and the
growth of plants. From the eighth to
the eleventh century the Arabs established medical schools In the principal
cities of their dominions and published valuable works on medical

Tim
Kor
And
The

nlr la rich with sweet perfume,
the apple trees are nil
the birds make sung
whole day lung.

SERVING BEEF HEARTS.
The price of beef hearts varies in
different sections nnd II is never sufe
to say that certain kinds
of meat are low In price.
In heart there Is little
waste, and when the cost
Is reasonable It makes a
s
mm
ininy economical iiisn. ji
I the heart Is to be cooked
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fSjjV
"Til

I

mm

it wbiuilil lit, cure- -

fully washed to remove
all blood, then the Inedible portion and the
arteries are removed and
it Is ready to stuff or cook In any way
desired.
When stuffing, cut through the right
nnd left sections so there Is but one
cavity to fill. A stuffing of sutisage
meut, to which an onion or two finely
chopped is mixed, makes a most savory dish. Suge with a little onion for
flavor is uniStlier comlilnntlon with
bread crumbs which is Weil liked. Egg,
butter und suit nnd pepper are all
needed to make a savory stuffing. A
heurt simply stewed until tender then
sliced cold makes n good dish. The
seasoning should he lidded to the
suuee while cooking so Hint the meat
will be seasoned nil through.
Beef heurt stuffed and served
sliced cold with uny desired ment
sauce Is another way of serving this
dish.
Calf's Heart en Casserole. Wnsh
the heart nnd stuff with any desired
stuffing. Arrange a half cupful of
onions and carrots In a cnsserole, then
Sprinkle with suit,
luy In the heart.
pepier and puprikn ; dredge with flour
and bake for two hours. Remove
from the dish and make a brown
gravy, using four tnblespoonfuls of
the fat with three of flour, nddlng two
cupfuls of boiling wnter. Serve with
the gravy and vegetable nround the
heart. Corn or barley flour should be
used for the thickening.
Heart a la Francaise. Take a half
cupful of bread crumbs, two tnblespoonfuls of finely chopped suet, a
teaspoonful of minced parsley, some
sweet herbs, suit and pepper, and an
egg for binding. Stuff the heart with
this nnd fasten well with a string.
Ituh the heart over with melted fat
and fold In a buttered paper or a paper bag used for cooking. Roast for
three and a half hours. Serve garnished with spinach and brown sauce.
Tomatoes ns a vegetable may accompany this dish.

''''

In displays of midsummer frocks
for little maids, three fine nnd trustworthy materials appear to fill all the
requirements of designers. They nre
voile, dotted swiss nnd organdie, nnd
they nre dainty enough und at the
same time strong enough for the smallVoile
frocks.
est girls' dress-uhas come to be a great fnvorlte on
account of Its wonderful wearing
qualities, which moke It worth while
to put careful needlework on It. Potted swiss Is liked because It Is crisp
and fresh looking, and organdie Is
chosen for the finest of all dresses
made for the youngest wearers of
sheer frocks.
In the picture the little dress at the
left Is of white voile with a smocked
yoke In which heavy blue embroidery
silk Is used for the ornamental
stitches.
It has a narrow panel set
on at the front, making place for two
rows of tiny round crocheted buttons
and a narrow sash of the voile finished
with two of the same buttons suspended on the silk thread from the
The designer did not overends.
for these little
look opportunities
dangling buttons at the point of the
collar, or forget to Introduce a band
of smocking and fancy stitching on
the cuffs. Altogether this little frock
Is elaborated with considerable needlework.
The dress at the tight Is much simIt Is made of dotted swiss,
pler.
Very plain and dainty as to design,
and very crisp and sprightly In ef- p

Ancient Montessori Methods.
Herod es, to overcome the extraorUnslghtly Underwear.
dinary dullness of his son Attlcus, educated along with him 24 little slaves
Black and colored underwear, which
of his own age. Me gave each the name Is being shown by the extremists and
of the letter of the Greek alphabet His those who wish to cater to bad taste,
son. In order to play with them, had to should not be fostered by any woman
learn the alphabet to call their names.
through purchases. It Is an exhibition
f the worst possible taste. It has a
tain of decadence In It that Is unpleasKeep Watch Over Thoughts.
What a responsibility we have In be- ant to think of and should not be ening parents to thoughts ; how we should couraged. Green chimeses embroidered
shun the mongrel thought-babie- s
and In mice, black nightgowns with scarlet
serpents, deep purple knickerbockers
keep them away. Exchange.
spangled with stars or embroidered In
some fantastic and absurd manner, are

feet. A bund of the swiss set between
the gnthered yoke nnd skirt is outlined with fnncy stitching In colored
embroidery silk nnd clusters of three
nre embroidered
little
on It In three groups at the front
and two at the buck.
These nre the kind of dresses thnt
the little girl needs now thut summertime makes life one perpetual
round of Joys, what with excursions
to the park und to the movies and
everything.
forget-me-not-

s

Gingham Waistcoats.
glughum waistcoat made a
tentative start for popularity, but was
soon running down the track at full
speed. All the younger set are wearing these waistcoats, the shops show
them at different prices, and they make
an alluring grouping of color In the
windows. They have started the fash-Io- n
for a great variety of skeleton
waistcoats thnt are worn Instead of
others
collars. Many are
have long, sloping,
st
revers. They are less trouble to
In a blouse or coat than a collar,
for they have their own fastening and
are kept down at the waist by an elastic band.
Pique has come back into fashion
for these waistcoats, but checked
gingham and plaid muslin lead.
The

high-necke-

double-breaste-

d

ad-Ju-

not the kind of body garments that
should be designed and worn In a
time of stricter Puritanism of thought
and spirit than the world has Indulged
In for centuries.
Gulmpea Simply Made.
Some of the organdie gulmpea
as simply as possible ajraost
like men's shirt bosoms. They show
a few narrow plaits, and little rows
of buttons and. that is all. These, of
course, are for wear with the plain
tailored suit
are-mad-

;
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General and Personal

RED CROSS

Alt the boy babies are being) named
in r ranee.

ill at

Beverly Bauer is seriously
his home on Ccrrillos street.

Jsammy

Mrs. William M. Scott has returnHazel Smith, of Roswell is
visiting her sister Mrs. James Cha- ed from an extended visit at Long
Beach, California.
ves.
Miss

Las
O. A. I.arrzolo, prominent
Mrs F. J. Yardman, of Wichita
Falls, Texas, is visiting her parents Vegas attorney has been in Santa Fe
the present week.
Mr. and Mrs. Anaya.
Mrs. Aldo Leopold and children
Mrs. Samuel Chinch an.)
son Joseph, of Chamiu were Santa of Albuquerque art visiting relatives
at
the IScrgcre home.
F". visitors Wednesday.
Mr

At Reswell
Last week twenty-tw- o
hundred
gauze wipes 2x2 were completed.

inl

RED CROSS ROOMS
New Museum Building
Sewing room open every after
noon, 2 to 5.
Gauze room open every morning (except Saturday), 10 to
12.

Every afternoon (except
day), 2 to S; Thursday
ings, 7:30 to 9.30.

Sun-

even-

Torrance County R. C Note
Nara Visa "went over the top"
with $431.55.

The Pie Supper
Given recently at Rosebud was attended by a large party and added
The pie
$100, to the R. C fund.
supper and auction sale last week
regardless of the inclement weather
was a success, $75 being cleared.

CKES

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LOOSES,
Here and There Over the State

The

Farewell Anal Anniversary
About fifty members and visitors
of the Eastern Star attended the
meeting and social last evening at
the A. t. and A. M. hall. The social
was given in honor of brother Frank
Herman who left this morning for
a training camp in Texas. Worthy
The Fishing Party
duates
,
are;
Held at, the Centerville
school
Alice Bernadine
Farrell, Marie matron cooper presented him with a
house recently was a gratifying Antoinette Wright, Helen Gertrude wrist watch, a gift from the chapter
event, over $50, was realized.

Cedarvale
Doudblcd its war fund quota,

tributing

$201.55.

con-

Attractive Invitations
For the annual commencement of
the Loretto academy which will take
place Wednesday night, June 12, at
the Loretteo auditorium have been
issued. An elaborate program is being prepared. The sweet girl gra-

Eaton, Rosina Adelina Bergere, Lady
Bee Hopkins, Josefita Maria Salazar,
Delma
Dillon Whiteman,
F.unice
Hazel Lorriane
Clara Whitman,
Brown.

Tata CJahi- - Cxavejlang
Of the uT S. Indian School will bt
held Wedaesday night, 'Jans 12th.
An interesting commencement program has been provided.

Wems'i Board ( Trad

Benefit bridge party scheduled for
tomorrow afternoon ha been postponed until next Saturday, June 15.

Entertainment At Sanitarium
Tuesday evening, in the lobby ot
the Sanitarium the little children of
St. Vincent' orphanage presented a
carefully prepared program, which
was very interesting and delightful
These entertainments which are given from time to time are particularmembers whose best wishes go with ly bright went in the lives of these
nim.
little children, who are deserving of
Worthy Matron Lillian Ormsbee all the love and happiness that can
and Past Patron Robert Ormsbee possibly be theirs. The noble work
were presented with gifts appropri- that is being done by the St. Vicent
ate to their tenth wedding anniver Sisters is very commendable,

Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Kaune have
W. O. BiRBerstaff of Belen has
Very Enjoyable
Grant County R. C. Quota
been appointed a member of the received word that their son Dick Santa Fe R. C. Not
sary by thie members.
i
Uuder the supervision of Mrs.
Was the recital given at the Lor-rethas arrived safely "over there."
Of. $15,000 appears insignificent
mounted police by the governor,
Impressive and Beautiful Ceremoniea
Relief Club
of
the
chairman
last
Woodruff,
auditorium
Henry
Friday night War
when compared with, the amount
Unusualu interest and solemnity
The members of the Young Wom
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen B. Davis Santa Fe chapter, and the energetic contributed which totals $51,000.00.
by the senior music class of the
Mrs. Herbert J. Mendcnhall, who
of the different departThe fine pro- an's War Relief Work Club met marked the joint meeting of the Ed-Loretto academy.
been seriously ill the past few Jr., of Las Vegas arrived Monday chairmen wonderful
with
Miss
Nora Henderson Wednes- dy Grove Camp. W. O.W. held recamount of work Oe Baca
ments, a
gram included piano, violin and
to spend a fiw days in the city.
weeks was able to be out Tuesday.
County's
were day night. Several sewing kits were cently at Carlsbad, which was large
numbers
is being accomplished daily. A large
vocal
and
readings
this
was
exceed
was
$1,000,
Quota
rendered. A donation of $30.00, the completed for the soldier boys who ly attended.
shipped recently ed by $1,500.
Ashley Pond according to a cable-ifra- consignment was;
Mrs 11 11. Brook and children
business session 45
After a
propeeds of the event; was given to leave for training camps tomorrow. members ofshort
received by relatives in the consisting of 60 pajamas suits, 622
of I.as Cruees. arrived the first of
the circle, gowned i
19000 gauze dresings
the local Ked Lross chapter.
"One Grand Time"
R. C. Notes
ami will spend the stun- city has arrived safely in France and knit articles, number of
tliis wet-McKinley
County
white, entered singing Amerand a large
refugee garis in the hospital service.
un Wednesday night tne High spotless
I
The county subscribed to the Red The Board of
ner here.
ica. Following the march a circle
Managere
ments.
Bunch"
School
several
Cross War Fund $9,600, which is 240
friends
and
Club
was
formed
Woman's
around the stump and
Fe
Of the Santa
sayiiiR
City School Superintendent J. B.
per cent of the amount set for this held a business meeting! at the home enjoyed one of the merriest dances they took charge of the meetings
Billy Sunday, is quoted
Branch
Espanola
Milne
and
Mrs.
season
of
the
hall.
of
at the Library
Milne,
turned up sir ? down,
Albuquer
if hell
county, $4000 being the quota.
An
address was deliverof Mrs. Frank Clancy Tuesday afteramong the banner societies of
Prevelant- - reports are that every ed by inspiring
The Arizona Boys on the special noon.
me would find the inscription "made que were in the city a few days theIs state.
the Past Grand Guardian
A band of exceptionally train that
this week.
in
time."
"one
Miss
had
last
in Germany".
body
Gallup
grand
stopped
Woodman Mrs. C. O. Mierrifield. of
diligent workers is more than doing week of their own free will made up Bachelor Girls Celebrate
Gerrishe's orchestra played for the Hope, and a musical and vocal oro- Mrs Robert M. Scott and little its part to help win the war. During a purse of $25.00 and presented it
C. I. Wis, formerly of the U. S.
On Tuesday evening Miss Isabel event.
grara rendered.
the month of May 40 hospital gar- to the Red Cross Ladies who were Walker
I and Office in this city was a visitor daughter have Rone to Washington,
entertained at her home
Sovereign Jackson, of Artesia. oast
Adella Department Meeting
He is now D. C. to join Mr. Scott who is now ments, 24 sweaters and 2 beautifully at the depot to greet them.
Francis
Misses
Thompson,
consul and G. E. McDonald,
ti the city this weeklarge, knit convalescant couch robes
stationed at Camp Meigs.
'The Missionary Department of the grand
Felicitas
Coleman,
Mary
Muller,
practicing law at Koswcll.
district
manager, of Roswell, each
were turned in.
PresWoman's
Union
of
The Benefit Picture Show
the First
Kaune. and Clara Kimball. Lunch
impressed those present with well
auxiliaries
Cross
Ked
From
the
s
seloan
to
on
church
afterwilt
meet
At
Gibson
this
$500.00.
to
and
Prof. J A, Wood has pr.ne
Money
was served. ,White
recently brought
delivered lecture.
greeiv pre- byterian
which are progressing encouraging- The ladies sold
ice cream and cake dominated
in a pretty decorative noon with Mrs. Frank Staplin, 139
Tlerra Amarilla where he will coi-dt- curity. Inquire of Joseph B.
Col. T. E. Patterson, of Ohama.
work, the during the evening and raffcled off scheme The
3
Mrs.
o'clock.
Street
a
of
is
one
at
Marcy
Agency, Capital City Bank ly and are doing splendid
northern Kin Arriba county
prosovereign auditor of the
following articles have been receiv- six cakes realizing $40.00 from that gressive scriesparty
has charge of the program Nebraska,
t 'arher's ittstitutr.
in which the young
Building, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Woodman of the World, was the
ed; 110 refugee garments, 30 hospi source.
hos- and will present a fine paper on
as
act
named
ladies
alternately
speaker and after an eloBias Sanchez, of Wagon Mound, tal garments, and 24 hospital napSiam. Current events will conclude principaladdress
Benson Newell and his wife were
tess.
in a few appropriate
quent
this week, and kins. They are Santa Fe Public The Benefit R. C. Dance
the program.
the ritv tin's week from Las Tr- is a business visitor
words
Sovereign A. O.
presented
La
forVenus,
of
Cienegia
Madrid,
El
Lee
Schools,
Mrs.
Paso,
his
Gibson,
to
recentthe
At
talking- politics
ues Mr Newell was looking after incidently
Gallup Opera house
clerk, who left for
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will
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Santa
staunch
Stanley,
In
friends.
Fe,
Old
added
Time
Real
little
merly
sum
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in
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republican
$f5.
ly
a case
the federal court.
Style
with a gold headed cane.
Amoung the contributions of the The dance held the following even- first of next week to spend a few
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Culberson aLouisiana,
gift of his many friends in the
week was $50.00 from the Woman's ing by the Italian citizens
She
Dills.
Lucius
with
Mrs.
O.
A.
Mrs.
is
of
barbe
host
will
a
and
days
hostess
Baca,
for
at
the
Red
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Encino,
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of
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same worthy cause amounted to will then go to Nebraska to visit becue to be given at the G. O. S. Camp.
was a visitor in Santa Fe spending several days in the city Board of Trade.
16 ladies and
A beautiful
oiinty
relatives and friends,
ranch on June 8th. One of the beau- - two men was drill by
$270.00.
this week. Mr. Malettc is looking visiting her brother and brother-in-lapleasing feawho will leave shortly for a Curry County R. C. Notes
tiful spots near the ranch house has ture which wasanother
fir i dairy location near Santa re.
followed
and been selected
Miss
Julia
by a social
sister,
was
success
attained
Remarkable
Quarterman,
sevThe Navajo Indian Agency
this event and
training camp.
hour and refreshments.
Miss Kathleen Oliver, a friend, of eral fat beevesforwill
R. C drive in Curry county,
in
the
be
barbecued
in
At
Crown
Point contributed. $625
fake Ortiz who has been in charge
Miss Gladys Carroon a member of over $9,000 being contributed. Their which was collected by Agent S. F. Mrs. Wiley Parsons arc visiting her real old time style. The public is
th Capital
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The
Troop
Harmony
ceeds to go to the funds of the Red
tinue until they have made a dona-to- n mer.
of t tie training camps in Texas mer with her pa refits Mr. and Mrs.
Presented two fine plays entitled
W. K. Carroon.
Cross. The band of the 109th Engiof $1,000.
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contributions received was raised in
The war fund contribution reach- Dinner at Executive Mansion
Mi.ss Helen Lindsey attended the served lunch at a sale last week the coal mining
Tin Iii'in cotir.tv and Mrs. House of
Governor and Mrs. W. E. Lindsey
city through indi- ed past the handsome sum of $50U0.
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At Glcncoe a box
was held buquerque of
Mrs. Welton D Smith, of Aztrc A Box Supper and Program
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to
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pdininii!.r the Johnson propert
advance the interest of the cause.
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EYE
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summer
of
Chapter
Normal
the
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insession
OVorpe
files above Valley
Red Cross Sale of Cattl?
At Carrizozo the big Red Cross tive New Museum is one of the
Recently shipped a box contain
the 1'ioversitv
F Albright is also spending
and enjoyable
A big Red Cross sale of cattle was
features LAUGHLIN BUILDING
rooster "Robinson" donated by Cap- structive
3200 gauze compresses to Denver.
ing
the
and
on
Johnson
place,
"lmtrer
held in Springer on the 5th of June,' tain John Baird, was brought for- looked forward to with keen anticiSANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
Miss Helen Williams who at- Santa
and
Feans
dovisitors
head
of
he:fer
r, ad.l'tnvrt to fishinj is farming
when forty
calves
by
ward and auctioned off, the amount pation
tend the Stare College near Las Tne True Blue American
in the city. Splendid lectures, rare
nated to the cause were sold.
pinto beam.
realized being $17.
Citizens of the Danley. Pleano,
Cruees the past year has returned
art exhibits, readings, with an ocAssistant Superintendent of Public home, Mr. Williams was present atll l;""
Laprock communities in Nobfy Doing Their Part
casional motion picture is a part of M'FIE EDWARDS
$800 For May
& M'FIE
iostrmtion John Conwav. sustained the commencement exercises which Quay county assembled at the PUano
The citizens of Columbus. Luna
At Albuquerque the record for two the interesting program provided.
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAn
school house, where an appropriate
conclusion, of the forehead and a were held last week.
the
to
contributed
$2254.00
in
county,
is
room
the
weeks
a The Grand Lodge
garment
of thf wrist when travelling
program and pie supper was Held
OFFICEi
shipment of 600 pieces; one box of
Of Odd Fellows has called upon
n the upper berth of a Pullman on Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Fiske have realizing $llbuO tor the K. t war war fund.
of
one
and
surgeons gowns
caps,
local
all
to
abstain
lis way to Santa Fe from Raton. An arrived from Camp Funston for a fund.
Corner
Palace
from
ft Washington Avm
the
lodges
Marcial's Quota
pajamas, bed shirts, and bed socks ; use of wheat until next harvest. This
While these communities had only San
bar became di slogcd, hence the weeks visit with rplativi-- ami friende
Maw Mask.
Was
Santa
$1.00(1 and the patriots rais- and one of refugjee
Fe,
went
garments.
$50.00
to
raise
order has 31,000 local lodges in the
ride awakening.
they
here... Dr. Fiske expects to receive keen asked
ed $1.20025.
The
the
from
June
first
shipment
more
ver
2,300,-00a
than
the
and
his assignment shortly and will sail
doubling
top
country
membership of
knitting department include 112 swetheir assessment, thus showing they Th Tucumcari
Mr and Mrs. Dan W Sanford for France.
73 pairs of socks, 17 pairs of
r"M1'lNJECTi6N I
City
aters,
in
their
red
blood
veins.
have
and infant daughter, of Winslow,
Almost doubled their ouota. the wristlets, and 2 helmets. This is a Delightful Bridge Party
have arrived for a visit with
John E Swanger, state deputy
total contributed being $5.22306. The two weeks work.
Mrs! Fletcher Catron entertained
c .
Mr. Sanford's
Mr. and consul nf ttlP Mnilorn Wn.lf.inn of
parents.
and rip track employees went
Officials of the Red Cross report- in honor of her mother Mrs. Strat-toWith aPngI
goal of $100 to be reached shops
and Mrs. C. E. Sanford. Mr. San-- f America for Utah, Nevada. Arizona
100
THE LOGICAL TREATMENT
cent for the Red Cross con- ed that during the month of May
of Chicago the latter part of
ird has volunteered for service in and New Mexico arrived here Wed- in the R. C. drive the ranchers of- tributing $720.
DIRECT QUICK EFFECTIVE
a total of $800 was raised through last week. About twenty ladies spent
THE MOST OBSTINATE CASES
FOR
the Medical Corps and will leave nesday and will be present at a Cebolla and Rio de las Bacas valhe Two-Bi- t
Club."
a delightful afternoon playing bridge.
Sold By All Druggists
ys held an all day box social and The Little
soon tor one of ttie camps in Texas. meeting of the local Woodman order
of
Logan
City
Seven
auction
sale
at
the
Springs
this evening.
Is credited with the splendid sum
ranger station and raised $115.
Arthur F. Currcn, of Clovis, was
A Red Cross branch was also or- of $145.00.
in the Capital City a few days durThe Misses Cora, Esmeralda and ganized at the Springs with a splenSierra County
ing the week. As usual, Arthur was Manuclita Santistcvan. Miss Mary did set of officers.
Donated $2,677.00, which was a graboosting his home town which he Adamson, Miss Gertrude Lobato and
tifying showing for that county.
says is the best in the country and Miss Paublita Garcia, of Taos stop- The Benefit Boa Sapper
America's greatest need is for ships more ships.
rvidently believes .it as he has left ped in Santa Fe a few hours beOtero county, netted Seamen Social Club
there a time or two for other fields tween trains Saturday enroutc to Las theAt R.Mayhill,
C. war fund $150.00.
Private The Red Cross week at the Pool
Every available vessel is being utilized in governbut always goes back to Clovis.
Vegas, where they will attend the subscriptions
ton $50.00 Room
ment service.
amounting
sum
of
and
netted
the
$37.24
Normal University session.
were contributed, making a total of
the net receipts of the dance were
Col.
Frank M. Grygla returned
$200.
Many ships that have been carrying rubber from
S46.82, which makes a tota of $84
from Washington Sunday night and
forR.
McFie, Jr., of Gallup,
John
Sumatra and Brazil have been taken for active trans06, which the Seamens Social Club
will resume his work in the local U. merly of Santa Fe, who has been Dona Ana County
port duty.
to the Red Cross fund
S. land office. He has been touring attached to the 115th hospital train
Trebled
their quota withw the contributed
Fort Stanton Press.
astern cities for several months and military police at Camp Kearny, splendid sum of $15700.
This will necessarily force a temporary curtailment
Polish-Amelecturing to Poles and
California, has been recommended
of tire production.
A Patriotic Program
can citizens to organize and help for a commission as second lieuten During The Past Month
Musical, band concert and big R.
win the war and thus assisted in ant and assigned as aid to Major
The following articles have been
So, make the most of the tires you have.
Norman L. King of the military shipped to the Colorado headquart- C. auction sale will be held at Mills.
securing an enlistment of over
12. AH business
Mora
June
county,
ers from Las Cruees;
Use good tires.
police.
houses will close
the entire dav.
Operating gownsu 125, operating The performance for
will
9:30
at
begin
75
bed
Take
shirts
caps 40, pajamas 95,
good care of them. Keep them in perfect reA. M., continuing through the afterpillow cases 10, old clothes 10, bath noon
See
that they are properly inflated.
pair.
and
Dinner
will
be
evening.
towels, 2, dish towels 10, wash cloths served
by the R. C. Ladies. The
50, tray cloths 30, handkerchiefs 50,
Increase
their mileage by careful driving. Keep out
is given to raise funds for the
bed socks 10, knit eye bandages 10, rvent
and away from bumps. Don't scrape
car
of
tracks
C. societies of the mesa.
R.
sweaters 30, socks 30, wristlets 9.
the curb or apply brakes too suddenly.
In addition the following supplies
Union County
made by the Junior Ked Cross
Get every mile your tires have in them.
7c
200 K.
K. VV.
Doubled their quota subscribing
Comfort pillows 72, gun wipes 6200,
on
flAOUtl.
holsom
the
for
is
hot
covers
map
water
90,
bag
operating
300 K.
6c
K.
Only in that way can you be assured of your car's
raps 65, hand towels 40, wash cloths ever and deserves another honor
service.
continuous
behalf
of
in
what
the
flag
10,
covers
children's
10,
dresses
patriotic
5c
tray
400 K.
K.
citizens done for the Red Cross in
5.
The Girl Scouts did fine work for the last drive by contributing $1200.
the Red Cross last week, making All the communities responded most
AO in excess of the abort si 4c per K. W.
generously.
Dy tne sale ot windshield stick
ers.
Valencia
Rates
for Cooking.
County
Special
That $25 Cat Evidently a Boar Cat "Went over the top". The Belen
Mossman says that cat that quota was $2,000 and this was exWalter
SANTA FE WATER
LIGHT CO.
Johnny May auctioned off for the ceeded by 25 per cent.
Red Cross at Las Cruees and for
which he paid $25 is the only animal The Special Moving Picture
he tever had on his ranch that would
Performance at Fort Stanton rekill coyotes.
cently, 'The Man Without A Country", drew an exceptional large
The Loyal Cuervo Citizens
crowd and many out of town
Contributed $54.25 to the second people attended.
The picture was
R. C. war fund, which speaks nobly shown for
the benefit of the Marine
or mat community.
Amusement
Association's
Hospital
Moving Picture Fund and the proThe Red Cross Dance
ceeds amounted to $53.25.
Held at the Pavilion in Fort Sum
ner recently was a delightful event At Fort
Stanton
and netted the R. C. $27.90.
The contributions to the second
Red Cross war drive amounted to
The Benefit Dance
Goods-Co- ffee
At the Majestic Theatre last week $3947.
was well attended and the committee turned over $2525 to the R. C. San Miguel County R. C Notes
The following shipments were
made last week. A box containing
The Ice Cream Social
R.325 muslin
and gauze dressings.
Held last week by the R. C. Optimo branch of Mora county, was two boxes from the sewing room
which
included
hosnital
pajamas,
a complete success. The proceeds
bed shirts, suits of underwear and
amounted to $64 50.
nefugee garments for the French
and Belgian children made by the
A
By
Large Margin)
Red Cross of the city schools.
Of $2,521.28 Roy. Mora county, Junior
A large amount of knittine- has
went owr their quota of $2,000.
been turned in during the past month
which is valued at $1,027.50.
One
Chaves Canity R. C Note
hundred and ten pairs of socks, 60
The branch at Lake Arthur ship- pairs of wristlets and 55 sweaters
ped 945 hospital supplies and two wete shipped to Denver and in ad2$
knit ambulance robe to Denver re- dition to this shipment 145 sweaters
cently The branch is progressing have been given to the boys when
encouragingly.
leaving for camp."
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Take Care of Your Tires

ri

250-00- 0.

I POWER RATE
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United States Tires
are Good Tires
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K AUNE'S
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
Bakery

Cake
Raisin Bread

Apple Pie
Raisin Pie

Fruits

Bananas

Oranges

Grapes
Apples
Vegetables
Sweet Potatoes
Celery

WE HAVE THEM ALL

KAUNE'S

Phone

NEW MEXICO STATE RECORD
'War Stamp Supplement

June

PREDICTS

Predicting that the 1'niud State
have between 4.0(tf.ll00 and 5.
(100,000 men tinder arms before Julv
1,
Representative Caldwell
'member of the military committee,
yesterday gave the I louse an of filial
siimmarv of America's figliing! siren- -

IMPORTANT NOTICE
PRESIDENT

will

OF THE UNITED STATES PROCLAIMS FRIDAY,

JUXE

7, 1918.

4,000,000
IN ARMY IN A YEAR

'Within one year after the first
Americans left for France, this nation will have l.OOO.OlXI m n on the
west front." Caldwell asserted During the first ten days of May' troop
movements totaled 00.(100 men.
Caldwell ipiotcil official figures,
showing that the arniv on Tunc
had l.rW.K'.4 men and 14KJ2K officers
in the service. These are divided as
follows
( Ifficcrs.
Men.
l egnlar
10205
5:M.(i77
Army
7K..s7,0
Reserve corps
7'WN
ld.'MHi
National guard
411. "52
National army
51(1 'i,t
3.W4
150(1(10
Drafted in April. .
Drafted in May..
2.U.742
K.105
(Ill special duty.

28, 1918,

NATIONAL WAR SAVINGS DAY

1

:

GOVERNORS AND 'MAYOKS MAKE SIMILAR PROCLAMATIONS
MEETINGS WILL BE HELD IN EVERY COMMUNITY TO SECURE
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

Totals

of the President of the United Stales
and the Governor of this State, I, War Savings Director for New Mexico,
acting under the authority of the United States Treasury Department, have
and
to meet on Friday, June 'irtlli, to frive
called all
their subscriptions for War Savings Stamps. In rural communities and tho
smaller towns and cities, meetings will lie keld in the school houses at 2 p. in.

Pursuant to the proclamations
tax-paye-

wajjre-eariier-

x

The eleven billion dollar army appropriation bill for the next fiscal
year was agreed to unanimously yesterday by the Ibnise Military committee and will be reported to the
House this week by Chairman Dent
will be urged.
Marly consideration
In addition
to the regular arniv
bill, a fortifications hill carrving
.iOIMKUNKI is nailer consideration
by
the Ibnise appropriations coinmitle,
Secretary 'bib r asked
for 1.500(10(1,00(1 additional for old
nance and supplies with authorization for the War Department to
for
spend $7,118.562 400 additional
ordnance as in its descrction ma
be required during the coming fiscal
year.
(If the more than seven billion authorization
asked. $4,biO.OOO0U'l is
for armament for fortifications, and
and siege cannon,
mountain, fit
ami $2."0l,.104.4.17. for ammunition.

War Savings Stamps (which are United States Government Bonds tho

I

twine as Liberty Bonds) can be paid for during any month in the year 1!HS,
but it is intended that subscriptions will be signed for them on dune 2s.

The price of each War Savings Stamp depends upon the month duriu
which it is bought. During June each stamp will cost $4.17. In .Inly each
Stamp will cost $4.18, and so on, one cent more each month during 1018. On
January 1, 1923, the Government of the United States will redeem all War
Savings Stamps at $5.00 each, no matter during which month in 1!1S they
were bought. They cost less during the early months in l!U8 than during
the later months because the person who buys earlier has loaned his money
to the Government for a longer time than if be should buy later.
By way of illustration, note the following table:

MEN WHO LEAVE COUNTRY
TO EVADE ARMY SERVICE

COST OF AVAR SAVINGS STAMPS

Veil of selective service age who
leave the I'irted Stales to evade
militarv duty wiHliavc I" stand trial
on charges of violations of the selective service act when they return to
(he country, even if they do not return until aft.r the war.
The Department of Justice has information from which complete lists
may be prepared of all men who
have left to avoid service.
j,

DURING JUNE, JULY AND AUGUST, 1013
Out

In
J into

FHamp

l.XSVX'M

HOUSE WILL GET
HUGE ARMY BILL

The school or precinct officers will conduct the meeting in each school
house, keeping a record of the proceedings and reporting the names of nil
persons present and the amount of War Savings Stamps subscvihed for by
them. The names of absent persons, and of those who refuse or neglect to
subscribe, with their reasons for so doing, will also be reported.

1

14Ht2X

$

4.17

Cost In

Oust In

July
$ 4.18
M.liO
209.00
418.00
8:)li.00

August
$ 4.1!)
S'.i.m
200.50
410.00
838.00

And Are Worth
on Jan. 1. I

$

5.00

8:1.40
100.00
Stamps
250.00
20S.50
Stamps
500.00
417.00
Stamps
834.00
1,01)0.00
Stamps
The law provides that no person can hold in his own name War Savings
Stamps exceeding $1,000 maturity value. War Savings Stamps, however,
may be purchased for other members of the family, including minor children.
The money invested in War Savings Stamps is not a gift, or a donation,
d
but is a loan to the Government. It will all be paid back with 4',,'
interest. If, because of some serious financial reverses, or calamity,
it should be necessary to get your money before January 1, 1023, you may
do so by giving ten days notice to any Money Order postmaster, in which
case you can get what you paid for the Stamps, with interest to date of
payment. The Stamps are free from all State and Local taxes; when registered at the postoffice they are insured against loss; they are bached by all
the property in the United Stales; they cannot fall in value below the prica
you pay; they are as convenient and as well paying an investment as has
ever been offered by our Government.
A definite quota of War Savings Stamps has been assigned each school
.district and community, which will be announced at each meeting on Juno
281 h. The Government of the United States expects all the eitiens of every
precinct, school district and county to subscribe for its quota and to pledge
themselves to save and economize to help win the war.
It is to be hoped that the subscriptions taken at the meetings in your
county will show you and your neighbors to' be loyal Americans to whom
our Government, in this hour of need, does not call in vain.
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YOUNG

o.

MAIDEN,

w.J..w
Mary,

V.

21,

worth

Anxious to marry hntior.ililr
V';irii.
- Xo.

2?V' t

St.

Lot

187.

IF I.O.N ELY

for rraulta. try m
''satul "Homr Maker'
marrtHRr toon; strict
niokl
rclir.Me;
yrart ei
frrt. "THp Suc?
Pitrtlir. Rm SS6, Haitian.
ui

rich
Mri.

w!li

VRE YOU SlNCLE?Von1d you mar
Lei n.e find your ideal
y if suited?
.bsohite sa t i f ur t ion ; Mjuj wealili;
con
mishit, h marriage; honorable

'idential, members descriptions
Mrs. Cappel
-- No 112

free.

Oakland Calif

Box-75- 7

Marry If You Are Lonely for speedy
results try my club; best. largest in
the country, established 12 years,

New Mexico War Savings Director appointed and acting under the authority of the Secretary of the United States Treasury.

thousands wealthy wishing early m ir
riaue all dealing- - confidential, descriptions free. The Old Reliable
Club. Mrs. Yr nbel. 732 Madison, Oakland. Calif. Xo. 180.
5..j

HOS
NEW
FAIRMOI'NT MATERNITY
PITAI. for confinement ; price reasonable;
for
Write
babies
work
board;
adopted.
may
for booklet, Mrs. T. B. Long, 4911 E. 27th.
Kansas City, Mo. No. 20J.
(

WILL YOU WRITE TO LONELY YOUNG
WIDOW worth 5J5.tK?. Object, matrim"ny
Mary, Box 584. Los Angeles. Calif. No. 180.

to the 4th level.
City Enterprise.

omy
only

Fire Destroys Sawmill
Fire which originated from some
unknown source completely destroyed the sawmill and lumber of W. C.
Aekland located in east rayon, fifteen miles from Minihres, X. M. recently. Hrl acres of forest land was
burned over. Mr. Ackland's loss is
at $10,1)00. Silver City

Enterprise.

Silver

NEW MEXICO
NEWS REVIEW
(Continued frnm page four.)
nnty. As a result, Wcstlcy Stuart,
Ouil Succntcn, and Allicrt Schcroii
liave been arrcsti'd and taken to Socorro for trial, lack UnKc of
has been fined $2(17 for kill-- f
tt
deer. I.as Cruccs Citizen.

d

14

Live Stock Notes
H.
I.. Romero sold one hundred
yearling lambs to 1". K. Baca last
w eck.
(I. .1. Maher, of 1'astnra, has shipped 150 head of yearling cattle to
Cnion county, Xew Mexico, to pasture during the summer.
e
O. C. Hill received .100 head of
that lie recently bought from
S.
Morrow & Sous, of the Juan
cat-ti-

".

ile

JUAN

SAN

Going After Oil Right
The Mesa Verde Oil company is
going down for the oil now. They
have a fine lot of machinery and
work by shifts, night and day. This
shows us, that they are going after
the oil in the right light. Farming-toEnterprise.
n

GUADALUPE

Mag-dalcn- a

Languishes In City Jail
( has. I.owry was haded before justice of the I'eace Cruz (iarcia charg-ewith li a v in forced ten year old
Rose Sranzoy, of Salem, to accompany him into a hostile at the point
of a revolver. The defendant waived
preliminary hearing, and was hound
over to await action of tin- grand
jury, bond be'ng fixed at $1500.
Citizen.

but it is not quite so they arc
looking! for rain clouds and
answered
are
by dust storms. FJida

w;ll be put down

Dios.

received a carload of h gh
lie
grade bulls for his Agua Ncgra grant,
near here.
H. II. Motitauo, of I'astura. shipped
three carloads of cattle to Kansas
City the first of last week.
of the Anton
ewi- - it Thump-on- ,
t'hico grant, shipped in 1500 h.ad of
yearling cattle from Tucson, Ariz,
They expect to run the
recently.
cattle 011 their ranges until they can
be sent to market as feeders. Santa

Midnight Fire At Mission
A fire at the Methodist
Navajo
Mission west of Farmington recently was discovered by two pupils,
who notified the attendants and in
less than five minutes every one was
out of the building. With fire
and water the blaze was
sooii under control.'- The estimated
s
is not over $1(1000 with insurance to cover same. The origin of the
fire is unknown.
lo--

al-- o

EDDY
Substantial Bridge Completed
across
The (ireeii Street br h
the Rio I'ecos has been completed.
The new concrete walU extend several feet into the ctnbaii knieu s on
loth side- - idi the road, w h h have
with rock and filial
bicn
in with gravel, making a
bridge that will tand high water.
d

--

To Drill For Oil
A derrick
has been erected am!
machinery is cow on the ground to
well
on the Dayton hill.
an
o
drill
The r g is located about 4(10 feet
west of the Dayton public school
building and is the highest point
of land nearby.--Artc-i- a
Advocate
I

Alfalfa Crop Rather Light
The alfalfa crop which has just
been harvested in this vic:nity. has
for the most part been rather light.
Owing to tin' very dry weather
irrigating where there was not an
abundance of water has not resulted
in producing a heavy crop from this
the f rst cutting of the season. The
price, which started off at $.i() per
ton, has dropped to i?2'l per ton.
Advocate.
New Grocery Store
The new firm of M Kee & Snll
van are opening up a grocery store
in the Howell budding on main street.
Thev are cxperence v reliant-froOklahoma, and will conduct a
general retail business and itriinta'n
a delivery service for the city customers. Artesia Advocate.
Carpenters All Butty
Several pretty bnngalo
are being built in Carl-bapenters are all busy.

rcs'dinres
and

car-

Wirei

Stringing Telephone
Public Ctilities companv this week
hail a force of men working out of
I.akcwood, stringing telephone wires
between the White City and the
C I and I" ranch
o
installing new
phone-- , both ill I.akcwood and Dayton. The companv now ha- - over
MHI
sub- - rib'Ts.
5(H)
of
telephone
whom are in Carl-baand vicinity.
Carlsbad Argus.

K'osa Voice.

Port Office Robbed
While the
was
at
church the post office at Anton Chico
was recently robbed of $45.00.
LEA
Fine Jail Being Built
has comContractor! Totfclniire
menced wyrk on the jail build ng at
It will he of concrete
l.ovington.
2(ix.i
and fire proof with living
apartments for the jailor in the fir-- t
story and cells above. The second
story will be burglar proof and f
with door and window protection of material that cannot be cut
or sawed.
Severe Rain And Wind Storm
l.ovington was recently visited by
a good shower.
At Seagraves the
raiji and wind storm was severe
damaging several houses and one
windiii II. f reighters who were out
cxpcr-cnregreat difficulty getting
into town.

OTERO
Marketing Peaches
The first peaches on the mark: t
were brought in several days ago
by Dr. lime with O. (i. Cady a close
second. The present indication- - are
tiiat there will be a large qiiant'ty
ol peaches shipped from Alamogor-il- o
the com ng season. Alaniogordo
News.
I

Big Wool Shipment
The wind shipments from the Aztec station to date this year amount
to 252,074 pounds. Aztec
Mine Leased
Henry Robertson ami ( leorge I'.ivtt
have leased the Albert Thomas mine
en the l.a I'lata. Mr. Robertson is
an experienced miner and at present
a member of the Hoard of Exanrncrs
for mines in the State of Colorado.
- Aztec
Independent.
Co,-"- l

p
Shipped To Colorado
H. 1). Abranis shipped his sheep
to the Silvertoil range. Tom Colliding and son and II
Reynolds also
shipped their last week. The former 10 ear loads and the latter
car load.
Sh--

1

SAN

MIGUEL

Big Oil Lease
The I.as Vegas grant, which is
owned by the people of the city of
as Vegas has been leased for o l
purposes to the Wyoming Refining
tompany, one of the most substantial oil producing compaii'cs of the
mountain country.
Outlook For Cattle
from the lower mesa
state that the cattle are badly in
need of rain and unless ra n comes
in a few days the grass for this summer will be in poor condition. I.as
Vegas Optic.
Cattlemen

Shoemaker Firm Robbed
The store of Murphy K: Johns-at Shoemaker, was burglarized last
week ami goods amounting to over
There is no trace
$400 was taken.
o'" t''e bi'rglir.
The goods taken
consisted largely of jewelry amount-nto over $.!00. Several men and
lad cs apparel and a few pairs of
hoes constituted the remainder of
the loot.
g
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Forest Fire Under Control
A fire which started on the divide

between Mogolloti Cre'.'k and Turkey
Creek last week gave the official-am- i
employees of the (iila Forest
considerable trouble before it was
The
finally gotten under control.
fire was reported from lookout stations ami in two days 15 men hail
reached the scene and were working
night and day to head the blaze off
It reached the heavy timber in the
Silver City
Mogollon mountains.
Enterprise.
Mining Activities
The new mill at Socorro M. anil M.
Co. is Hearing completion.
This will
have a daily capacity of 250 tons.
Work at the mine has been started
and ore breaking and development
is under way.
The Mogollon Mines Co.. milled
nearly 5000 tons in May. Improvements are being mad in mill.
Sinking has been resumed in the
Central shaft of the Oaks Co. This

Boosters Will Celebrate
The progressive citizens of
ar:i
sa have invited the neighbors and
friends from Tiicumcari to Dalhart.
inclusive to be with them on July
the Fourth, to be celebrate the opening of the great highway between
Tiicumcari and Dalhart, to name the
road, elect officers and prepare an
intensive advertising campaign. However, the leading feature will be
A
Patriotism.
"redhlood- more
d"
is
patriotic! pragram
being
planned for Xara Visa this fourth,
than perhaps was ever planned anywhere in America.
Not only will hundreds of people
go from Tucumcari, hut the Chamber
of Commerce will send her splendid
band in their new uniforms, all "one
hundred, per cent American." Tucumcari News.

ROOSEVELT
Coal Vein Discovered
It is reported that a three foot
vein of coal has been found on the
J. I. Jones farm near Upton, at a
depth of 1.10. Flida Enterprise.

Jut

Looking For
To see the "sky
you might think
had taken up the

Rain

gazers" here now
all our citizens
study of astron

Shipment Received
Senator lienjani'ii F. Tan-ke- y
has received 000 head of cattle
from Arizona for his range, between
Santa Fe and White Rock canyon.
The shippnicnt represented a value
of $25 (Ml. Another shipment of 8(10
head will arr've in a few days.
Cat-ti-

ta'e

SIERRA
Body of Infant Found
At
recently the nude body
of a newly born infant was found
buried in a shallow hole dug in a
garden in Happy Flat. Sheriff
is working on the case.
Hillslioro Advocate.
llill-bor-

o

Raided Freight Wagon
Last week some enterprising person or persons raided J. M. l'adilla's
freight wagon at Lake Valley and
got away with 200 pounds of flour.
llillsboro Advocate.
Boys Leave For Camp Cody
Twenty-thre- e
Sierra county boys
left lat week for Camp Cody and
were given a royal send off. On the
train that took them to Camp Cody
there were 500 or more National reserves, mostly from Colorado, going,
"somewhere." and a number of draft
men from other parts of the slate
going to Camp Cody.

SOCORRO
Splendid Record
Last month there was placed on
record in the Socorro county court
house a deed with $205 worth of
Can you
revenue stamps attached.
beat it? Socorro Chieftain.
Traveling In Male Attire
The four young women wdio appeared at Socorro in men's clothing
last Friday and who were arrested
on charges of vagrancy, each were
fined $10 and costs, amounting in
all to $1(50 upon jtheir ,pleas of
guilty. They paid their fines and
were released.
The women left the city in thir
autoinob le, still wearing) their male
attire. They declared they were going to Albuquerque.

TAOS
Appealed To The Boys
The party of Clenrio boys who
made a trip to Taos county, arc well
plea-ewith what they saw, and
some of them will likely return there
An
to make their future home.
abundance of irrigation water, big
green alfalfa fields at their best, appealed to the boys from here.
( ilenr
Tribune.
d
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TORRANCE
Lightening Strikes Hotel
A bolt of lightening
struck the
Encino hotel recently rented to Mr.
anil Mrs. Cordova.
Mrs. Cordova
and Mrs. A. E Swaddley barely escaping with their lives, both bein
rendered speechless for several minutes. Xo great damage was done
to the building. Encino Enterprise.
Cnrdwood Destroyed By Fire
d
Recently the immense pile of
which was stacked near the
'l'oltcc well was set on fire by sparks
from the smoke stack and it was
only through strumous efforts that
the well structure was saved and
further damage prevented. H50 cords
of wood was completely destroyed.
cord-woo-

Sold Ranch And Steers
V. A. Phillips sold bis ranch and
150 yearling steers, to a Texas ranchman, wdio took posessiou of same
the first of this month. Xara Visa
News.

Another Cood Hotel

The people of Willard will soon
have another good hotel in the alteration and repairing of the former
Darras Hotel situate near the Santa
Fe depot. The owner, E. P. Davies
of Santa Fe has spent two thousand
dollars in repairs. Willard Record.

UNION
Big Dairy Begins Business
Mack Highfill Dcdman has opened his dairy, having completed the
massive buildings and installed the
machinery for milking. There are.
50 stanch 'mis and seventy-fiv- e
cows
will be milked. The large force of
attendants arc gcttng down to business proper.
DesMoines Swastika.
Moved Into New Quarters
Azars purchased the lease on the
Thompson
building, from W. C.
I'arnhart and moved into it last
week. They have a large stock of
goods and in their former quarters
they were too crowded to display
their merchandise to any effect.
Clayton Citizen.
Trigg Cattle Arrive
A shipment of cattle
mostly black
Poll Angus, from Texas, arrived in
Mosqnero last week and are being
located on the range near town.
These are the last of the immense
herds of cattle that are beincr moved
on to the land adjoining Mosqucro
that was recently bought from the
Hell Ranch by Mr. Trigfgl About
250.000 acres
were purchased and
ve now been stocked with a fine
of
cattle.
grade
Mosquero Sun.
Union Title & Loan in New Home
The Cnion Title and lxian Company moved into their new quarters
Decoration day and are now established in one of the best locations
and one of the nicest furnished offices in the county. Clayton News.
Let not the stream of your life
always be a niurmering stream.

